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March

31'st March, 2010
17:39

And even Waitrose is only accepting cash. A US gent asked if
they'd be discount for cash. LOL

17:45

How come all but one of the cash machines on Marylebone
High St are kaputt? Is it a coincidence?

17:48

Ah OK I see now it's not a coincidence that ATMs are down.
But because of a workman flooding/cutting a phone line!
Eeek!

19:09

Yeah Shirley got cashback from Tesco. Every little helps!

19:14

How about using hand-written letters sent via external post as
part of your E2.0 comm strategy? Sounds unusual, but it
should be considered.

19:20

@JimCarrey the universe says yes.

19:46

OK that last E2.0 idea was pretty blueskies thinking but just
trying to think of strategies to circumvent obstacles to
change:-)
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April

1'st April, 2010
00:29

Passion vs position - From my own experience this comment
on Peter Winick's blog Thought Leadership Leverage' about...
http://ow.ly/16WJS7

10:48

Free music for your listening pleasure: http://www.pimusic.org

11:57

Best ever April Fool's Joke was...<please complete this
tweet>

17:45

Looking up from my book 'Behind the Cloud' I see an office
with http://www.RealSiebelExperts.c… in big letters down the
sie of it!
2'nd April, 2010

11:08

@CannonGod iPad goes on sale in the US today. Happy to
chat if you're around this Easter.

11:26

@CannonGod yep gonna be a busy Easter;^)

11:39

Think it's time to get a couple of t-shirts printed from my mate
Pil's designs from Brazil this Easter - inspired by news of
t-shirt riot!
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3'rd April, 2010
15:11

Hanging out in Leicester's independent art centre drinking
latte listening to drums. #Leicester

15:44

http://ow.ly/i/XdI drumming away on Saturday afternoon...

18:21

RT @coffeemaverick: The ipad is amazing however it's aittle
heavier that I expected http://yfrog.com/b9lwrj

19:02

I used to check my name in Google, now I check my Twitter
name. Richer, better, self-service feedback:-) It's my virtual
iPad...
4'th April, 2010

12:32

Watching Bloomberg's Charlie Rose interviewing a top Rio
gentleman. What's it all about?
5'th April, 2010

08:33

@CannonGod seems like doubts are already surfacing
around the iPad's wifi capability. Oops.

16:24

RT @foxblogger: Leicester 4-0 QPR: City complete their
biggest win over QPR since 1984. Waghorn has his first
career brace. Excellent.
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6'th April, 2010
12:29

Grupo EBX's Eike Batista - if you set up in Brazil you are
considered Brazilian; clear differentiator to China.
http://ow.ly/1v44S #Brazil

12:32

RT @Cybersoc: Congrats and welcome @dhinchcliffe RT
@headshift: @dachisgroup Acquires Hinchcliffe and
Company: http://dach.is/1Y <nice move

13:32

Regus could develop online communities for global biz ppl
together with existing partners such as major airlines, with
advertising revenue.

15:27

Do you have a snappy set of your social media skills
experience? I've come up with the following 'dirty dozen'.
http://tinyurl.com/yfl4et3

20:25

RT @1bdasgupta: If Gordon Brown is just middle class like
you and I, then why the hell am I electing an ordinary man to
high office? Gim ...
7'th April, 2010

00:40

What are your dirty dozen? - In between freelance contracts
I've been trying to come up with a neat summary of my s...
http://ow.ly/16ZXUo

06:30

RT @thinkfreer: The future of work? 'from cogs to lynchpins'
by Seth Godin http://bit.ly/9zXbZb <love the l-pins concept,
but in reality?
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07:56

Watching 'La Regle du jeu' enjoying the spectacle of the
general election.

08:20

Wondering through the pound shops of East Ham trying to
find something to keep my £s change in, but only wallets on
sale!

08:39

Father's response to daughter spinning around for fun. Q: "Do
you feel free?" A: "Noo". Q: "So why are you spinning around
then?". #free

09:42

RT @TelegraphNews AOL prepares to shut down Bebo
http://bit.ly/cUcqMo < great Brit online success facing shut
down.

09:54

On the co-dependent state of media sound-bite politics today RT @snowded "Oh and don't say social media is the
solution".

10:11

@HootSuite Thanks for the e-mail invite for 'HootSuite for
Teams' webinar but I'm missing the registration link. Url
please!

10:21

Reading: Strings.com - A Tool For Social Tracking
http://www.killerstartups.com/…

10:49

RT @RichardWiseman: Does reading about other people's
happy experiences make you feel happy?
http://richardwiseman.wordpres…
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11:05

@Ilana I bought Viral Loop based on soc med recom' - book's
great though funny how chapter on Bebo's use of virals can
unravel with closure.

12:19

I've written to my MP Stephen Timms asking him who will pay
for the cost of UK schools having to enforce the Digital
Economy Bill? #debill

12:33

New blog post: The cost of policing the Digital Economy Bill
for schools http://bit.ly/bPUAta

12:35

@RevKevKing http://ow.ly/1vwlF for a copy of my letter on my
blog highlighting the cost of policing to schools. #debill

14:13

RT @physorg_com Online (community) interactions have
positive effects for real-life communities
http://www.physorg.com/news189…

14:20

Malcom Gladwell's take on the staying power of Facebook:
http://www.psfk.com/2010/04/ma… @PSFK

20:19

Good to hear the danger to children is being picked up - I
focused on the cost to schools in policing it earlier today.
#debill
8'th April, 2010

00:33

The cost of policing the Digital Economy Bill for schools - My
letter to Stephen Timms MP (via WriteTo Them) highli...
http://ow.ly/170C0o
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07:53

Reading Tim O’Reilly's 'Government As a Platform'
http://ow.ly/1vUbY Chapter 1 is online, and taking comments!

11:10

Contract to create a search engine: code the engine, take
updated data, apply rules to it, to create good user
experience. Interested?

11:24

Did I hear right on TV this AM or is David Cameron going to
put 'soul' into young ppl? Surely you have to do that for
yourself?

11:39

@tipexxed thanks

12:27

Does Your Boss Love You? http://bit.ly/aXOOyT

13:29

Could your community manager make you money? Greg
could: http://ow.ly/1w0Wz

13:35

It's not often you spot two of your former social media bosses
taking a walk in the park: http://ow.ly/1w18e

14:17

At an exhibition on historic links between freemasons the
Royal Society (having had my hair cut first:-)

16:27

@caffeinebomb the latest edition of Wetherspoons news had
a great all in wedding day deal;-)

17:03

Yo Chinook helicopter over East Ham!
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9'th April, 2010
00:36

Greg is one way to make money out of social media - It's a
standard part of community manager jobs specs to say tha...
http://ow.ly/171fDX

08:17

It appears Micky's Fish Chips on Norfolk Pl nr Paddington Stn
has closed for a serious refurb. Just as well I don't need it no
more!

08:22

But you'll be pleased to hear the Sussex Fish Bar on London
St (nxt to the Surrey Arms) is well truly open for biz. Might
need it later!

08:38

Somehow found myself at a World Press Freedom Day event.
Wonder what the hashtag is?

08:45

RT @Bear_Faced: @stuartgh world press freedom hash tag
is #WPFREE <thanks, #WPFdebate it says on the screen b4
me...Frontline Club debate

08:50

@Bear_Faced And the motion for debate (now on screen) is
'Unregulated political comment online helps the democratic
process'. #WPFREE

12:20

@RevKevKing hmm, you could be right. News from same
street, I was told the local porno shop has just closed too.
Coincidence?¡

12:37

@paulbradshaw good point of yours on 'understanding'; after
all who is supposed to set the terms of debate in a
democracy, ppl or journos?
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10'th April, 2010
09:13

@ReenaVerma @gottahelp @blaisegv thxs again for the RT:
Could your community manager make you money? Greg
could http://ow.ly/1woea

09:16

Save on PPC costs - publish valuable news on your site and
see it appear in the top ten Google search, in news section,
above your rivals.

09:19

Use news to launch a new campaign, when regular SEO isn't
quick enough, bk it up with targetted Adwords that save
money by its relevancy!

09:22

Great day yesterday at #thupr at the new Creative
Collaboration space at Kings X; two top SEO tips just tweeted.
Thanks @ClaireatWaves

09:38

Thanks to Daniel Cartwright of Adfero for the Google News tip
for the way to cost effective SEO over ppc.
http://www.adfero.co.uk #thupr

13:50

A helicopter pulling a huge PKR.com banner with the words 'poker.evolved' has appeared. http://ow.ly/i/12fQ It's my flag
now.

14:45

RT @RealStringbean: Peterborough 0-1 Leicester City!!!
COME ON YOU FOXES!

15:22

Working around the West Ham ground looking for ice cream.
First effort for a cone was rebuffed!
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16:47

RT @MirrorFootball: Portsmouth relegated after West Ham
beat Sunderland http://bit.ly/czYwz7 #football
11'th April, 2010

09:14

RT @TelegraphNews Malcolm McClaren: What a magnificent
failure http://bit.ly/deykrF <the power of art failure, in context...

13:00

At Bannatyne's Russell Sq we're backing Blackburn vs Man
U. Sorry about that!

13:05

The odds at William Hill are for £100 return on £10 bet on
Man U 3 Blackburn 0. Unlikely result don't you think?

13:14

@InnerMastery Your endurance quote is nice. I just say
"survival is success" as my way of saying the same thing:-)
12'th April, 2010

08:03

East Ham Post Office is taking its sweet time opening up this
morning. When you're ready!

09:33

http://is.gd/bo9Ay on the Oklahoma bombing 15 years on.
Glad I convinced the BBC to cover the 30th anniversary of
MLK's death in 1998.

10:40

Join Us on a Fantastic Trip to New York! http://blog.vtravelled.com/joi…
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10:44

RT @WorldCupFollow: Euro Exits Boost England: The early
exit of English clubs from the Champions League has given
England manager, Fab.. ...

16:21

How your online community manager could help make you
money: http://ow.ly/1w0Wz

21:45

RT @dahowlett: SAP could have owned the enterprise social
web - seems #salesforce.com saw the opportunity 1st.
13'th April, 2010

08:24

RT @AndroidDriven: NYT: Google Android Tablet Imminent:
http://cot.ag/95lube

10:28

New blog post: The Conservatives go viral
http://www.stuart-hall.com/201… ge2010

10:52

RT @pangy_twit: #DanMartin extreme adventurer to complete
#triathlon around the world http://tinyurl.com/yedborz

12:45

RT @jobday: RT @hootsuite: Hoot! New Blog post: Team
Collaboration ~ HootSuite Releases Tools for Agencies and
Groups http://ow.ly/173sMD

14:26

Niece piece in April's Men's Health on how to use soc netwrks
to the max: 'The new rules of language'. With pic of guys with
laptop heads!
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15:41

RT @Dan_Martin: RT @BusinessZone: Tory manifesto hints
at abolition of Business Link http://ow.ly/1xRUz #ukelection
#ge2010

16:28

RT @workatplay: Good news-bite on the Twitter ad plan from
the BBC http://ow.ly/1xWbF <Sony Pictures advertising? Yes
please if it's for me!

16:36

RT @iFroggy: Just made a post at KarateForums.com about
why online communities need to generate revenue:
http://bit.ly/bUarkI <topical too!

17:18

@elliotross Do you have a link for the IBM SNA?

17:32

@elliotross Good one!

18:04

@elliotross Nice again; I met a vet tech journo last wk who
was at the launch of the 1st IBM PC in 1981!
14'th April, 2010

08:14

So we now in the politics of anti-politics:-) #ge2010 That's soo
1994ish. Fast fwd to today it seems to be mainstream revenue stream?!

10:21

@RevKevKing Dear sir, please see my letter of reply from
Stephen Timms office, on what is now the Digital Economy
Act: http://ow.ly/1ygij
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10:26

RT @TheIET: Use freelancers? Professional Contractors
Group has developed an interactive guide
http://bit.ly/aQ7KWo

10:27

@stevebridger What's your fav idea to re-invent governance
Steve?

12:35

Off to see 'Know One Knows About Persian Cats' film about
undergrd Tehran band scene at 6pm at Prince Charles
cinema in Leicester Sq tonite.

12:54

Enjoyed BBC HARDtalk with Arash Hejazi, his of use of viral
social media vid of Neda's death. He said @paulocoelho had
hinted at his ID...

12:54

RT @N3W_Media: I note that the Apple UK site now says that
the iPad will be here late May. When did that change? <just
now:-)

13:06

@N3W_Media iPad sales outstripping supply is all part of a
clever 'magical, amazing, gorgeous' mkting plan - see it's soo
successful?!

14:56

SOCIALMEDIA NONPROFIT tweet: 140 Bite-Sized Ideas for
Nonprofit Social Mediia Engagement
http://amzn.com/1616990287 <incl a tweet from me!

15:19

Why is there always a constant Q of 3 ppl at Nero's Covent
Garden? Is it magic?!
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15'th April, 2010
08:03

Volcano in Iceland stops flights? Didn't Hamed Behdad's
character in 'No One Knows About Persian Cats' want to go to
Iceland? #coincidence

08:16

Hmm, its Ashkan who says that he fantasizes about going to
Iceland someday, and when asked why, he says to see Sigur
Ros: http://ow.ly/1yIwI

09:04

RT @Mazi: Icelandic Volcano Photos http://bit.ly/chJGKt

09:41

RT @mashable Facebook Introduces Community Pages
http://bit.ly/9PXySj #facebook #facebook-pages #trending
#community

15:39

RT @SBS_II: the ripples of the #ampleic project are clearly
being felt at almost every level of Leicester life - Govt, Edu...
awesome.

19:37

Gordon Brown looks a tad nervous #leadersdebate Nice
choice of pink tie though!

20:13

Got to say this TV debate is cracking me up! #leadersdebate
Hey, guys, say something inspiring wold you please?!

20:25

RT @MichaelWhite: #ge2010 Clegg says the more rivals
attack each other the more they sound the same. Good one
<true but surely rehearsed?
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20:29

Why do ppl nod when Brown talks about not taking risks with
the economy? This is a mkt economy based on taking risks.
#leadersdebate

20:30

RT @jowyang: Lunch break, in an 8 hour community strategy
session with a client. They came all the way from Europe! fun
stuff <wow good one

22:10

What better film after Icelandic ash TV #leadersdebate than
Groundhog Day. "Did you want to talk about the weather or
just chit chat?"
16'th April, 2010

09:14

Who knew that the subterranean entrance to Northampton
bus stn would be so atmospheric? http://ow.ly/i/17gH

11:26

RT @helentr: Ning starts charging and lays off 1/3 of its
workforce. Issue for all those charity communities in there.
http://bit.ly/aLI9NM

12:44

Just spotted a story about lunar dust risk on the front cover of
a spaceflight magazine! #ashtag

12:52

Vids from Cancer Research UK shop for 50p incl: The Day
Today 1, The Last Detail, Fled, Blakes 7 Duel, Radiohead 27
5 94 the astoria london.

12:58

I've a great volcano story if anyone wants to hear it. Darkly
comic tale of a volcano scientist I heard on the train from a
geologist. TGIF.
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16:13

Wow, I was complaining that this was a boring Friday
afternoon, and now the Goldman Sachs news breaks: SEC
crgs them with fraud over shorts!

16:38

RT @robinintexas: Only buy something that you'd be perfectly
happy to hold if the market shut down for 10 years. -Warren
Buffett <PBR

18:24

RT @JimCarrey: My tw'ts may get abstract at times. 4 realism
go to the Vatican and chck out Raphael's Last Supper! S'old!
%^+

18:57

Not esp impressed with Channel 4 News coverage of
Goldman Sachs fraud news compared to Bloomberg.

21:06

So the US Library of Congress is to keep a record of all
tweets since Twitter began. Will my tweets be worth reading in
100 years time?

22:22

RT @guidofawkes: +++ Cons 33%, Lib Dems 30%, Lab 28%
– YouGov +++ <but do lofty Cons have the right strategy in
dealing with lowly Lib Dems?
17'th April, 2010

08:59

Persuaded Shirley to make coffee this lovely morning.
Wonder what the news is this morning...
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18'th April, 2010
11:48

Watching the hippy commune chanting scene in 'The Last
Detail' as the Sikh procession moves past the front door.
#chanting

15:29

@johal20 East Ham has some character, having lived on
Coldharbour Lane, and in Shoreditch, not to mention Holborn!
19'th April, 2010

09:25

Good summary of the Goldman Sachs issue on front page of
City AM. Wonder what the talk is online in financial
communities about Sachs?

10:20

RT @mich8elwu: The #influencers you want (high bandwidth
user w/ domain credibility) data u need for finding them
http://bit.ly/aHlFTD ...

13:29

RT @askdebra: How will the Ning move to charge affect your
nonprofit or Ning community? Looking for thoughts.
@askmanny @cdegger @rhappe

14:31

Amusing tale of how I ended up using system theory to solve
sisters' hotel big bed prob: http://www.stuart-hall.com/a-t…

14:36

@jakemckee As I recall there's a setting within Basecamp that
allows you to keep internal comms separate from client
comms.
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14:42

@jakemckee you can select to keep an update private within
a project stream so that only internal proj folk can read it, not
ext clients.

14:56

@leebryant If I may nerdily say it sounds like your travel plan
needs to be complex rather than complicated to succed! That
absorbs change..
20'th April, 2010

07:57

Crisp pkts in red, blue yellowish with the party leaders' heads,
on offer at Tower Hill this morning: http://ow.ly/i/1aMV
#ge2010

13:54

New piece on Sage in today's City AM by Roger Baird. Shame
their site only includes an extract otherwise I'd post it on
ICAEW's IT Counts.

17:15

Anyone know of a cool spot to watch the General Election
debate in London twn on Thurs eve? #ge2010

19:06

1-0 to Barcelona!

19:08

RT @stuartgh: 1-0 to Barcelona! <sorry, I mean 0-1 to
Barca;-)

19:19

Wasn't expecting that - Inter score to make it 1-1.

19:52

And I wan't expecting that either : another goal from Inter
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19:53

@RossIGrant Like the Conservatives strong stand on the
travel chaos caused by Icelandic ash cloud compared to
Labour.

20:06

...and I certainly wasn't expecting a 3rd goal from Inter!

20:48

There's a birthday party with good pop music in the Black Lion
in Plaistow tonite - nice post-match entertainment!
21'st April, 2010

07:44

RT @DuncanBannatyne: Good morning everybody

09:37

And the after-effects of the ash cloud? - no tourists in Covent
Garden this sunny morning. http://ow.ly/i/1bID #ashtag

09:49

Funny how different things seem to go wrong in our world, but
yet we have little which connects them to together to explain
why? #complexity

12:02

http://ow.ly/1Ba4J MC Hammer talks about monetizing his
brand by staying in control using social media.

12:57

RT @TheCR: RT @jeffpulver: Videos of all of the sessions
from Day 1 of #140conf NYC are live at http://twt.tl/RM540DL
http://myloc.me/6fq9v

13:01

RT @Dan_Martin: RT @itv_news: David Cameron hit by an
egg during a visit to a college in Cornwall. <DC jokes he
knows = chicken b4 the egg.
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13:41

I see a jet plane over Leicester Square. And the moon over
the 'School of English'.

14:52

RT @vmondemand: Music: Watch the video for R singer
Lemar's single, Coming Home, taken from his album, The Hits
- added today.

15:02

Front of house guy at Apple store's on Regent Street says
iPad now available on 10 May. Of course you can pre-order
online;-) #Apple
22'nd April, 2010

00:45

How MC Hammer is using social media to monetize his brand
- MC Hammer at the 140 characters conference in NY talks ...
http://ow.ly/178rnr

07:40

http://ow.ly/1BApS Drupal 7 is slower but more scalable [link
to video from the BCS]

08:08

RT @guidofawkes: ...hope Brillo doesn't give me the brutal
punishment beating he dished out to Vince Cable :
http://bit.ly/aDpTkl <flip flop

13:08

@Dan_Martin Cheers for the cider pic. I trust you'll be at the
TV debate in Bristol to tweet your take on the froth the fizz?
#ge2010

13:16

I've read that social science geeks are finding the
communities that lie within large offline online social networks.
Could be a goldmine!
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13:20

Facebook's 'tower of power' (thanks to Fast Company) - it's
amazing growth since 2005 summed up in one tiny graph:
http://ow.ly/1BGRl

13:24

@Dan_Martin Thanks for the live blogging link
http://ow.ly/1BH2P

14:36

RT @SMSPTC: Dachis Group Acquires The 2.0 Adoption
Council « Dachis Group Collaboratory http://bit.ly/abonro

15:14

When virals go wrong...Unliver take BNP to task for using a
Marmite jar in video - revenge for Marmite's spoof hate ads?
http://ow.ly/1BL6W

15:42

RT @timberners_lee: RT @A_T_J: YaaaaY RT @w3c: W3C
Invites Comments on First Drafts of RDFa Core 1.1,
XHTML+RDFa 1.1 http://bit.ly/am9o3T

16:12

Just spotted a comedy actress in Covent Garden. For the life
of me I can't remember her name!

19:10

Good attitude from Cameron on Europe. #leadersdebate

19:32

RT @rorysutherland: Clegg's kids presumably travel with
huge quantities of maraccas, castanets and vast legs of ham.
Must be tough. <amusing

19:35

Why is Clegg "anti-american" if he approvingly quotes
Obama. #leadersdebate
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19:38

I hope my former Bristol landlord Tim Summers gets to ask a
question about powers to move old vans from St Andrews
Rd;-) #leadersdebate

19:40

RT @rorysutherland: #Leadersdebate This is boring. Can
someone ask "Who would win a fight between a badger and a
Stoat?" <a fat Stoat

19:59

Sorry Clegg bored of your bus story to keep warm, and no you
can't 'give' ppl dignity, they have to earn it for themsleves.
#leadersdebate

20:01

Laughed out loud at Brown smiling when Clegg thanks him for
properly reading his manifesto. #leadersdebate

20:04

When I rang the Black Lion pub in Plaistow earlier asked if
they'd have the debate on TV there was a huge roar of
laughter! #leadersdebate

20:42

I know personally know one illegal immigrant who'd throw the
biggest party ever if she got an amnesty! #leadersdebate
23'rd April, 2010

00:38

Drupal 7 is slower but more scalable - Nice to hear from the
BCS about Drupal 7, with more content making it slower...
http://ow.ly/179a6h

10:28

Taking St George's Day off with Shirley, enjoying her
promotion news! Off to see 'The Infidel' later...Cheers.
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15:00

http://ow.ly/1CdCK Helping your community manager to make
money through influencers - inspired by Dr Michael Wu's post
http://ow.ly/1CdFh

16:36

RT @TheCR: Going down the semantic web/automated
taxonomies/XML rabbit hole #TheCRLive <cmty cms Drupal 7
will incl RDF semantic support!

16:57

Kebab cafe at the end of our road is about to re-open as the
Afghan Kebab House. Old cafe sign left lying in the sand.
http://ow.ly/i/1dNE
24'th April, 2010

00:35

Helping your community manager to make money through
influencers http://ow.ly/179PWN

13:06

Watching 'Dan in real life' on DVD stumbled across the line
"Love is not a feeling, love is an ability". What's the ROI on
that?
25'th April, 2010

09:43

It's gonna be one of those days - lots of jokes abound! Great
news on Leicester West Ham wins yesterday, lking frwd to
Chelsea game later!

10:46

Watching a webinar about Omniture's closed loop marketing
integration with salesforce. It's about aligning sales and
marketing, I'm told.
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12:30

RT @GDyer: @Dan_Martin shut up you pimms bag! :-) <btw
ice cold pimms in a thermos flask is great drink to smuggle
into Wimbledon!

13:06

Want to get yourself on TV in this election? Use my iPlayer
screengrab to cut paste your face into picture! #ge2010
http://ow.ly/i/1fvb

19:40

Watching Michael Moore's 'Slacker Uprising' and laughing.
"There's no crying in politics, pick yourself up!" #ge2010

19:56

RT @guidofawkes: Do I detect the penny dropping with
pundits that we are looking at a probable Liberal-Conservative
regime in two weeks? <OK

23:01

1st flight from Iraq to London in 20 years stops over in
Sweden for security reasons. Right. I've been living with a
Swedish Iraqi. Right2.
26'th April, 2010

08:10

Must say from a politi sci hobbyist pov its great hanging out in
East Ham during this #ge2010.

11:18

RT @TelegraphNews Cobra king Lord Bilimoria fights to
regain his crown http://bit.ly/b8umXy <just bumped into the
King in Covent Garden;-)

11:55

Interested in getting more revenue from your online
community? Then lets meet up at Internet World 2010 talk.
http://ow.ly/1D38r #iwexpo
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13:29

@Kirstenwagenaar @ThinkingFox @Jay_1988 @blaisegv
@didogeneve @community_mngr <thanks for RT my cmty
post on making money influencing ppl!

14:25

Just passed a sign which says Soho 1/4 mile Mayfair 1 mile.
Decisions, decisions!

20:49

I'm eating apple crumble watching Piers Brosnan try and sing
in 'Mama Mia'. Good stuff!
27'th April, 2010

07:45

@DT ...all the stands I'm going to. Thanks for the iPad
suggestion.

07:46

@BusyJordo ...off to #iwexpo today. Have a great day.

11:36

Rackspace demo outside Internet World 2010: “No need for
inhouse servers”! #iwexpo http://ow.ly/1DzkN

11:57

@elsua yes indeed IM is a highly portable flexible tech suited
to global start-ups for eg.
28'th April, 2010

00:47

Welcome to Internet World 2010! - If you're attending Internet
World 2010 today (twitter hashtag #iwexpo) look out ...
http://ow.ly/17cf3v

07:16

@leewright nice pic thanks! I'm looking forward to Day 2 of
#iwexpo with @zingzam later this morning.
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07:54

Q: What's the most inspiring web marketing advice you've
had? http://ow.ly/1E2Nx My 2-part answer, with thanks to
Hubspot's useful webinars!

09:54

Listening to the head of Guardian's social media with
@leerwight, @heyfife of @zingzam on Day 2 of Internet
World London. #iwexpo

09:57

Connected content in context is the new king! #iwexpo

10:22

@megpickard Q on how to make money? A: more engaged
users on the Guardian = more valuable to advertisers. Quality
vs quantity leads #iwexpo

12:31

RT @jowyang Prediction: Dachis Group's next buy will be an
Enterprise Social Software platform. #PuzzlePieces <Oh, no it
won't;-)

12:32

@AlexisBones thanks for the RT Alexis!

12:37

My idea of re-writing lyrics to 'Golden Brown' no longer works
after GB just killed the new line "never a frown with Gordon
Brown". #ge2010
29'th April, 2010

00:44

What's the most inspiring web marketing advice you've had? I was recently asked a good question by a new contact ...
http://ow.ly/17cXiP
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09:59

Over at David Terrar's D2C stand listening to the insider news
on the new Wordframe E2.0 community platform launch.
#iwexpo

10:00

RT @MrRobTaylor: s / h / r / e / d / d / e / d / t / w / e / e / t

10:06

RT @TrueBeliever59: Fennec (Firefox) for Android
http://goo.gl/kgkx #Fennec #Firefox #Android <good one to
sprd the news at IW2010! #iwexpo

16:23

See behind the scenes of tonight's TV general election debate
with these insider pics from the Uni of Birmingham
http://ow.ly/1EKE8 #ge2010

16:46

@AndrewMulvenna My bad luck - if I was in Bristol I'd really
be up for a pint with the Pearl team. Cheers!

19:50

I'm eating my way through a M bite sized flap-jack tub, is this
at all relevant dear twitterati? #leadersdebate
30'th April, 2010

07:50

@amoyal One simple plan for the bank holiday - get the hell
out of Dodge!

10:09

Interesting debate on Uni of Birmingham alumni (LinkedIn)
group on how best to use the coverage for maximum positive
effect.
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11:00

Just at St Pancras then walked past a guy wearing an English
Civil War Society jacket; not a good post-election omen?
#ge2010

11:08

Great service at Pret St Pancras - friendly lady asked about
my holiday plans also spotted a fake £1 coin in the change for
a reg' Latte!

15:41

Want to use your Android phone as a modem? I'm using mine
for the first time to tweet the good news! Free software:
http://ow.ly/1FdNl

16:22

Thousands of people have joined a sickening "hate group" on
Facebook which pokes fun at missing Madeleine McCann.
http://ow.ly/1FfgS

16:34

RT @Dan_Martin: Look what image @BBCiPlayer has
chosen to sum up #leadersdebate! http://twitpic.com/1joizu

16:57

Analysis by C4's @benjamincohe So this general election has
been defined amplified by social media (and not just TV)
http://bit.ly/9EggrZ

18:13

@willcarling too late sorry, already watching 'Moonraker'...

21:14

RT @rorysutherland: Jon Stewart Mocks the Laughable
Tameness of British Political Scandals. http://bit.ly/9eak3h <ta,
Paxman + Stewart = fun
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21:44

RT @NickPHC: RT @Classifeeds: FOR SALE Tea bags 80
for £1. Meet me behind Gillian Duffy's house. Safe /via
@theChrisMcneil
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May

1'st May, 2010
12:33

Love the parody David Lynch character in 'Jimmy Glick in
Lalawood' with the spooky opening scene. #film #humour
2'nd May, 2010

11:30

Boost influencers' cred with your users by making their
content more searchable, promote it via tweets bookmarking:
http://ow.ly/1FUtM

15:59

@rhonywood Thanks for the RT and ecademy connection;
interesting to see your marketing soc media business.

16:42

Things looking a bit hairy on New Walk with lager lads outside
Revolution! #Leicester
3'rd May, 2010

09:50

@samdownie Morning sir! Down the gym for me. Have a good
day.

20:41

RT @ruskin147: invlmt in Gen Election prog like being xtra in
Saving Private Ryan. Just hope I make it to the beach
http://yfrog.com/bhfe3j
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20:42

RT @rhappe: Big decision point - is the community meant to
make money itself or does it play a supporting role or as new
channel -@adamzawel

20:42

RT @RSessions: The truth of a proposition is not determined
by a democratic vote.
4'th May, 2010

09:07

RT @blaisegv: RT @GameRemix_xBox: We should look at
how the role of community mgr has evolved over the last six
years. http://bit.ly/aefUW7

10:39

Reading the State of Community Management
http://ow.ly/1GFHq It inspired me to write a new post on
monetizing communities http://ow.ly/1GFEu

11:33

In case you missed it - my post on forms of 'crowdfunding' in
the UK - 'Is web 2.0 enabling a new kind of financing?'
http://ow.ly/1GGAw

11:35

@TheCR My pleasure, it also reminded me to tweet a link to a
fav post I did on web 2.0 financing while CM for the ICAEW!
5'th May, 2010

00:59

Greg is one way to make money out of social media: three
extras http://ow.ly/17gJbw
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07:25

Good to get round to setting up my FriendFeed, thanks to a
nudge from Thomas Power of Ecademy: http://ow.ly/1H7Xb It
appears I'm a busy boy!

08:00

RT @neilpatel What a flight attendant taught me about
business http://bit.ly/cUwiEO

08:06

RT @TheCR Conversations with Community Managers
(Episode #5) – Shwen Gwee: Social Pharma
http://bit.ly/cMiHrw

10:07

Liking the improved functionality of FourSquare on my
Android Phone app.

17:38

From chatting at the bar it appears there's a friendly game at
West Ham tonite, though some some expected Chelsea plyrs
are now busy busy!
6'th May, 2010

14:35

Walking past Westminster School I just passed a student
carrying a ruler. That's quite cool in my books!

17:25

At Collyer Bristow's art gallery awaiting the start of Christ's in
the City talk on intellectual property law. Bumped into an IP
lawyer;-)
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7'th May, 2010
07:52

RT @LStacey: RT @helentr: Facebook now rumoured to be
taking on Foursquare with location based services
http://bit.ly/c89Jc7 <ta for the tip

08:31

Wonder if industry analysts have considered the impact of
Facebook's social networking dominance by comparing
different ecosystem models?!

12:09

Meanwhile, the World Cup Trophy has arrived in South Africa.
34 days, 10 hours, 49 mins, etc to go!

15:03

Isn't how the the election result mirrored the last exit poll a
great eg of how the 'complex' can match the 'complicated' for
prediction?

18:40

RT @billjohnston: My dream online presence platform is
social CMS, community, listening, analytics, insight,
ecommerce and crm. <vendor?!
8'th May, 2010

11:53

@billjohnston thanks Bill, would be interesting to create a
table which compares vendors based on those community
mgmt specifics.

11:55

@adamcranfield Cheers for the reply. Wonder if there's a
simple way of comparing vendor offerings, say in table
format?
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14:13

RT @Techmeme: Facebook's Gone Rogue; It's Time for an
Open Alternative (@rsingel / Epicenter)
http://techme.me/=Wk5 <ecosys analysis?

15:42

@adamcranfield funny you'd think vendors would be gagging
at the chance to contribute to such an assessment but they
rarely appear bothered!

15:44

@Dan_Martin What's that demo all about then Dan? Got a
link please? Thanks.

16:58

RT @sfarrington: Fair votes demo in Bristol - election has
certainly stirred things up! http://twitpic.com/1m3b6v

16:59

@Dan_Martin many thanks, I heard there's been a PR demo
outside the Lib Dem HQ today in London too...
9'th May, 2010

09:10

Good luck Leicester today vs Cardiff in the play-off 1st leg. I'll
be wearing my lucky shirt - the original Brazilian shirt in blue
white!

09:22

RT @channel4news: JHew: Not since Last Of The Summer
Wine has the opinion of a #Clegg been so critical!

14:20

Just tried out the Sports Bar on Haymarket in central London
for the World Cup. The poor service high prices suggest it's no
winner!
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14:55

RT @samircaica: Testing identi.ca <must give that a go
myself as alt.facebook option.
10'th May, 2010

09:22

@findenlake our lucky shirts failed; finger's crossed for
Wednesday!

10:12

Child Exploitation and Online Protection (CEOP) details nicely
displayed by a police horse in Whitehall http://ow.ly/i/1u6q

10:29

Know your SEO from your SMO? Then DM me about SEO
Consultant and SEO exec jobs available between £25-£45k
based in central London! Cheers.

10:43

BBC reporter on hung parlt talks describes it like a Rubic's
Cube: "very complicated". I'd prefer to see it as 'complex'
myself! #complexity

14:16

Sustainable Community Building [for Humans]
http://bit.ly/a5Fvgq via @AddToAny

14:20

I've used my previous offline community experience in helping
people speak for themselves - applied that to online
community engagement!

15:00

RT @big_ben_clock: BONG BONG BONG BONG <this Big
Ben tweet is slightly ahead of the actual chimes, I've
checked:-)
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15:02

Try watching BBC News open in two browser tabs at the
same time, the echo effect is rather unusual.

15:07

RT @ronaldskelton: chocolate problem: we all already know
chocolate is awesome so no reason to talk about - find a way
to solve the choc ...

17:06

@Dan_Martin What's your expert take on what's likely to
happen with Brown standing down?

19:07

Love the way the BBC keep describing the political horse
trading as 'extraordinary'.

19:33

RT @brett: Facebook teams up with McDonald’s to launch
geo-location app http://bit.ly/apsJXB <make that a
Zuckerberger to go;-)

20:08

@billjohnston I'm waiting for Microsoft's new online
social-gizmo that supposed to bring them all together!

20:08

My fellow English pub goers, isn't the World Cup the priority,
not all this over-egged guff about a strong stable gov?

20:12

@sunnysingh_sw6 It's 'cause Cameron went to Eton, and
Clegg did not. The finer details of class culture?

21:01

Zippos circus just went past on the back of a flatback lorry!

21:13

@sunnysingh_sw6 Hmm, if I may digress, with a touch of
trivia you've inspired, to say the White Russian exiles settled
in West Kensington!
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11'th May, 2010
08:58

A little bird tells me that Acetaminophen/Chlorzoxazone is an
effective painkiller for period pain. Also great for back pain, its
1st use.

10:31

@twittomtit You make a fair point about the importance of
diagnosis first and foremost. I was considering the value of
self-medication too.

11:18

What are the key elements of a winning community social
media strategy, what would be required to do to make it
happen?

12:45

Twitter's meltdown today should help remind users —
followers aren't everything http://bit.ly/9VIPA1 from
@econsultancy <influencers rule!

13:26

Is there a Twitter api that allows protected tweets to be
displayed publicly on a widget on a company intranet? #twitter

13:32

@kevincody thanks will check it out

20:39

@Dan_Martin Watching 'Rudo Cursi' on DVD
#WhenBrownResigned Film dialogue: "Uniforms and mothers
- you both get your identity from them"..
12'th May, 2010
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07:44

The Lib-Cons coalition will be good for Labour, forced to
radically re-define itself. Or it could just hope the cuts are
enough. Or both/

12:46

What platfom do you suggest to Ning site owners who want to
migrate to a new social platform? Its the question of the hour!
#ning

20:31

Cardiff 2 Leicester 3 (Agg: 3-3) #Leicester <oooh
13'th May, 2010

00:55

How I understand the science of simplicity - I understand the
relationship between simplicity and complexity as wel...
http://ow.ly/17m5Qh

07:16

@jowyang see feverbee.com recent post on this.

07:20

Would your community manager benefit from a day or two's
1-2-1 mentoring around a specific issue such as metrics that
fit both site org?

09:52

Don't forget the obvious, the details, the connections, the
reason why things fail when setting up your community or
social media prescence.

09:59

@jowyang I'm looking frwd to reading the results of your FB
Community Page analysis. Ta v. much.
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10:04

@jowyang Wikipedia says users are able to prevent friends
from seeing updates about certain types of activities, including
...Wall posts

14:01

Bedford Row Chambers: Peace in Our Time symposium to
consider an end to the war on drugs, May 13th:
http://bit.ly/cIVohy <tricky subject!

16:04

Just saw my first Steadicam in real life outside the BCS!

17:09

If you can read this it's stopped raining (sign outside London
pub if that's a tad cryptic:-) http://ow.ly/i/1xas

17:24

Dear me seems the Law Society gig tonite may be losing out
to the RSA from a soc med guru pov;-)

18:30

New cabinet has 5 members backing changes to drug law to
take control bk from gangs. But will anything happen? Wait
another five years;-)

18:52

Obama drug plan 'firmly opposes' legalization as California
vote looms - The Hill's Blog Briefing Room: http://bit.ly/abjcOz
via @addthis

20:19

I'm the only guy in an Alterian SM2 social media monitoring
webinar right now; it's 1-2-1 service!

20:48

@khenderick Cheers!
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14'th May, 2010
07:25

@StevenTrue thanks Steve I've just come across Alterian's
SM2 have had a play with the freemium version which is
excellent!

07:29

RT @WorldCupBlog: A starting XI made up entirely of Brazil /
Argentina snubs. Would this be a quarter/semifinal team?!
http://bit.ly/cSAFhp

08:35

RT @GuyKawasaki: Facebook privacy policy longer than U.S.
Constitution http://u.nu/5egr9 <those revolutionary americans
knew how to edit!

10:07

A view of the Houses of Parliament across the Thames from
Albert Embankment. It's just gone 11! http://ow.ly/i/1xQg

10:46

Just had a funky brainwave for a Facebook geo-taggable fun
m-maker. If no one DMs me I'm happy as it will give me a few
mins to work on it!
17'th May, 2010

13:06

RT @pramitjnathan: The greatest foes, and whom we must
chiefly combat, are within. ~Miguel De Cervantes | RT
@TrendyDC

13:35

Support The Sun - Maybe Just Maybe, add a #twibbon to your
avatar now! - http://twb.ly/dl0AIr
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18'th May, 2010
16:51

Just been swapping World Cup tips with a South African guy
who's well pleased the BA strike's off as he's going to the WC,
lucky man!
19'th May, 2010

12:32

Could the powerful Xyggy search engine, with its drag n' drop
item search, become the tool of choice for online shoppers?
http://ow.ly/1N1Lx

16:45

ReevooMark – two good reviews which give a top vfm mark
for my Acer Aspire 5738Z Windows 7 Laptop:
http://bit.ly/94DxTK

18:19

RT @SueOnTheWeb: RT @UmaChandran: Make sure your
community manager has the passion and personality to
connect with your members @edenspo ...

18:44

The debate about privacy, roles, permissions online: why truly
simple works best as a guiding principle: http://ow.ly/1NfwL

19:13

10 Community Management Themes for 2010: #5 internal
cultural change and evangelism #TheCR <its NBce certainly
rings true for my experience.
20'th May, 2010

09:29

It's a long way from the back door to the back garden in East
London as this pic suggests! http://ow.ly/i/1ECE #London
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09:55

@RevKevKing East Ham Leicester on the wkend. Wanna
meet up for a beer/ sir?

10:03

Just clapped eyes on a jogger in a JP Morgan T-shirt
remembered the World Cup maths prediction story from their
offices with a smile!
21'st May, 2010

00:29

You Oughta Know Inbound Marketing - Love this video from
Hubspot dramatizing the value of inbound marketing.
http://ow.ly/17ryUE

13:33

Couldn't make the StartUp event at Excel today but got to be
better value than Chris Cardell's event, though Bob Geldorf
voicemail was fun!
23'rd May, 2010

20:00

Loved the TV documentary on World Cup celebrations today,
from Cameroon, Mexico, Educador Brazil. Oh and some guy's
designing one for SA!
24'th May, 2010

16:02

Zuckerberg's privacy piece in the Washington Post - try
focusing on words 'simpler' 'feedback' to dig into it deeper:
http://bit.ly/aY8gbG
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16:13

@RevKevKing catch up with you in Upton Park soon then,
specially now the World Cup warm ups have started!

16:14

Social Media 201: How To Use Social Media Sites To
Increase Traffic http://shar.es/mYVv8 <chk out twitterfeed.com
too to connect share;-)
25'th May, 2010

07:33

Interesting take on the FB privacy debate from SF Chronicle:
http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/…

08:12

Locked out my house by my housemate, after shouting
banging I crawled in throw a window only to find him there
denying he'd locked me out!

08:29

@J_Wilcox Hope your day's better than mine!

08:49

Got a meeting with a chap with a great sounding product to
save the NHS money by making sure patients make their
appt. Hope he's on time!!

10:54

@Dan_Martin how about these 4: improving service, cutting
costs

11:05

RT @HubSpot: Data Shows: On Twitter, Women Are More
Social http://hub.am/bWU9yn

13:40

Not sure if the ICAEW social media folks are going to like
what Facebook created in the way of a community page!
http://ow.ly/i/1K4v #icaew
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13:42

I wonder how many organisations faced with a new Facebook
Community Page are reaching out for community expertise to
help manage them?
26'th May, 2010

00:31

How's Facebook's social graph doing three years on? - It's
three years since Mark Zuckerberg proclaimed the power o...
http://ow.ly/17v0gu

07:18

@interceptme thanks for the Facebook tip!

07:21

RT @soslab: Institute of Web Science Victim of U.K. Budget
Cuts - Semantic Web http://bit.ly/ahJmSF

07:43

Any ideas for practical jokes to play on my housemate who
locked me out of the house for a laugh gratefully received nothing too sneaky!

07:56

RT @ecomunidades: Users are not commodities: A bill of
privacy rights for social network users: Proposed by the
Electronic Frontier... ...

08:05

@jonnop good idea, though this is the kind housemate who
sits in his room all day so he needs an anti-speeding txt!

11:53

RT @timberners_lee: RT @Nigel_Shadbolt: Note on Web Sci
+ Open Data in UK http://bit.ly/9yFKzR <is the 'semantic prize'
worth fighting for??
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11:58

@twithelpme love the 'twithelpme' service, thanks very much
for the tweet. here's hoping I rustle up a good practical joke!

12:37

Check this video out -- Brands at Risk or Ready to Grow
(Social Media Emergence) http://youtu.be/TVIDeUPpYiQ
>>the power of 'similar others'

14:04

I love the fact that on Foursquare ppl have tagged a specific
train, eg 17:48 Paddington to Cheltenham - eg of targetting a
niche group?
27'th May, 2010

00:34

Users are not commodities: A bill of privacy rights for social
network users http://ow.ly/17vPOZ

15:26

Testing out Google Moderator with a Q A series on
community management; well just a few test q's to start off;-)
http://ow.ly/1QGxB
28'th May, 2010

12:18

Local trivia about Newbury - there's a Robin Hood roundabout
but no historical connection!? Russell Crowe should've done a
Newbury accent:-)

12:48

Listening to Vince Cable talking about investment in science but why not (semantic) internet science?
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29'th May, 2010
11:29

Nice CNBC 'Inside Google' prog looking at issues around
privacy, search, reputation, and challenges of competition in
the online world...

11:40

Trying visual search Android app 'Google Goggles'. First try
was a poor result when taking a pic of a VHS it focused on the
supporting text!
30'th May, 2010

00:24

The power of online comparison - Have you read the new
report Your Brand: At Risk or Ready for Growth?' from
social... http://ow.ly/17y20i

14:14

@twittomtit they hired a social media guru or some such
person not so long ago - wonder if that post will survive the
cuts though...
31'st May, 2010

19:02

Hobbit director quits, Celine Dion having twins, Charlotte
Church divorcing: plenty of bank holiday news to mull over
dwn the Barking Dog...
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June

1'st June, 2010
09:16

RT @s4s: UCL force computing student to shut down dating
site and fine him £300. Uncalled for or Justified? http://s4s.ly/l
<it's both;-)

09:58

@s4s thanks for the follow; here's to the School for Startups
shaking it up!

15:38

There's an injured person lying in our road, a damageds car
parked nearby, and a posse of police looking for answers.
#London
2'nd June, 2010

14:43

Walker's Crisps have a sense of humour, calling their Brazil
WCup flavour 'salsa'. It's 'samba' but then that's not a flavour!
#leicester
3'rd June, 2010

10:19

Is @Corbetplace the best place to watch the World Cup in
East London? It sounds great, and is better located than the
'Sports Bar' for me;-)

13:24

Laughing along with the 'Love Guru' - after recent events in
our street a little love peace laughter seems to be the order of
the day.
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15:08

RT @tonyhawk: I may be the only person headed to
Johannesburg tonight who isn't going for the World Cup.
<that's funny!
4'th June, 2010

07:53

Human Analysis in Social Media Monitoring: 5 Simple Steps
to Navigate a Sea of Records http://lnkd.in/NTzbn5

14:25

Must be my lucky day as just spotted music guru Paul
Gambacinni. #music (Did I get his surname right?!)

14:31

Phew, I got Paul Gambacinni's surname spelling right! Aka
'the professor of pop'... http://ow.ly/1U5Kb And also "The
Great Gambo".

14:34

I see Ronnie Scott's in Soho is hosting the World Cup in the
upstairs bar; got to be worth checking for central London
viewing?

14:43

@Bear_Faced Hmm, I wonder if Ronnie Scott's would stretch
to an evening of Blues if/when England gets knocked out!

15:41

#plan most epic wish ever(11/11/11 at 11:11) (everywhere.)
Fri, Nov 11, 2011, 11:10-11:15am http://planca.st/2aw

16:45

Off to get my hair cut in Leicester tomorrow, wonder if anyone
specialises in a mullet style;-) Good for World Cup fever, etc...
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5'th June, 2010
22:02

Is it me or is the weather part of some rock n roll themed
night?
6'th June, 2010

12:28

Catching up on shopping wih a couple of DVDs, including the
60s cult classic 'Vanishing Point' #film "you got to root right in,
to get out"
8'th June, 2010

09:05

@amoyal I'd give it 45 mins:-)

10:31

RT @Mazi: Sky Sports World Cup list
http://twitter.com/#list/SkySp…
9'th June, 2010

07:34

For community managers interested in moderation policy,
check out the UK Coalition Govt's one: http://ow.ly/1W1Zl
<PS: comments by 10th June

07:38

@SMMevents Any free passes going for bloggers who wish to
attend the event?

07:40

RT @siftmedia: Our @businesszone title gets a new look
homepage for 1 week only - supporting 'The Pitch 2010'
http://ow.ly/1VIrq #thepitch10
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11:46

Reading the City AM editor's view of govt cuts. Does Allister
Heath agree that public participation rather than consultation
is required?

14:08

In a nicely secluded internet cafe in deepest kennington.

19:05

@jowyang Oops missed that webinar - sounds useful - will it
be online in a recorded format?

19:25

@twittomtit LOL!

19:28

Hoping to make Kennington Fete on Sunday in Cleaver
Square. Hope to see you there. http://ow.ly/1Wmw3

19:50

RT @mashable Bing Adds Facebook Updates and Links to
Search Results http://bit.ly/cs2DhV #bing #facebook #search

22:02

@twittomtit nothing so glamorous in Kennington, apart from
the Black Sheep public house maybe!

22:03

Watching Gene Hackman Dennis Hopper in b-ball film
'Hoosiers'.
10'th June, 2010

11:47

With UK pensioners worried that BP shares are falling - time
to take a look at the rel' performance of Petrobas (PBR)?
http://ow.ly/1WDJK

18:14

Watching BBC's 'World Cup's Most Shocking Moments' on
iPlayer and cracking up (with laughter;-) http://ow.ly/1WQCh
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11'th June, 2010
06:14

I've favourited a YouTube video -- The Specials - Nelson
Mandela http://youtu.be/aCPw7P7rjSI?a

07:06

Automated sentiment analysis gives poor showing in accuracy
test: http://ow.ly/1X4lt

08:42

No such thing as a free lunch? RT @reuters: Buffett lunch bid
reaches $900,100, one day to go http://bit.ly/dzj30U

12:39

Thanks to Google Search when you enter the phrase 'BBC
world cup' the 2006 listing appears above the 2010 listing.
SEO fix please!

12:55

I disagree with Pele's concerns with Kaka's form going into
the WC. I am confident the boy from Taguatinga will have a
great tournamento!

14:12

In the Black Sheep watching SA vs France!
12'th June, 2010

00:38

Kaka's going to have a great World Cup - I think Kaka's going
to have a great tournament, which appears to be at odd...
http://ow.ly/17HKhR

11:53

RT @world2010cup: World Cup 2010: S.Korea vs. Greece,
LIVE STREAM, http://www.world2010cup.com/ma…
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13'th June, 2010
12:30

Hanging out at both the Portuguese Carnival Kenninton
Village Fete!

16:50

I've favourited a YouTube video -- Louis Armstrong - When
The Saints Go Marching In http://youtu.be/wyLjbMBpGDA?a
14'th June, 2010

20:22

Watching Paraguay vs Italy in East Ham, now its off to
Kennington to iron a shirt for the trip to the dentists tomorrow,
plus key biz mtg...
15'th June, 2010

16:56

Running to my dental appt this morning I nearly ran into a van
load of squaddies, then saw Four Lions film in Soho, now
Bloody Sunday news!
16'th June, 2010

15:26

Well England should feel better watching Spain trail
Switzerland 1-0!

21:13

Raise money for NSPCC by backing the team from Accenture
in their tough Highland challenge for the charity:
http://tinyurl.com/nspcc-love
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17'th June, 2010
08:46

RT @TheCR The Economic Value of Communities
http://bit.ly/cCfRHM

10:12

New neighbour has the words of HAL from 2000 AD on the
side of his/her property in tasteful grey/white tones.
http://ow.ly/i/26GJ

14:56

@mattrhodes that success requires social media monitoring
using a tool like Alterian's SM2?

14:57

RT @elsua: #e2conf #e2conf48 W/ @bartschutte
@jamiepappas @leebryant @dahowlett Mary Maida as
panelists @itsinsider moderating panel

15:03

RT @timberners_lee: Actually, gap.com, a plus sign *IS* a
valid character in an email address. #fail #plusSignInEmailFail
#RTFS

17:25

RT @WCUP2010: Greece beats Nigeria 2-1 #Worldcup

17:46

Hanging out at London e-mint with a pint of cold lager shandy,
with a view into Rathbone Place Royal Mail sorting office!
18'th June, 2010

08:39

French soldiers at St Pancras veterans family for L'Appel du
18 Juin 70eme Anniversaire:
http://www.appeldu18juin70eme.…
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09:28

The symbolic importance of 18 June 1940 explained:
http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki…

10:19

@Bear_Faced Waterloo? That's my departure station to my
new e-comm community job in Richmond! Come on England,
let's beat Algeria:-)

17:41

@J_Wilcox Sounds like the power cut was good news for
those wanting towatch the England game!

18:47

@adamcranfield England needs greater cohesion!

18:52

RT @mario: It's very considerate of England that they don't
want to disturb the bird on top of the Algerian goal #worldcup

18:59

@adamcranfield Maybe if we could get a goal, get some
confidence, get a rhythm going as a team..

19:12

@adamcranfield yep I'm gonna start praying for the team to
pick it up a notch..

19:15

Energy + cohesion = zest. Thinking about footie, and success.

20:04

@eModeration Thanks!

20:07

RT @jupitusphillip: One has to almost admire the Brechtian
minimalism after a while... #worldcup <I know a funny story
about Brecht...LOL

20:16

RT @Dan_Martin: If ITV HD put an advert on England might
score #WorldCup #Eng #WC2010 <LOL!
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20:19

@ThinkingFox I'm putting on 'Hot Tub Time Machine' as soon
as it finishes;-)
20'th June, 2010

17:02

Finally the Sunday papers blame pampered England players!
http://gu.com/p/2hzdn/tw
21'st June, 2010

08:01

It's a nice sunny morning in Richmond - looking forward to the
day ahead (unlike the England footie team perhaps ater
reading the Mail)..

08:53

Now *that* is a fancy motorbike. Any guesses on who makes
the 'Street Rocket' gratefully rcvd! http://ow.ly/i/2asw

20:40

I've favourited a YouTube video -- Jaan Pehechaan Ho Ghost World Soundtrack http://youtu.be/4I69mIK-94g?a

20:41

I've favourited a YouTube video -- Hare Ram Hare Krishna :
Dum Maro Dum Mit Jaaye Gum
http://youtu.be/f_v9oQhVE2E?a
22'nd June, 2010

07:30

RT @BookMarkLee: Good move. To avoid a multiplicty of
hashtags, as has happened previously, @hmtreasury will use
#junebudget
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07:56

"Sometimes from a big mistake comes a big performance,"
says Fabio Capello. England's chance to prove him right
tomorrow..

08:04

@stevebridger Hmm, sitting here sipping my morning tea it's a
certainly a KitKat rather than a Kodak moment (make or take
a break ;-) #eng

08:08

@edenmatt Maybe worth asking the same question on Yahoo
Answers ( see which sources comes up trumps first?) on
domain transfer..

12:22

So Google 'Mayday' impacts on SEO negatively for long tail
sites online community can have a positive SEO impact right?
So the strategy..

17:16

RT @fifaworldcup10: Who is the best player so far in the
#worldcup? <er, not Rooney;-)
23'rd June, 2010

07:23

Facebook's Mr Zuckerberg is in London praising our open
data efforts: http://bit.ly/d8qA9x

09:12

@adamcranfield hey adam what's your score prediction for
today?!

11:10

Shopping.com UK, part of the eBay family, is looking for a
Head of Business Development; Account Manager; New
busine…http://www.shopping.com
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12:34

Prep for the game: snack of strawbs cream, plus air con
private screen, just forgot about 430pm conf call;-) #eng

16:58

I just debated the value of betting on England scoring first
when the power cut out, England scored, and the rest is
history..LOL
24'th June, 2010

07:13

That Rolling Stone article - the General vs wimps in the
Whitehouse: http://goo.gl/vpol

09:12

RT @samdownie: http://twitpic.com/1zh39x #iphone4 launch.
The lines have formed outside the @cabotcircus Apple Store
in bristol, UK

15:01

Mental note to self - keep an eye out for Facebook's
forthcoming payment system likes of Amazon Recommends
item based search in e-comm..

17:17

RT @LStacey: RT @loudmouthman: Wow VISA is launching
a PayPal alternative. uhm wow. <-- Source? <ta for the tip. No
doubt aiming for FB;-)
25'th June, 2010

07:21

eBay has bought a bar code scan app for the iPhone so
customers can compare prices on Shopping.com for eg, there
then! http://goo.gl/jxBm
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16:10

What's happening to me I just turned down a Corona on the
Friday beer run; memories of pushing the trolley at Sift in my
1st week coming bk!

16:24

@GDyer Cheers! I decided to have a Corona after all;-)
26'th June, 2010

11:09

eBay's barcode scan app with be free, and will work with
Shopping.com. All you need to do is scan, shop go!
http://tinyurl.com/barcoder

11:12

Reading 'Applying “A Pattern Language” To Online
Community Design' (via @smashingmag)
http://tinyurl.com/yzuj2zj <nice visual explanation

11:26

Breakfast over, now to convince Erlon the landlord that not
being able to turn off 2 radiators when it's boiling outside is a
prob for him!
27'th June, 2010

13:13

Hanging out with two Mexico fans in Gerrard St HSBC in
Chinatown. If I miss Eng vs Ger, there's always Arg vs Mex!

14:24

In John Lewis Oxford Street watching the game in the
customer collection room;-)
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29'th June, 2010
14:49

I can publish information to Facebook when I update my
Twitter for eg. But is there a way to update my site/blog etc
when I update Facebook?

16:57

In Berlin, talking to Paris Cali, of course watching Japan vs
Paraguay on TV. Paraguay win on penalties!
30'th June, 2010

06:20

Had a swim, had a cooked breakfast, clocked piece about the
clever use of badges by Foursquare. Good morning!

10:55

RT @Webjamdotcom: This is massively cool. Use the
awesome highlighter to highlight text on a webpage
http://bit.ly/a1Xp5y
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July

1'st July, 2010
06:29

Really wished I had intl roaming last nite so I could have
4sqrd from ToysRUs on Karl Marx Str in Berlin!

12:15

RT @KevinCody @SmallWorlders Why your intranet fails
http://t.co/Cgl5zta seven intranet pitfalls for marketing teams
2'nd July, 2010

19:35

Passed the 'Good Old Boy' loco outside Wellingborough as
we steam ahead to Leicester on the 19:30 out of St Pancras
Intnl. #trains
5'th July, 2010

12:44

Thank heaven it's Monday, just catching up with the latest
World Cup predictions - appears we want Germany to beat
Spain!
6'th July, 2010

08:16

Fancy a new OS for your Android mobile/cell phone? Then
check this community inspired effort - CyanogenMod:
http://ow.ly/27q0h
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11:21

Design Council - Millennium Products: http://bit.ly/aHzRQj via
@addthis <yes, I worked as a professional product reviewer in
a past life;-)

11:25

@benwerd see the funny side of the typo - journalists learn to!

12:31

Playing PS3 footie for the first time at eBay during lunch, set
up Brazil vs Argentina, its 1-0 to Argentina and Kaka has a
yellow card;-)

12:55

@CannonGod well spotted :) yep down here in the week in
Richmond. Say hi ( play ps3) if you're ever in the area..
7'th July, 2010

00:32

A new OS for your Android mobile? - Just been sent a link to
this interesting open source news that I have an optio...
http://ow.ly/181JmS

09:26

Hmm, which flat screen TV to buy? I'm checking out the
Panasonic Viera Plasma TV - great picture quality by all
accounts: http://ow.ly/2803y

09:41

@CannonGod Samsung, thanks I'll take a look. There's a guy
at John Lewis Leicester, Adrian Adams, I'll ask for his pick of
Samsung TVs.

12:29

@ThinkingFox I think I worked one one of those multi-million
.gov.uk sites in the past:-)
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14:15

@ThinkingFox yep my mother won't take me seriously until I
have my own private island:-)

20:24

RT @netaid: FT #Esp 1 #Ger 0 #Worldcup
9'th July, 2010

06:39

Loving my new 'local' the Pilgrim in Kennington run by a
bunch of friendly Aussies who put the average Brit pub to
shame. Cheers guys!

21:33

Watching a hilarious scene where two neighbours buy CAT
scan machines to out do each other. Q: Name that film?!
10'th July, 2010

15:38

There was a professional model doing a photo shoot outside
the gym today, a proper tall beautiful woman like you see on
TV etc. Very b2c!
11'th July, 2010

18:10

Decided to miss the pub do my ironing to the World Cup final.
Cheers!
13'th July, 2010

11:10

RT @shopping_com_UK: Timex has today launched it's first
ever cycle-specific GPS 'watch', named the Global Trainer http://tinyurl.com/ ...
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14'th July, 2010
19:35

At TalkTalk's customer experience centre, listening to a talk
about podcasting hanging out with pro-bloggers.
15'th July, 2010

08:46

Thinking '2nd hand chic' after getting a 2nd hand BlackB'; my
best to date? Using servers first used by YouTube to launch
their service;-)

13:22

I favorited a YouTube video -- [Review] SMX- F44 comes with
the longest battery ever http://youtu.be/MhjEZ5gHAhM?a

13:42

http://icio.us/gqs0qg
16'th July, 2010

16:48

Off to St. Pancras for a weekend in Leicester!
17'th July, 2010

00:29

Facebook, the movie trailer http://ow.ly/18avQR
18'th July, 2010

08:43

Loved the film 'Inception' very imaginative interpretation of
dreams world - from sci-fi persp' - plus gravity balance. Art
science:-)
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19'th July, 2010
07:14

Working with the power of online reviews, using them to bk a
hotel, it strikes me a lot of businesses need to get review
saavy, real qik.

07:49

I missed latitude# I guess too busy watching 'Inception'
drinking smokey German beer in the Swan Rushes to notice.
Maybe nxt time!

15:03

It's a common mistake that super-complicated ideas are more
powerful than simple ones; but it all depends what you are
using them for;-)

15:04

Just a thought following 'Inception' its discussion of memes..

17:40

I favorited a YouTube video -- The Teenagers "Homecoming"
http://youtu.be/ngHDYzhDBk4?a
21'st July, 2010

07:52

I favorited a YouTube video -- All Songs Of Hare Rama Hare
Krishna http://youtu.be/3-kwfwLE-Ps?a

08:25

@J_Wilcox Me no understando, why Limbo on XBLA John?

08:39

@J_Wilcox

09:06

@J_Wilcox hey at least it wasn't the fault of auto-tweet
software but a genuine human error;-)
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14:39

Does this rate to be a joke of the day? It's not whether you win
or lose, It's whether *I* win or lose. Cheers!
23'rd July, 2010

13:57

RT @davejenk1ns: Online Community = Pub Topics: When
you’re at the pub, what do you talk about? Your car? Your
weekend? Your golf... h ...

15:17

Wondering if the money god is playing with me after a series
of bank related errors over the last couple of weeks!

15:50

I favorited a YouTube video -- O RAPPA - HEY JOE
http://youtu.be/7HJGCmMcyAw?a

16:09

@mike_grant_ I'm at Oadby Owl (7 Glen Road, Oadby).
http://4sq.com/9wnvfo <that's a blast from the past for me;-)
24'th July, 2010

21:01

At the Swan Rushes pub thinking about my first testing for
eBay on Friday which was fun. Cheers.
26'th July, 2010

15:52

RT @RKTweets: I like this. "How to engage with me" a view
point from a blogger on engagement: http://bit.ly/cOXCd4 - is
he on twitter?
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18:33

Frontline Club has announced that Julian Assange will be
taking part in a special event at the Frontline Club this
Tuesday. <no thank you!
27'th July, 2010

00:28

Body Wisdom – Interplay of Body and Ego - Body Wisdom –
Interplay of Body and Ego' new book by Ken Bausch. A few
de... http://ow.ly/18iTyy
28'th July, 2010

07:36

Wouldn't a 4square layer for Beatles' London by Sir Paul
McCartney, including likes of costume shop Laurence Corner
nr Euston, be good?

17:28

@biGbELLAY Inception is a neat film, in response to your call.
But I think it under-estimates the degree most ppl have the
same dreams!

17:28

RT @TheCR: RT @SueOnTheWeb Seems @HarvardBiz
tweet is creating a stir: http://bit.ly/bM8so8 Fire Your
Marketing Manager and Hire A Cmty Mngr

19:09

Quite like the trending feature in Four Square, let's you know
what's 'going on'!

19:37

@RossIGrant So when I select 'Places' the first category from
the top is 'Trending Now' which shows the number of ppl at
that venue.
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29'th July, 2010
06:19

Won £5 on a Mystic Dog scratch card last nite, so is there a
helpline to help me invest my winnings, or should I just buy
shares in Apple?!

07:35

Facebook virtual currency to roll out in September | News |
Marketing Week: http://bit.ly/9lgfGU via @addthis
31'st July, 2010

00:27

Inception movie explained programmatically - Inception movie
explained programmatically — scrapped off the site by m...
http://ow.ly/18mKWR
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August

1'st August, 2010
12:08

Love that National Express give your priority booking for £2.
Tip: save the money by getting first in the Q.
2'nd August, 2010

07:09

Sunrise o'er Kennington, with two young foxes play fighting in
the Charlie Chaplin Adventure Playground (Chaplin grew up in
Kennington:-)

07:11

@chrisbrogan club soda remover? Use Twitter?!

17:34

Nice watching cricket on Richmond Green as I march to the
station in my new orthapedic in-soles!
3'rd August, 2010

12:45

Love the new Shopping Genius Post-It widget from 3M
powered by Shopping.com - its a shopping list with the best
prices!
4'th August, 2010

00:28

Online community as a barrier to entry - Thinking about
community engagement it’s interesting to think that your onl...
http://ow.ly/18q0Yz
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09:01

Why is communicating with some people like taking to an AI
computer which lacks a reality algorithm?!
Must-not-read-Wired-US-on-way-to-work!

09:01

RT @blaisegv: Community Manager Tip: Role Model Good
Behavior - http://fastwonderblog.com/2010… ...

11:30

How can you find errors if you don't make any errors?! OK,
enough. Back-to-work.

15:47

Birmingham archaeologists have found a major ceremonial
monument less than 1 km away from the iconic Stonehenge.
http://bit.ly/stonehengeII

18:27

RT @hrheingold Huberman et al: "This study shows that the
correlation between popularity and influence is weaker than it
might be expected."

21:01

RT @amoyal: Are community managers brand engagement
managers?
5'th August, 2010

21:10

I am looking to hire an intern to work on content community at
Shopping.com UK based in sunny Richmond. Cheers!
6'th August, 2010

18:10

Made it to Victoria via Clapham Junction - where its much
better to use the overhead walkway to get to platforms than
the connecting tunnel!
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7'th August, 2010
16:10

Amazon.co.uk website is temporarily unavailable - please go
to the pub and await further instructions (I made up that last
bit) #amazon
8'th August, 2010

21:00

I've forgiven Amazon for being offline yesterday by buying the
Nathan Barley DVD. Cheers!
10'th August, 2010

19:55

Watching 'The Family Stone' thinking about family events, and
the pleasure of sometimes missing out. And eating a large
chicken kebab!

20:46

RT @foxblogger: Leicester 4-3 Macclesfield: City are through
to the 2nd Round, just.
13'th August, 2010

17:36

"What's love got to do with it?," sung by Tina Turner, playing
in the backgrd as I wait for fish, chips mushy peas. Cheers!

18:55

RT @rachelbeer: eBay is driving me *nuts* cause every time I
log in it just asks me to login again. Success rate has been
about 1 time in 20
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14'th August, 2010
19:57

Went to see the English version of 'Inception' called
'Skeletons' at the Phoenix, great fun film, wearing my psychic
T-shirt from Brasilia.
16'th August, 2010

16:14

My first 'brown bag' to see the look functionality of eBay's new
community based on LiveWorld tomorrow. Pizza, as well as
tasty insight!
21'st August, 2010

09:43

Foursquare is giving a 504 error today! No checkin then to
Newman's Restaurant:-(

12:24

Spotted my first Epos card sys in Nero's today thought it
looked pretty nice; yikes I'm an e-comm geek!
23'rd August, 2010

17:41

I see in the papers that Gary Lineker's son has not done well
at Charterhouse in his A-levels. Should have gone to Oadby
Beauchamp like me!

20:35

@channel4news Hey Jon, Hey Jude! Great fun report:-)

21:15

Watching 'My Name is Khan' spotted it was advised by the
UK's National Autistic Society. I must say working for them
was an experience;-)
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24'th August, 2010
07:19

@jonobacon Get more developers interested in Ubuntu? By
asking them, listening, responding, repeating this feedback
loop?

07:35

RT @juliewalker11: #businessweek interesting insight into
google facebook from a developer who worked at both
http://bit.ly/bm2Vta

22:35

Still watching 'My Name is Khan' still cheesed off with the
UK's National Autistic Society!
25'th August, 2010

12:32

Forget about last nite's grump, tonite we're off to an ad
agency knees-up, then London Facebook Devs Garage.
Phew, it's a rollercoaster;-)

22:26

Went to FB Dev Garage in the pouring rain, it was £7 for a
beer, so turned to home, ate some chicken started watching a
film about a tank!
26'th August, 2010

11:32

Feeling stressed? This may only work for macho males like
me but try watching 30 mins of the film 'Lebannon', sleep, and
wake up chilled:-)

12:30

Having a large fish mushy peas for lunch, skipping the chips. I
do hope these updates are of interest to someone! #chips
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16:52

Want to see UK fashion talk the talk? Vote for the #SXSW
@shopping_com_UK panel ‘The Fall of the Mall’:
http://bit.ly/daLPSp Pls RT!!

17:25

@SueOnTheWeb thanks Sue the mushy peas went down a
treat!
27'th August, 2010

06:55

Off for a long wkend hols, but forgot to do my ironing, now can
I be bothered? PS: saw the 'Mexican' last nite, with Julia Brad
= Brulia?!

09:30

September 6th, at 18:00, Theme: Making Change Happen: A
View From The Field, BCS London
http://www.bcs.org/server.php?…
28'th August, 2010

08:39

First bar, sat next to Alex Matt, setting up a new online
community after 2 years in development, about to launch.
They're ballet dancers.

08:50

Like the way our hotel has got the TripAdvisor page as default
on its free PC, as I used TA to choose the hotel based on
recommendations!

08:52

foursquare says I'm [off the grid] but I'm back on it at the
Amsterdam House Hotel, waiting for the rain to stop:-)
http://bit.ly/az0G53
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08:59

Final tweet this morning - I spotted my first first electric
powered Tesla (re-charging) by the canalside. I want one!
(http://www.teslamotors.com)
30'th August, 2010

14:30

@RevKevKing Cheers, didn't get chance to meet Emma as
we were speeding through from Berlin!
31'st August, 2010

18:28

Great piece on TripAdvisor's user review-powered success in
British Airways business:life mag. Hotels take note!
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September

1'st September, 2010
00:51

Internet reality show plus online community - I had a concept
for an internet reality show yesterday. It's really ju...
http://ow.ly/18OhmJ
2'nd September, 2010

17:13

It's eBay's 15th birthday party today I've been celebrating with
some great cake.
4'th September, 2010

12:05

I hear the sound of drums, it's Gay Pride in Leicester today!
http://www.leicestergaypride.c…

12:11

Wall of Fame | Heineken Experience http://bit.ly/cfYQqA from
Stuart Shirley in Amsterdam, singing along to the music!

13:16

@ruskin147 thanks for the tip on o2's poor 3G service in
Richmond, they're now off my list to upgrade my phone to
iPhone 4 on @o2.

13:17

@danielilett nope, it's based on life in what was once known
as Silicon Shoreditch;-)
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5'th September, 2010
10:37

RT @RuthBarnett: Labour rivals asked when St George's day
is - April 23. David Miliband and Balls correct; Ed Miliband,
Burnham, Abbott ...
6'th September, 2010

16:02

RT @MLewin1898 Based in London? Has your office just
emptied due to commuters leaving early to beat the tube
strike? <I'm on my *Sift* bike!
8'th September, 2010

17:49

Great wheat beer, charming barmaids, with both Germany
Eng's game to savour at the Zeitgeist (yes, German) pub on
Black Prince Rd. Cheers!
9'th September, 2010

16:40

How's this for a novelty product idea - celebrity signed beer
mats?

18:31

RT @tim: .@hbarra: "We are making sure that users have the
right user experience. You can have Market if your
implementation leads to a ...

18:35

OK how to convince Pastor Terry Jones not to burn the Quran
on Saturday? I reckon I would persuade him that God was not
in favour. #quran
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18:48

Thnking about Pastor Terry Jones brings out the comic frown
in me in the style of Nurse Jackie's young nurse with a touch
of Chaplin. #quran

18:53

RT @rhappe: Looking forward to #TheCRLive tomorrow with
@cindymeltz @josephslima @daisymatic @blg @SierraSez
and... you? http://bit.ly/b ...

19:28

The things I'm not supposed to know are too deep and
beautiful to count on the fingers of one hand, but two will do.

19:29

Before I forget, very many happy returns to the Epinions
community!

19:47

@eModeration auto-posting works to LinkedIn with
WordPress.
12'th September, 2010

10:20

I want to win a ticket to Facebook Success Summit
http://bit.ly/freeFBSS (via: @SBoSM ) #winFBSS

10:44

Inviting top people to a BCS event on social networking in the
enterprise on 27 January 2011. If you're interested let me
know.
14'th September, 2010

17:17

Love the site where ppl post up stuff they'll do for $5. Gave
me a great idea for a way to monetize myself;-)
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17:20

Love the site where ppl post up stuff they'll do for $5. Gave
me a great idea for a way to monetize myself: chk out
http://www.fiverr.com

22:32

Watching 'What's Love Got To Do With It?' recalling I saw Ike
Turner play on St Valentine's Day at Ronnie Scott's in Soho.
15'th September, 2010

10:48

I'm experiencing some 'fat finger syndrome' today - hopefully
not personally!

12:04

@stuartgh oops, actually I have now experienced fat finger
syndrome personally - with a card debit appearing 2 months
after the transaction.

19:45

karsun: I will draw your name or any name in the sand on
Panama City Beach and send you a copy for $5.
http://fiverr.com/56871

20:53

Enjoying seeing two games of football in one pub tonight!
Yeah Bayern, yeah Arsneal.
17'th September, 2010

07:13

In the clear blue sky I looked up and saw a jumbo that
appeared to be perfectly motionless just for a few seconds.
Happy birthday Andy!

08:48

RT @charityhack2010: MissionFish at @charityhack2010
http://ow.ly/2F72X #charityhack
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18'th September, 2010
14:47

Listening to an accoustic version of Tom Petty's 'Free Fallin' at
the York beer festival...çheers!

14:52

HTC Desire is in the post! Decided to upgrade my T-Mobile
G1 fone after TM said they'd be rolling out 2.2 to the Desire.
#t-mobile
19'th September, 2010

18:00

"Participation is the new brand loyalty," says Yves Behar on
everyday hacking in Wired mag. Of course that's about ugc
community too.

18:13

Adicionei um vídeo como favorito do YouTube -- Bloodhound
SSC vs Eurofighter Typhoon r...
http://youtu.be/bE9gEE-8HMc?a

18:24

Sorry Hojun Song but you should have used Daniel Jubb's
expert rocketry services, not NovaNano's, to launch your
homebrew satellite. LOL!
20'th September, 2010

13:43

I have spare 2 rtn txts from Leicester to London on Friday eve,
and London to Leicester on Sunday PM, if anyone's interested
pls tweet me!!
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21'st September, 2010
07:50

Thanks eBay, managed to change my email on train from
Waterloo to one used by my mobile so I can reply to buyers
on the move!

17:09

"Taking 'Don't Ask, Don't Tell' to a new level.." was last I heard
from BBC News as I left to get a proper haircut this eve!
22'nd September, 2010

16:47

I am on the list created by @stuartahall of Stuart Halls from
around the world! Yeah, and I have the stuart-hall.com
domain, thank you:-)
23'rd September, 2010

17:40

OK so its nrly the weekend - we are drinking at the banks of
the Thames checking who's worked at Microsoft - Zeitgeist
pub later!

18:46

The barman at the White Cross took a fancy to me I think
though it 'came out' as telling me off 4 standing in the wrg
place behind the bar!

18:50

@euan do you have a link to a news piece on the demise of
Six Apart per chance?
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26'th September, 2010
16:53

Ah the Cross Country train to Birmingham, everyone cram
packed in, with the change at New St to savour, b4 Bristol.
Been there, done that;-)
27'th September, 2010

07:31

A friend said she re-read a letter I wrote her in 1999 and only
now did it make sense!

14:19

@exacttarget Please can you help say if I can embed Google
vid code into an ET email? I tried it in a test but it failed at 1st
attempt:-(
29'th September, 2010

18:48

RT @mza: Sneak peek at a slide from my upcoming (and fully
booked!) talk at the British Computing Society:
http://twitpic.com/2siw6w

20:32

Escaped one noisy pub only to end up in an even noisier one!
30'th September, 2010

12:41

Sitting on the big bean bags and the table tennis table
minding my own business waiting for some good news!
Anyone got any?
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12:45

RT @GajIt: Google Launches Google Phone Gallery for
Comparing Android Phones: If you’re looking for the best
Android Smartph... http:// ...

17:17

'A company man' - the phrase that was at the back of my
mind/tip of my tongue..
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October

1'st October, 2010
16:23

Loved the headline in last Saturday's Leicester Mercury that
LCFC manager Paulo Sousa wasn't feeling the pressure. Now
he's sacked! #lcfc

20:11

RT @jamietyler87: Sven Goran Eriksson has agreed a deal to
take charge of Leicester - http://bit.ly/cM1iWV MASSIVE #lcfc
could be good
2'nd October, 2010

09:56

RT @Colsy28: Word on the street is #Sven bought a house in
Melton Mowbray LAST WEEK!! Planned maybe?? #LCFC
8'th October, 2010

09:05

My vote for today's most wonderfully funny slogan? Fairfield
Inns Suites - 'Staying Is Believing'. Believe me!

15:03

I hope the EDF UAF protestors in Leicester tmrw realise they'll
be stopping me get to my fav Kurdish restaurant on
Humberstone Gate!?
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9'th October, 2010
10:37

Strange atmosphere in Leicester this AM with protestors in
pub and tons of police. Time for an early beer!

12:00

Police cordon on Humberstone Gate in Leicester ready for
action.. http://twitpic.com/2vzgtb

12:39

Most of Leicester market closed with the EDL vs UAF protest.
No tomatoes! http://twitpic.com/2vzskg
13'th October, 2010

06:11

RT @iBam_News: iBam is now compatible with Blackberry
phones, a breakthrough for this bluetoothing product.

06:13

RT @suethomas: VISION2020 LEICESTER! Follow live
tweets, blogs, pics and audioboos throughout the day at
http://bit.ly/b1llxp #vis20leic
14'th October, 2010

17:53

Just got told off for wearing shades in the street on the way
home. OK but these are to supposed to make me look cool!
17'th October, 2010

10:59

@fadilfr I will be attending the E-Comm Expo on Weds
@Olympia.
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21:34

Q3 Comparison Shopping Engine Rankings Released
http://bit.ly/c0Xatm
18'th October, 2010

06:00

RT @harrybr: Conversion Rate Optimization for Dummies
ebook from Google: http://90poe.com/aUomWZ (Bit weak but
at least it's free) - <Cheers

13:46

Real Madrid flop Kaka could return to his spiritual home at AC
Milan - Sportingo http://t.co/iCtxnB2 via <flop???
20'th October, 2010

06:06

Off to E-comm Expo..

08:00

@mattrhodes we'll have to bump into each other at
Ecommerce Expo!

10:21

@mattrhodes hope the speaking gig goes well - got to get
back to some data at Richmond...
21'st October, 2010

06:21

After finding a £20 note ended up watching footie at the
Zeitgeist last nite where I learned the origin of cartwheels in
old Dusseldorf!
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12:48

Yeah spoke in person to Google guy Daniel about SE0
(caffeine etc), new stuff and Shopping.com's deep Israeli roots
y'day...
22'nd October, 2010

06:03

How Yammer Won Over 80% of the Fortune 500
http://t.co/06xxsUM via @mashabletech @mashable <anyone
got a UK contact?
23'rd October, 2010

19:00

Great to see the Treehouse School featured in the X Factor
ad break (as I gave them some soc media KPI training!) Nice
surprise:-)
25'th October, 2010

06:07

Social Media Parody alert - are you like this?!
http://on.mash.to/cLPySK

07:09

Nice to see a slideshare download of my how KPIs work
series - see my stuartgh SS profile - after Treehouse KPI
client in X-Factor TV ads!

11:49

Do you love writing product reviews? See
http://uk.shopping.com/sc/writ… earn up to £50 a £15
voucher! http://twitpic.com/30q791
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18:38

Tube closed at Plimico means a quick walk back over the
Thames to the Zeigeist pub. Cheers, no email marketing
meetup tonite!

18:40

@paulocoelho Why retire? Just go to the pub!

18:48

RT @jjeffryes: Geek Night open brainstorming for #stl
#startups this Wednesday http://t.co/UidQ1x0

18:49

Love the Geek Night I just RT'd but would boring Brits handle
the start-up fever?!
29'th October, 2010

12:43

Don't have the Ravioli Poncetta at La Strada. It's way too
skinny:-)
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November

1'st November, 2010
07:25

RT @CuriousQuant: The Art of Calculated Risk
http://bit.ly/clDMHa via @entmagazine
2'nd November, 2010

11:19

I walked past England rugby star Lawrence Dallaglio on the
zebra crossing this morning. Saw Gordon Banks on Saturday.
What's going on?!
3'rd November, 2010

13:09

One is so disappointed with Ms Waissel's delay to the X
Factor charity single vid shoot! Can't say exactly why though..

13:10

RT @gem5: Startups! Going to SxSW? Want 2? Apply 4
SXSW Accelerator Presented by MSFT Bizspark! Deadline
Dec 10, apply here http://bit.l ...

21:40

Just passed libel winner Simon Singh on way to watch Inter
Milan vs Real Madrid, after a mate just offered 6 fig sum to
work @ Man City FC.
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4'th November, 2010
17:08

UK government plans East London tech cluster, Startup Visa,
review of IP law, £200 million in f... http://bit.ly/bACCUJ by
@mikebutcher
7'th November, 2010

11:57

Caterina Fake Leaving Hunch http://t.co/MyfFAwg via
@sfgate

21:59

Check out this SlideShare presentation : What if Peter
Drucker Taught Enterprise 2.0 Strategy
http://slidesha.re/cuCqUX

22:09

@BeerLeicester Drinking nice German wheat beer in the
Swan Rushes today, and Oakley's mild in the Shakespeare's
Head last nite!
8'th November, 2010

22:56

RT @hrheingold: Firefox plugin to self-prevent drunken
Tweets, Facebook updates http://socialmediasobrietytest…
via @dbohm1
9'th November, 2010

17:40

Earn up to £50 for writing reviews on top products, plus a £15
voucher http://t.co/UISM1vs via @uk_gumtree
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20:23

@BeerLeicester My German beer? Think it was a
Weihenstephan! From the world's oldest brewery. Can't recall
which one though!

20:25

RT @FIFAworldcup14: 1.305 days left to the FIFA World Cup
in Brazil!!! <<yeah!
11'th November, 2010

08:25

Good morning my media card has crashed!

10:22

So I hear Facebook is hiring Google staff and Google is giving
a 10% raise to staff - any link?

10:40

Sell to everyone as if they are your friend. OK, that's my social
commerce rad thought of the day:-)

10:47

Sell to everyone as if they are your friends! (context: talk
about using Facebook to sell to your mates) - soc comm
thought of the day!

21:24

RT @WebNews20: Facebook to Spend Nearly Half a Billion
Dollars on New Data Center http://sns.ly/Mf466
13'th November, 2010

16:37

RT @jonknep: NYTimes: Briton Loses Twitter Case, but Wins
Following http://nyti.ms/cgSHcX
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14'th November, 2010
01:00

BBC News - Paper plane launched into space captures Earth
images http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-e…

18:01

So Wednesday is eConsultancy's 10th anniversay party in the
UK. Have fun..

18:07

RT @Kirstenwagenaar: The State of Online Branded
Communities 2010 - ComBlu http://t.co/ckghZuV via
@AddThis #cmnl #cmeu
15'th November, 2010

09:01

Why Huddle’s Collaboration Tool Appeals to Big Business and
Government http://on.mash.to/aiHxgp <I wonder how
Docutiva.com is going?

18:15

OK I found £5 in Richmond High St, started chuckling about it
and then a couple in front of me dropped a £10 note. What
would you do?

18:16

RT @ruskin147: I'm still not quite clear what Facebook is
launching here...or whether it really will have Google worried.
Thoughts?
16'th November, 2010

09:06

BBC News - Facebook revamps messaging system
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/tech…
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09:08

@Louisa_Hibble thanks! I decided to give the couple their ten
pounds back and was rewarded with two big smiles:-)

20:32

My fav line in 'The Core'? 'Your Kung Fu is not strong'..makes
me smile anyhow:-)

21:17

Message I just left as to why I was unsubscribing from an
email: "I don't do Drupal anymore". In fact I do Facebook.
17'th November, 2010

12:49

your Pudsey Ears http://twitpic.com/37m98b
18'th November, 2010

07:24

Reading: "Searching For Online Communities"(
http://twitthis.com/lqyybc )
19'th November, 2010

20:01

In a coach on the M1 playing with the social functions of my
HTC Desire. With an emergency stop @ MK to pick up 3
stranded passengers..
20'th November, 2010

08:28

I have just got my mother to agree to a NDA on sms.
#geekhumour
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10:07

RT @ruskin147 I will try not to bother you too much more
about my fundraiser but still fab items here http://j.mp/cIeezk

10:44

"@bean_head: Last chance for #BristolCity v #lcfc
predictions...how's it going to go at the Gate today?" / Shut
the Gate!

23:45

Saw The Kids Are Alright. It's about how ppl are. Felt good
about myself after it. I know what is going on.
21'st November, 2010

13:43

A tweak or two is needed to the enhanced social media
functions on lcfc site - tweet?!
http://www.lcfc.com/page/Lates…
22'nd November, 2010

17:10

Missing a special film screening of Office Space at eBay to go
to a computer society mtg on biz change. I am so funny!
25'th November, 2010

07:25

Tim Berners Lee, slams social networks for being too closed
http://t.co/ZKqkefz >Do users of social networks care; does
that matter?
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26'th November, 2010
17:53

Here starts the journey to Leicester via rail to
Clapham/Victoria then coach to the Cotton Mill (Lesta). Be
there or be Square!
27'th November, 2010

10:59

What's the translation of "very regrettable" used by North
Korea over civilian deaths in street slang? My guess would be
"sorry-sorry"..

12:52

Cornish beer festival on at the Globe pub in Leicester (trying
the Keltic Magik) http://twitpic.com/3ao8bl

20:20

DLD'd Megadeth's grts hits just in time to watch X-Factor.
Yeah I rock:-)

20:51

Go Wagner!

20:54

RT @jamiepotter Private Eye: "It's becoming more apparent
that social media sites are not merely social - marketing is rife
here too."/LOL.
29'th November, 2010

22:22

RT @symphonysid: amazing display of football tonight. Oh,
and I believe barcelona won too? #lcfc
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30'th November, 2010
00:41

To go to the gym, or not? - Do I go to the gym or not, and how
do I decide? I have to take my bike to the station as...
http://ow.ly/1adL3F

09:00

Loving the new Wall impressions and % feedback stats on
Facebook. Happy Xmas everyone hanging out working away
at the University Cafe:-)

10:54

Nice to see SiftGroups in Bristol is expanding lking for new
staff, esp' developers! http://www.siftgroups.com/join… (no
agencies)

18:14

Saw a sexy student protector with a sign saying "you say cut
that, we say f$%k that!"..

20:24

My god West Ham are 2-nil up vs Man-u!

21:59

RT @lisab88 We - well #westham have beaten man united
longest unbeaten run for 11 years //St Andrews Day
massacre!
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December

2'nd December, 2010
15:38

RT @jennifermjones: OH: this is worse than being in a
lecture. #wc2018

15:42

RT @slim_cop: Altogether now: "One Cold War and One
World Cup!" #wc2018

15:44

Doesn't my old boss Adam have a flat in Russia thanks to his
wife (she used to do shampoo ads on Russian TV you
know)..hey Adam:-) #wc2018

16:28

@ShellyGockleyIF thank-you but I work for eBay!

19:15

It appears Dr Angela Merkel was awarded the King Charles II
Medal by the Royal Society. So did you know why?
3'rd December, 2010

17:28

Why Apple is blocking iPhone donations to charity, and why it
matters http://bit.ly/gCejof <written by my deskmate Nick;-)

19:06

@Dan_Martin Rise in fees are also in response to 80% cut in
gov grant to Universities I heard from the horses mouth y'day.
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4'th December, 2010
11:47

Just woken up after watching 'It's Complicated' with Meryl
Streep last nite! No Leicester this wknd due to snow.

11:50

RT @Chris_Skinner PayPal Restricts WikiLeaks Account as
Website Comes Under Global Scrutiny - http://ow.ly/3jQmt -->
shocker!!

15:28

Oops didn't expect to hear Leicester losing! #lcfc
5'th December, 2010

00:30

How to make money on the internet - With thanks to Fast
Company the author of "Everything Explained Through
Flowch... http://ow.ly/1aiY0C

14:29

Free wallpaper (Charlie Chaplin playground urban wall a.rt)
for your smartphone from me to you.#wallpaper
http://twitpic.com/3d6nhe

16:34

"There’s so much clutter, it’s difficult for people to find the
things they want. Instead they move on to more intuitive
marketplaces.." <OK

16:55

My MS Outlook inbox is over-flowing with messages saying
my inbox is overflowing. OK, so I exaggerate to make a tiny
joke:-)
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17:55

RT @ExponentialEdge: RT @dscofield @skap5: In world
increasing populated by self smitten, psychiatry considers
removing narcissistic per ...

19:03

Not every day I get asked to show a guy how to tie his tie for
church...

19:03

RT @NetWeave: Mark Zuckerberg to Unveil New Profile
Pages Tonight on “60 Minutes” http://bit.ly/edwJru
6'th December, 2010

08:50

RT @360social_media: Trendspotting: 11 retailers who do
social media right http://ow.ly/3jIbz
7'th December, 2010

12:32

@dahowlett do you ever sign petitions (vs Apple) in the run up
to Xmas Dennis? http://www.thepetitionsite.com…
8'th December, 2010

13:43

Feeling very grown up today, looking after Shirley in hospital.
9'th December, 2010

17:22

Check out "TechHub Winter Party - Fri 10th Dec 2010"
http://t.co/XQaUIhq via @eventbrite
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21:21

Little run, to Albert Embankment, cross Southwark Bridge, to
the Palais de Westminster, back , past the Zeitgeist., along
the Brixton Rd...

21:26

@ArcadeStarlet yes, protest, it maybe a waste of time, but so
is buying a tall skinny latte at Starbuck!

21:28

RT @mikewhitmore: I checked in at Starbucks (1301 2nd
Ave) on #Yelp http://bit.ly/fFwVSt
10'th December, 2010

08:51

Nice one eBay! They've just refunded me via PayPal for the
Police CD Every Breath You Take stolen on route to the
Cotton Mill.
11'th December, 2010

14:10

Interesting article. http://lnkd.in/ihSFkx

15:10

Leicester looking flat as Doncaster go one up:-(

15:18

Found a formula keep possession for at least 10 passes then
attack the goal. It's worked once. #lcfc

16:21

A fat dude with a pint in hand was keen to feel the back of my
furry hat at half time. He was a bit pissed off when I declined
his kindness.
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14'th December, 2010
17:51

On top of a red double decker on the way to the eBay Xmas
party in Chelsea Hospital Gardens wearing ski gear...mks a
change from last year!

18:07

Xmas party update - come to think of it this is the 1st one
since Medicexchange back in 2006 when I wore a pink wig!

18:10

Tomorrow's Shopping.com event is a Blogger-led meet up at
the London Cocktail Club on Leicester Sq!
15'th December, 2010

12:11

US retail giant launches own brand social network
http://t.co/EL0lnoe

18:54

Taking with Nova @cherishedbyme at the Shopping.com
event..

22:20

Hanging out with Miss Geeky Average Gamer looking at
Melinda's mi-fi talking Tron at IMAX option just after midnight.

22:28

@glynndavis says Richmond sounds good;-)
16'th December, 2010

12:20

Predictions for the search engine optimisation (SEO)
landscape in 2011 http://t.co/7vHJpvV
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17'th December, 2010
08:09

So Mr Wikileaks does't want his bail address revealed sees
PayPal et al as an instrument of US foreign policy. Does he
believe in Santa?!

08:23

You know a documentary on a year in the life of
Shopping.com would make for a great project for a budding
doc maker.

16:11

Mark Zuckerberg may go down in history as a great man. It's
just a thought.

20:28

@ThePCCLondon no I would not.

22:34

Whats the single most spiritual thing you've done?
18'th December, 2010

12:49

Just saw a double decker bus do a neat fast backend slide in
the snow outside the Bank of England.

16:16

A Christmas card for you from Stuart Shirley!
http://twitpic.com/3h4v22
19'th December, 2010

17:08

Ideo: Six Remarkable Communities, Built by Fostering
Individualism via @fastcodesign
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20'th December, 2010
08:34

Spotted on FB: "Can you believe I live 45 minutes from the
Statue of Liberty and have never been there?" It's a hard life
for some people:-)

12:15

A little less self-control = more positive value you can get from
your unconscious mind. Think about it, no wait don't:-)

18:06

I just remembered my ex-colleague Camila went to work in
Communications for British Airways!

23:02

Pat the ex-landlady of the Prince Albert in Brixton is now no
longer, but is now an oil painting hanging on the wall:-)

23:08

@Adri_Mane http://twitpic.com/2hlzzb - "Honey so I told you
no pork. No alcohol. No men." LOL
22'nd December, 2010

12:35

So I wasn't imaging the Chaplin/Tron connection after all:
http://vimeo.com/17246125 Might mean a little blog post over
Xmas:-)

22:10

..Yardsellr Is Turning Facebook Into eBay 2.0 via
@fastcompany
25'th December, 2010
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10:36

Thought for Xmas - you can only really help others if you can
help yourself. OK so does that mean I go to the Leicester vs
Leeds game? Lol!
27'th December, 2010

17:39

RT @DFID_UK: New computer for #xmas? Don't dump the
old one - give it to Digital Links help the world's poorest kids
http://ht.ly/3tK0f

20:30

Yellow for Cole! Watching the game over a pint of Guinness.
29'th December, 2010

00:34

Social media strategy in a flowchart - Taken from
Implementing a Social Media Strategy Step-By-Step' blog post
by Is... http://ow.ly/1aDO0i

11:13

Post office re-opens so I can get my signed copy of 'the
diceman'..how about a tad more of the
http://twitpic.com/3ktobq random in 2011?

13:25

Appeara to be a fault with card payments on the National
Express website.

20:50

making simple things complicated and complicated things
simple...

21:46

@jamiepotter yep actually I do it to my mum + dad but they
just laugh!
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22:12

RT @GeorgeDearing: "I was sacked by a Google algorithm" -http://bit.ly/hl7ifC

22:26

RT @Bookgirl96: Shut up. RT @cutblog: Kate Moss is
rumored to be recording her own album.
http://nym.ag/ghoo0N
30'th December, 2010

14:41

Do you know someone who'd fancy working for Shopping.com
UK on an internship? See http://www.freelancestudents.c…
for details.

18:10

RT @easiserv: The EASIserv.com Daily is out!
http://bit.ly/h4LfF1 ▸ Top stories today by @stuartgh @vlingo
@easiserv

19:36

@ruskin147 nice one.

19:39

Off to the 02 in Leicester for ny eve. Say hi if you dare!
31'st December, 2010

17:59

Paid 1p in corporation tax to meet HMRC deadline, writing
reviews for Shopping.com deadline, then onto NY's eve in a
flurry with Shirley!
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2011

January

1'st January, 2011
00:10

RT @big_ben_clock: HAPPY NEW YEAR EVERYONE!
3'rd January, 2011

14:12

RT @communitygirl: How will you engage your community in
2011? It isn't going to happen on its own.

14:15

http://blogs.forbes.com/halaht…

19:17

Finished haggling over rent with Erlon the landlord now time
for soup..
5'th January, 2011

18:20

On a train with a full size cardboard cut out of the A-team.
http://twitpic.com/3narue

18:26

I think I better change at Vauxhall. Should tickle the
funnybone of any 'spooks' looking out the window;-)
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6'th January, 2011
17:14

#plan Shopping.com kick-off (Ebay) Thu, Jan 20, 2011
http://planca.st/LSO
7'th January, 2011

09:34

@asymco Facebook makes software from users connecting
with other users:-)

16:31

Good to see Exact Target has improved their email product
over Xmas with enhanced preview capability to check it in
Yahoo and Outlook. Ta.

18:20

Love to go to LCFC vs Man City, but I am extremely baffled by
the mobile site when it comes to txt sales. #lcfc
8'th January, 2011

15:10

Managed to get a txt for lcfc vs man city.

17:35

Lemon tea, a latte, and a round of brown buttered toast cost
me 440 quid on Friday...check the receipt!
http://twitpic.com/3o6ncb

18:15

@SueOnTheWeb I was buying breakfast for one of our intern
applicants!

18:16

@cherishedbyme Luckily it's on expenses!
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9'th January, 2011
15:50

Hope all players do as manager suggests + talk to each
other:-) #lcfc

17:07

Funny to see Tevez score after getting annoyed. Should we
try it on a Leicester player?! #lcfc

18:56

Get the feeling that Erickson needs to show a bit more
confidence in front of the fans. Am i right? #lcfc
10'th January, 2011

17:49

"By the time the bread is baked it's already stale". Does that
remind you of the pace of innovation in your org?!
11'th January, 2011

10:52

Anyone or supplier want to do a joint meeting on 'SEO
community' for social media week in the UK pls DM me. Be
there or be e=mc2'd.
13'th January, 2011

11:02

QR codes: Pick up on hidden messages | Metro.co.uk
http://t.co/ndZH52r >great idea which can be applied to selling
online to sell objects!
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14'th January, 2011
16:05

My 'Mr V' Verballs Internet Phone
http://cgi.ebay.co.uk/19049050… for sale on eBay. Was a
leaving gift from Medicexhange.com!
17'th January, 2011

21:26

Met a tall trade unionist, 'purged' from a local trade union run
pub, in the lift. Neighbours, cheers!
18'th January, 2011

07:17

So Android sales have now overtaken iPhone's in the US
(Nov figs). Funny how that made me smile:-)

07:24

RT @GeorgeDearing: Goldman’s Facebook plan falls apart
http://reut.rs/fhGQma [Felix Salmon]

07:27

RT @paulvharris: "I shut my eyes in order to see." Paul
Gauguin

10:07

OK time for a fixed rate mortgage now the CPU is nrly twice
the target. Do I have another plan what with neg equity and
100% mortgage?! LOL

10:24

@paulvharris but you first have to break the worst bad habit of
all - comfort food!

10:59

Wow a sale at FatFace means items with over a pound off.
You're kidding right?
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11:12

Screen protector for BlackBerry. (Note to self;-)

11:51

Dixons laptops come with buying guides pre-installed;-)
http://twitpic.com/3r53sg

11:56

OK bought my Wired UK as stuff on e-commerce, a copy of
the Sun, and a Sci-fi mag for more fun. Eating bananas
drinking hot choc..

12:01

RT @boffer: Astronomy is looking up!!
21'st January, 2011

03:05

OK, so I'm sitting in the square within Hotel Valencia in San
Jose sipping a glass of Blue Moon, the beer I last had from
Chicago. Yeah!

03:13

RT @adamcoomes: And it's on! Google to Launch Groupon
Competitor http://j.mp/ffrq1q

03:17

OK so now I'm ducking out of the French ladies shopping trip
to Victoria's Secret the Shopping.com after kick-off drinks
party room...lol
23'rd January, 2011

17:21

http://twitpic.com/3sr0no I think it's time to lose weight. Using
the Libra app for Android. Here goes nothing!

23:09

http://bit.ly/i0ji0D new fun maths online game from a family
member..Sumdog!
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24'th January, 2011
00:29

Postcard from San Jose - Before I forget a few thoughts from
San Jose San Fransisco of a random, coincidental, con...
http://ow.ly/1aZQQV

16:01

So there's a flavour called California orange..

20:55

Using East Midlands Trains new wifi (free in first class:-)
http://www.eastmidlandstrains.…
25'th January, 2011

15:14

Search Engine Optimisation 7 Tips For An Seo Makeover On
An Established Site | Bludelta http://bit.ly/e4A7Ky
27'th January, 2011

12:46

See you at tonight's social networking within the enterprise @
the BCS tonight, with Headshift, SocialText Small World
Collaboration. #bcs

13:25

Cool means being able to treat presidents to paupers as
equal!

18:30

At the BCS ready to hear the 3 speakers strut their stuff! #bcs

19:41

Kevin Cody points out that ROI won't always convince the
cynics. You need to ask first what you are trying to achieve.
#bcs
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28'th January, 2011
15:29

Check out Like Minds Social Commerce Immersive on
#amiando at http://www.amiando.com/tw/Soci… - I'm going:-)
29'th January, 2011

12:10

Who'd of thought that most cliche'd of slogans 'students +
workers unite + fight' would be in use again?! #dry-humour
30'th January, 2011

19:07

If 'Mum' was the Egyptian gov she'd be 'really upset' right
now..lol

21:34

Home from the pub having downed two glasses of German
beer. Not eating anything but Twix.
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February

1'st February, 2011
21:08

Check this video out -- lipdub carrefour market hesdin
http://t.co/JBGXsWy via @youtube (where I am going on a FR
holiday in April;-)
2'nd February, 2011

14:53

RT @NathanEdge90: Great win for #lcfc last night! Four wins
in the last five #svensmenforpremierleague
3'rd February, 2011

20:15

RT @mattrhodes: Had a great discussion with a retailer today
about the Tesco iPhone app. It is truly a habit-changing
innovation. Great ...
4'th February, 2011

08:50

For all the folks sitting in Tahir Square right now - take my
advice - don't bother - they're not worthy of your love;-)
5'th February, 2011

13:02

@ThePCCLondon not me, but other people would...

13:08

@Illig ah that explains it:-)
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6'th February, 2011
22:03

Watching series 7 of the X Files with the episode about the
super lucky guy and the scratch card making us laugh this
afternoon.#luck
8'th February, 2011

18:57

I had a nice call from Tesco today after I complained first thing
that the address form for their Clubcard didn't work.
Impressed I am!
9'th February, 2011

10:41

@dotMailer as the link doesn't work it maybe all square:-)

13:32

http://t.co/ilyHPWg nice piece on online moderation and
climate change sceptics. For comparison try debates over the
war on drugs;-)

14:14

@amoyal hey meet too:-)

17:23

Had a chat with a VP at flavour of the month Groupon. Hope I
conveyed the Shopping.com POV to him in a compelling
manner:-)

18:32

Always good to get an email to say one's corporate American
Express 'green card' is 'on its way'. Now time for 5-a-side with
eBay.
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18:39

http://bbc.in/dOIR4A neat BBC post on why revolution
happens. PS but not in the UK.
11'th February, 2011

18:43

RT @johnbray69: Sven talks to midlands @bbclatekickoff
reporter @NatJackson_bbc about the financial support from
new #lcfc owners. http: ...

19:15

@LouiseBrown try shopping.com!

19:37

@LouiseBrown hi Louise yep nice job where I get to play with
Facebook and live in Oval! Trust you are well too?

21:55

@LouiseBrown happy at eBay thanks if you are in Richmond
drop by and say hi!
12'th February, 2011

10:44

Love the Sun headline 'Walk like an Egyptian'. Wasn't that a
Bangles song + didn't Steven go out with one of the band?!

10:48

Which reminds me I have to finish my blog post continuing
these Google exec coincidence thread...

12:11

Great tip from e-how.com to convert typed txt to digital just
scan as off and submit to Google, which turns it into html - its
text magic.

12:14

Ps thanks to HTC desire predictive typing the key word 'off' in
my last tweet should read 'off'...sorry*?#$
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13:23

Guerrilla marketing idea? Use LED scroller on mobile with ppl
working round high street to promo sale with option to send
details to phone!

13:25

@bengoldacre dump it and sign up to streetcar. Disclaimer I
neither own a car or use streetcar.com:-)

13:47

Guy behind the counter at Next from whom a pair of boxers
was purchased predicted a 2-0 win to #lcfc.

15:00

"Don't shoot at Santa." Watching X Files. Another co.xidwnce.

19:28

@stuartgh: Guy behind the counter at Next from whom a pair
of boxers was purchased predicted a 2-0 win to #lcfc. /he was
right!
13'th February, 2011

00:56

http://t.co/QAn3bDO Call for honorary MA at Oxbridge to be
abolished. (Yeah but I earned mine by writing a special paper
on witchcraft;-).

17:35

In Swan + Rushes with Shirls drinking smokey beer. Cheers!

23:44

Want more Facebook 'Likes' where all have 'social graph'
reality? Set up a comp' where entrants send you an entry to
post. Most 'Likes' win!
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14'th February, 2011
00:02

Happy Valentine's!

10:15

Update on my tweet about running FB comps - check out
prize winner Di Coke's blog at http://bit.ly/bundles/dicoke/1
with useful tips.

14:15

How will you celebrate Generosity Day? http://bit.ly/ffrTp7
#generosityday

23:35

To celebrate real passion I thought i'd watch 'Gainsbourg'.
Reminds me of someone.
16'th February, 2011

00:33

Groupon infographic http://ow.ly/1blVGL
17'th February, 2011

08:14

@mclpro hi yes it would use bluetooth.

16:21

@mclpro I have already worked with a company which has
developed a bluetooth booking product, hence not such a grt
jump:-)

19:14

Must understand content duplication and impact on SEO, but
first a small haddock, chips, + mushy peas before watching
'Paul':-)
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21:59

@mclpro beats word of mouth marketing too (no chinese
whispers;-)
18'th February, 2011

10:56

Do You Panic When SEO Rankings Drop? http://t.co/Y0fv6Yk

14:08

nice to see a Leicester City goal in Sky TV's Goal of the Week
slot this lunchtime vs Derby scored by the new guy! #lcfc

14:10

@jennifermjones but if u did hang out at a hotel wanted to
bump into some top e-folk try
http://www.sandersonlondon.com…
20'th February, 2011

13:21

http://www.speedflatmating.co.… going to check out
flatmating event in Clapham on Wednesday eve (after footie
for me;-)

14:42

In the Middle East, this is not a Facebook revolution
http://t.co/n8HOri2 via @washingtonpost
21'st February, 2011

14:00

RT @paulocoelho: When you feel really lost and upset, laugh
at yourself
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19:38

In the Zeitgeist Pub drinking Weihenstephan hell, eating
scnitzel jaiger art and watching Hertha beat Cottbus. Did I get
that right?:-)

20:29

@christoph cheerzs!
22'nd February, 2011

10:42

Are Your Promotions or Competitions Breaking Facebook
Guidelines? | WNW Design - Web Design SEO
http://t.co/E9AOTOE via @AddThis

18:06

Anarchy in the UK? Anarchy in U? Ok off to Comic Relief now
nxt to MI%.

18:51

Shopping.com - we are an aggregator and syndicator - of
products.

20:28

RT @foxblogger: Cardiff 1-0 Leicester: This is the first time
that Leicester have conceded first in a league game in 2011.
Test. #lcfc

20:49

@JosieIshbel hi saw your tweet ....and you live in Cantebury,
or so your profile says. Now that's for old people;-)

20:57

Watching Real Madrid, Chelsea play. While waiting for
Leicester to score vs Cardiff. More beer! #lcfc

21:06

Listening to Blonde sing the 'Tide is High'. Reminds me of my
first girlfriend Marie with bad breath from Houghton!
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24'th February, 2011
00:37

The Forrester Wave™: Community Platforms, Q4 2010 - "In
Forrester’s 60-criteria evaluation of community platform ven...
http://ow.ly/1btruL

08:47

Online banking is better than sex but remember to check debit
items pending - or you might get a nasty shock nxt time you
go to the ATM:-)

08:57

@SEOjunkie I'm going to leicester back on the coach. I like to
get down with the ppl after a week in high priced London:-)

23:04

BruceClay - SEO guru http://t.co/ER3cc59 >It's a day with
Bruce tomorrow, thanks to eBay.
25'th February, 2011

19:12

Getting ready for coach to Leicester I note it's the 50th
anniversary of the Victoria station fish n chippie on Monday.
Congrats!
26'th February, 2011

12:19

History? The Civil War of 1640s..Really is the 2nd English CW
as first was War of the Roses? #history

12:57

Going to buy some socks from Next in @Highcross and
canvass opinion on #lcfc score vs Coventry.

15:22

Come. On. Leicester. #lcfc
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28'th February, 2011
14:38

Continuing the 80s theme (Body Shop 80s shampoo) I've got
Hannah Her Sisters on DVD; makes a change from the X
Files ( that's 1990s;-)

17:41

Apple\'s iPad 2 Launch: The Scene At Yerba Buena Center
http://t.co/02QmNPC via @forbes
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March

1'st March, 2011
00:38

How to write a book on anything with minimum effort - OK
want to be a cool nerd who's written a book on something li...
http://ow.ly/1byiOe

19:05

Blow me down I am in a O'Neil's pub trying out a glass of G.
2'nd March, 2011

07:27

RT @Telegraph Cannabis 'doubles risk of psychotic episodes'
http://bit.ly/gj9G2u >I wonder how it ranks vs other stress
factors eg divorce?

10:38

@raepizer nice to get to your offices last week 4 for the
webmgrs mtg - where do I get the monkey image for my
profile pic?!

21:34

Everyone's down The Pub right now for the launch of the
Leicester Beer Festival! Ah well we're in the Zeitgeist drinking
Weihenstephan:-)

21:35

@raepizer thank you very much!
3'rd March, 2011

08:13

Platforms closed due to police action at Waterloo this
morning.#London
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4'th March, 2011
18:42

On way to St Pancras with but one thought..get out of
London:-)

19:37

http://t.co/Jw6IX72 ooh a $220 unpaid fare notice. Puts
burning in Alexandria into t/he shade;-)
5'th March, 2011

19:34

Beady Eye? What name is that for a band?!

19:39

RT @T3MagUK: Tech Week: Apple iPad 2 unveiled and
Steve Jobs back: News of the WeekLike this week’s top news
event could be... http:// ...

19:42

"Feature laden 8 meg camera.." lol
6'th March, 2011

13:32

Just booked a FR hotel via Accor.com which was 20pnds
cheaper than via Expedia.co.uk.

20:54

Ok photos now arrived let's hope the cd writer works ok:-)
7'th March, 2011

15:11

RT @Beckicklesie: Give us your advice, then.
http://goo.gl/fb/9ZEMq #competition #giveaway
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20:57

Told Lee the barman at St John's Bar that I was in a v.bad ass
mood! He laughed;-)

21:22

@katyperryDL7499 gee didn't you hear I was in a bad mood
lol!

21:25

@michaelmadison hey send me the dud poster, seriously!
8'th March, 2011

09:42

@michaelmadison put them on eBay (they own Shopping)
and I will happily promote them on our blog and Facebook
Page.

19:30

RT @paulocoelho: Kiss slowly, laugh insanely, love truly and
forgive quickly #internationalwomensday

19:35

Nice smiley pic of Clare Gilmartin eBay's EU Marketplaces VP
on the cover of InternetRetailing. http://yfrog.com/h7nvjvaj

21:56

@michaelmadison my pleasure, give eBay a whirl!

23:36

Oops Lcfc beaten by Norwich.
10'th March, 2011

22:08

Nice to see Audi sportscars R8 I guess outside the Royal
Opera House on display. New model?
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11'th March, 2011
18:25

If you want to change quickly it can help to make mistakes
quickly to force the pace!

18:35

While I'm on the subj - 'tell the wood from the trees' is about
the value of difference and the risks of similarity clouding
judgement;-)

19:03

RT @GuyKawasaki: Incredible photograph of sun
http://is.gd/E0lyaL

20:26

Hmm got a great new nickname for my elder brother Andy.
Yep you guessed it ... Prince Andrew! lol
12'th March, 2011

07:06

Folks Q'ing for new iPad have already sold their old one on
eBay.. http://t.co/Iw4YYHx

12:05

Hanging out at Leicester Beer Festival with some hard
drugs;--) http://t.co/sMtTntT

13:31

RT @vriyait: If #lcfc don't beat Scunthorpe today, then
seriously we don't deserve to be in the play-offs!

15:06

http://t.co/z9PCRcY more visually appealing beer feat pic!
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13'th March, 2011
19:34

RT @RWW: Google to Launch Major New Social Network
Called Circles, Possibly Today http://rww.to/eJYYoM
14'th March, 2011

00:31

Why is a beer festival not just about the beer? - OK, or to put
it another way, why is a beer festival like an e-com...
http://ow.ly/1bKCQn

07:10

@euan Very Habermas.

07:12

Thank you young English lady that sat opposite is stared at us
on the train. We acknowledge our love can be upsetting to
some ppl:-)
15'th March, 2011

10:03

Having a birthday tea with the Shopping.com crew!
http://yfrog.com/h7nvtfjj

18:54

Who knew Doctor Who Matt Smith was once on Leicester
City's books? #lcfc

19:20

Finally, drinking, Weihenstephan. #beer
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16'th March, 2011
22:30

I entered the Shopping.com UK price alerts sweepstake for a
chance to win a £200 prize: http://wfi.re/6xl6z
17'th March, 2011

10:29

Great promo for Portsmouth FC gentingcasino.com:
http://www.gentingcasino.com/p… - ** slot it past the keeper
**

18:31

My new mate dave studied physics + history at uni. Are you
Britain's first time traveller I asked? He was not amused at my
wit. #joke
18'th March, 2011

14:10

Hmm trying to keep a straight face when ppl talk across you in
conversation as it reminds me of my father;-) #tgif
19'th March, 2011

16:31

The Adjustment Bureau a cross between Inception The Lost
Room?

16:52

Egyptian art found in former Leicester Cotton Mill
http://t.co/g67y5se
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20'th March, 2011
14:49

Ironing my Jack Jones shirt after buying a pair of Converse on
Shopping.com UK, OK?
21'st March, 2011

10:46

Impressive eBay ETB this morning. Thanks.

19:25

Drinking Weihenstephan at the Zeigeist.

19:27

You know Hegel was absurdly meta historical to think you
could explain history in terms of dialectics. Take that
intellectuals! #joke

19:48

RT @iFroggy: Took a shot at some meme creation today:
http://bit.ly/dVARqG :)

19:49

Flavio our housemate is off to the Brazil vs Scotland game on
Sunday. Any Scotsmen out there brave hearted enuf to go?
#football
22'nd March, 2011

00:37

My eBay slogan time! - 1. The World's Online Marketplace
current slogan. 2. The World's Favourite Marketplace # 1 ...
http://ow.ly/1bS5Fw

07:33

Five ways the iPad 2 works on the buyer's subconscious
http://t.co/TjJnTol via @cnet >I like the point about the
housing boom purchases:-)
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23'rd March, 2011
08:10

@dithevil6d while I am where? oh sassy geeky marketer?

13:06

No enterprize zone in Leicester? We want your money:-)
#budget

20:41

RT @Ross: RT @slideshare: 'The 2011 State of Community
Management' is featured on our homepage.
http://slidesha.re/eoTlXy
24'th March, 2011

11:22

There's a small demo vs ESOL cuts in Westminster. Placard
says something about "the future"..

12:19

iPad2 out on 3 on monthly plan in a few days the lady in the 3
Shop on the Strand tells me:-)

12:26

If your HTC Desire drops the 3G signal try toggling the
'Network Mode' back and forth btwn the options to restore
connection.

13:10

Shame the most interesting woman i've seen today dressed in
black also sported a rainbow pin badge. Cheers from Soho!

13:58

The theme of escape has emerged today via coincidence first at a memorial to the SOE + 2nd via the Google Houdini
logo. Waiting for 3rd?!

22:58

iPad 2 costs in the UK for tomorrow http://t.co/TgZagMG
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25'th March, 2011
08:15

Drugs and the death penalty http://t.co/AYftxEs bit heavy for a
Friday but there u go.

09:31

As Apple iPad2 launches in the UK today so I've gathered
together some choice accessories on my 'Wishlist'.
http://bit.ly/ipad2-wishlist

14:21

RT @RichMillington: Possible the greatest unsubscribe
message in history: http://gr.pn/gDU8oa (Via @JazCummins )

18:03

Very english at Richmond Green this eve. Shame I have to go
to Leicester!
26'th March, 2011

17:14

Fire at the Cotton Mill - luckily no one was hurt!
http://twitpic.com/4dkesn

20:03

RT @coolasleicester: Coalville won 3-0! Who fancies a trip to
Wembley?
27'th March, 2011

13:38

iPad 2 vs iPad 1 compared - Apple iPad 2 first look review Computing - Which? Technology http://t.co/HoAdbHS via
@AddThis

18:16

Completed the Census. Stumped by religion q. So entered
'self-empowerment.' Nerd humour hey:-)
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18:48

RT @Cassius78: Just saw #LIMITLESS ....great flick
28'th March, 2011

06:09

So my landlord snuck into my room and drunk a large glass of
my vintage Tequila. Cheers! That bottle has gone into hiding.
LOL.

06:14

Glad we dodged the smart blue kilt wearing group of Scotland
fans at Kings X last nite after reports of banana throwing at
the game. LOL

07:02

Monday morning at Waterloo some great insurance primo
promo! http://t.co/qcSNNbB

09:03

Is there a moble app that allows you to take a pic and then
'tells' you what colour an item is? #colour #color

12:14

Good to see that 'No one knows about Persian cats' is out on
DVD:-) http://t.co/PWos0ZR

20:59

"@TechCrunch: eBay To Acquire GSI Commerce For $2.4
Billion http://t.co/BRXRHql by @robinwauters" // another good
day at eBay;-)

21:15

Leicester
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30'th March, 2011
11:35

Nice 50s 'rat pack' style Penguin brand from Lizard Menswear
in Richmond http://t.co/QK76JPs

20:43

They should have set 'Hangover 2' in exotic but risky Brazil.
And these film's not even out yet;-)

21:19

UB40 on the jukebox. They're playing at the Kings pub over
from the Cotton Mill in June. Be there!
31'st March, 2011

11:49

Made my first ever Groupon purchase. Oh so now that's done
you wait for the coupon, I see. to make the second actual
purchase;-)

12:10

I should buy Last Year in Marienbad so it seems but run out of
pocket money thanks to my Groupon purchase ;-)

12:30

Expedia are looking for a new Senior Manager Content
position in London (Covent Garden) - thought I'd mention it in
case it's of interest:-)

14:04

@TextproviderUK hmm, mother's day gift;-)

16:46

Back of someone's hoodie written in bold, white text on green
cotton-jersey: 'No one listens to mathematicians'.
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18:05

So the Apple Store on Regent Street has free wifi, duh - I only
found out when I launched my Windows powered DELL via
my HTC in the store;-)
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April

1'st April, 2011
12:52

Facebook Page design tips http://t.co/XEbfUSS
2'nd April, 2011

15:49

So McKinsey's Epsilon-based e-newsletter dbase was
hacked. My details accessed. Oh no! LOL
3'rd April, 2011

21:25

"@TedNguyen: HOW TO: Land a Job at Facebook
http://t.co/ZHnQNdz #socialmedia via @EndeavorSM" - u
need 2 focus on users + culturally fit;-)
4'th April, 2011

19:37

At the Prince of Wales pub in Kennington where I just bought
a pint of Early Bird http://t.co/Vxd4fs8 (now drinking it)
5'th April, 2011

12:44

"@rhappe: "brands were defined by media, now defined by
social networks" Marc Gobe #socialc20"
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19:40

I heard 'Glycerine' by Bush in my local pub on Saturday. First
time ever heard it in public since dwnloading it 4 years ago:-)
#music

19:48

Nice kick ass chick flic: 'SuckerPunch'. Did you enjoy the
gaming-inspired themes at play?

19:53

Red seat picture just taken by me now on the train to
Vauxhall. I shall get it runes into a nice picture for sure!
http://t.co/HVhUnv1

20:18

The Tottenham keeper was a vision in orange!

21:12

RT @eBay: Artists from @EMImusic are auctioning incredible
items memorabilia to support Red Cross relief efforts in Japan
http://bit ...
6'th April, 2011

07:20

Some guy in pub was talking about a $300m deal. One of the
US presidential candidates is going to spend $400m of his
own cash. Impressive!

07:20

RT @mario: For any Tooting/Balham peeps, I can highly
recommend the incredibly tiny Meza restaurant on Trinity Rd.
great lebanese food ...

12:43

Huh Isle of Man plates on a Mercedes. God is in town!

20:19

I appear to be attractive to the opposite sex today - glad I can
put this to good use via social shopping;-) goodnite ladies!
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20:24

@Documentally thanks for sharing;-)
7'th April, 2011

18:57

RT @Darenbbc: Who wants to come to my flat on Royal
Wedding day ? It's just behind Westminster Abbey :) bring
food and drink :) xx
8'th April, 2011

08:52

I still think of the spare Microsoft X-Box that Caroline had
under her desk at the ICAEW, and which I never got to keep!
#icaew #xbox

16:28

@BlairYeldell903 good for you!

18:02

Hanging out nxt to the exotic Victoria Coach Station
http://t.co/wp4AwVT

18:16

Wow first time I've heard someone refer to Facebook as a
glorified 'forum' rather than the more fancy term 'social
network'. LOL

18:19

Do you know this man? http://t.co/I85o3bE (spotted in London
Waterloo)

18:38

RT @paulvharris: "All that is gold does not glitter, Not all
those who wander are lost;" ~ J.R.R. Tolkien
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9'th April, 2011
12:44

Saw 'Limitless' for the 2nd time, and saw a few more details to
sync with. Nice film, Shirls enjoyed it too:-)
10'th April, 2011

15:17

How Marketers Succeed in a Social World. Join the free
webinar with @wildfireapp: http://bit.ly/enUGDW << 6pm UK
time - it's about Facebook!

15:56

Just changed my T-Mobile price plan with the help of
@billmonitor - thank you to all:-)

22:31

Two loud talking ladies get drowned out by a gang of guys on
the tube home. It's natures very own eco-sys at work;-)

22:32

RT @UKBeerBloggers: Beer of the Week http://ff.im/-APgnB
11'th April, 2011

14:59

Check out: Toshiba SD3010 DVD Player at
http://www1.uk.shopping.com/To… >good priced DVD
'upscaler' to HD quality!

16:00

Apple: Support Our Great Nonprofits? http://t.co/R87vjpH <my
post on ICAEW's community, with Anne Davis's comment
bringing it up to speed:-)
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20:15

"@ruskin147: http://t.co/tb5hVBr Zuckerberg beats the
Winkelvii - love the way this ruling is written, appears scripted
by Aaron Sorkin" LOL

20:16

Watching Mancini hiding behind his hands as Liverpool
leading 3-0 vs Man City. LOL

22:10

Pretty sure I saw the cute dog from 'How to kill your
neighbour's dog' at Waterloo Station. LOL
12'th April, 2011

06:06

RT @TheIndyNews Cameron in row with Oxford over black
students - http://t.co/KoAC0Q5 - what's a 'black background'?!

07:08

Just as one of the PayPal founders escaped from Chernobyl
as a child so a phoenix will arise from the ashes of the Japan
quake! #prediction

12:21

The 50th anniversary of space travel? And now (US only) you
can get a cub scout badge in robotics, I kid you not.

12:24

@amoyal the best thing about being a (secret) celebrity is you
get to meet more interesting ppl!
13'th April, 2011

07:09

Man U win and I am there drinking German beer, with a guy
who met 1 of the Twitter founders who told him that the key to
social media is....
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07:59

If the question is whether there is only one right answer? The
answer is maybe. LOL. Thanks for that crowdsourced
insight;-)

14:26

Back of envelope SEO strategy: lot's of unique content
updated daily + a diverse link profile with emphasis on soc
med: http://bit.ly/dNBBmW

20:58

RT @ebayinkblog: The #eBayOL Social Media Command
Center is in full swing. @eBay_Andy has the tweetdeck up.
Come on by and say hi! http ...
14'th April, 2011

07:49

Good luck to Lee Sowden in the fight to be Leicester's mayor
http://bit.ly/dSb5Xp - you'll see my comment about attracting
grad jobs too:-)

09:08

Fire drill on the banks of the Thames:-)

18:53

RT @eBay: We're actively working on putting more "Like"
button on the site #eBayOL

18:58

RT @RossIGrant: At the Leics CoC President's Dinner.
Explaining why Labour has stalled our LEP chances of
enterprise zone.

18:59

RT @ebayinkblog: Amen. "Don't look too big business online
because people like doing business with people. Put a face on
your biz." - @M ...
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19:29

Listening to Nancy Sinatra sing 'You only live twice' while
waiting for my sweet+sour chicken:-)
15'th April, 2011

11:23

Hat tip to Google for marking Charlie Chaplin's 122th birthday!
PS: It's not like I'm trying to 'panda' to Google OK?!

13:47

There's a Sinead O'Connor song playing on the radio. I once
compared my Irish ex-sister in-law to her. Big mistake. PS: I
prefer Brazilians!

18:21

Off to Leicester for the weekend to sample the real ale and
good people. #leicester
16'th April, 2011

10:37

Looking forward to seeing Ottoman's online at John Lewis.
#multichannelstrategy

10:50

Another Visit Scotland ad on the cinema makes me smile:)

18:05

Thanks to National Express for getting us to Leicester last nite
despite M1's closure. We made it though I see BBC's Any
Questions didn't!

18:11

RT @tidarat: 16.00 ชัยบาดาล
เข้าตัวเมืองสระบุรี รถเริ่มหนาแน่น
40กม/ชม.

18:13

@sourcePOV
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17'th April, 2011
11:39

Don't you just hate having to stop work on a Sunday 'cause a
religious procession goes past your apartment? LOL - time to
get out the house!

12:06

And talking about getting out the house - good luck to Russ in
the London marathon today, wearing the Shopping.com logo
with pride.

16:37

Somehow finding myself watching the last 15 of Arl vs Liv;-) l
blame Bannatyne's..

18:46

The royal wedding is like the ladies version of putting a man
on the moon. Oh come on, I'm joking;-)
18'th April, 2011

09:00

Check out jobs at eBay through the careers portal
http://www.ebaycareers.com/Hom… #ebay

09:54

Social shopping = providing answers to customers, where
conversations = basis of the online market. Hope that makes
sense;-)

12:56

I've upgraded my Easter holiday destination title tag to 'close
to Agincourt' thanks to a Michelin guide.

14:04

RT @ChrisDeary: I find the most annoying people at festivals
are the ones who smugly think they're better than everyone
else... http://b ...
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21:55

RT @Shopping_com: Spring is in bloom! Got your eye on
anything special? Create a Wishlist on Shopping.com and you
could win an... http ...
19'th April, 2011

11:59

The thought of never entering a B2B award again makes me
smile; -)

17:49

"@euan: cracking post from @gapingvoid
http://t.co/6RboDmn" - my method to enable 'following your
bliss' - always follow the positive!

18:31

"@leebryant: Nice piece from @jobsworth about how sharing
'makes business sense': http://t.co/IqmBPQZ" < better
answers 4 customers.

18:34

You are enjoying the warm evening. I am enjoying the cool
Weihenstephan;-) http://t.co/6CZ3V3O

19:46

Red rain and Orange snow make for a cryptic but colourful
tweet! LOL I think I need another beer!
20'th April, 2011

07:08

RT @pramitjnathan: A woman's guess is much more accurate
than a man's certainty. ~Rudyard Kipling | RT @AnnTran_
@paulvharris

18:37

Is the quality of a joke improved if in part the joke is on you?
Professional comedian replies only please. #joke
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18:39

@BillErickson maybe the software is trying to tell u something
(apart from it don't work that is)...

18:44

"@BBCNewsnight: Tonight we have film on use of internet
pornography by young adults +..." <the holidays have begun...

18:54

2nd pint of Weihenstephan and Arsenal s.core

18:54

Oops then Toottenham too.

18:58

In a parallel universe I have a beautiful family and am putting
the kids to bed right now.

18:59

Hey Arsenal scored. Again. Who knew?

19:15

@BillErickson

19:28

Another half at the Zeitgest another goal.

19:59

@GuyKawasaki you'll never read this tweet...
21'st April, 2011

13:04

Nursing a small German beer hangover at the Dover ferry
terminal after first time on the high-speed train from St
Pancras. Happy holidays!
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28'th April, 2011
17:26

I am back in London drinking a bottle of Adnam's Gunhill, with
a donation going to the Prostate Cancer Charity. #prostate

17:35

Diana vs. Kate? I am a bit old school, so I am going with
Diana:-) #royalwedding
29'th April, 2011

23:26

We watched Fast Furious 5 - great to enjoy the Brazilian
music and culture refs. Not to mention the cars. The ladies.
The m$ney. Nice EOD.
30'th April, 2011

08:40

I learned to drive as a courier working for my cousin (now a
VP at Invensys) delivering lost luggage out of Heathrow in
1989. #courier

11:24

The Matrix uses, from Alice in Wonderland, the white rabbit:-)
http://t.co/t0rliPP ps: Leicester's 1st sci-fi festival on 7 May
#sci-fi

14:15

I am having my hair cut. First time since the trip to Santa
Clara..

18:19

Out of stock - what a Paradox! http://t.co/2HHnWVM

19:37

Somone should do a film about Agincourt which takes
advantage of the real story;-) http://t.co/Au2g46s
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May

2'nd May, 2011
07:45

Made Shirley laugh - "the hug machine" - u guess the
context;-)

07:54

A dog with a key, a flora carpet germany beer. I was trying to
make a joke about conspiracy in the pub last nite out of simple
objects;-)

12:55

Why be a commoner in the UK when u can be a prince in
Brazil? (just ask a Brazilian lady to explain;-) LOL

13:38

Death of Bin Laděn live tweeted. Here u go
http://t.co/1cPpZVN

19:37

@williamheath And that's a hard one for a culture with an
immature understanding of the individual;-)
3'rd May, 2011

12:50

RT @RichMillington: How to get influential people to
participate in your online community: http://bit.ly/j4hZ0N
#cmgr #cmgrchat

14:30

RT @easiserv: The EASIserv.com Daily is out!
http://bit.ly/h4LfF1 ▸ Top stories today via @stuartgh
@vanessafox @seoptimiser @easiserv @ ...
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4'th May, 2011
20:21

Pretty sure I spotted two straight good looking dudes
snogging on the escalator at Waterloo this evening. Oh yes,
Bin Laden!
5'th May, 2011

13:28

What have good artists great social media professionals got in
common? They know how when to 'lose control':
http://bit.ly/lshNHH

17:46

Going to watch Cedar Rapids ar

20:40

Our very local pub? Cute barmaid, made up for suited regular
muttering f$ck off as I sauntered in. And after half of a half
f$ck off I did.
6'th May, 2011

06:57

Watched BBC QT last nite on Bid Laden death. What's the
problem? It's not like we don't know who took him out, we did.

07:05

PS: I led the BBC team at the 30th anniversary of Dr Martin
Luther King's assassination in 1998 just to put that last tweet
into context;-)

07:08

And there I shook the hand of Jerry Ray, the brother of James
Earl Ray. I remember that even if I forgot my gym trainers this
AM;-) #tgif
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07:14

You can't dance if your feet are on the seat. (Note to TfL: it's
an idea for an ad campaign, to get folks to take their feet of
the seats).

09:28

Funny how content creators are always told to write for the
way ppl read online - skimming info - but IT depts rarely
design support for it.

10:06

Yeah, 1001 fans achieved on Facebook Page for
Shopping.com UK. And that's with no iPad's being given
away, so that should mean richer FOC!

18:02

Wonder when high street shops will remove manual payment
at the tills with a fully automatic sys where you don't have to
Q? Who loves 2Q?!
7'th May, 2011

13:53

If you don't care you don't get pissed off. Logical isn't it?

14:19

They're selling a copy of Kate M's blue engagement ring in
Next for £7.50. Think I better try a bit harder;-)

18:36

Bannatyne's offering 25 min massage for 'only' £34. Groupon
had an offer for a couple with champagne for 1.25hr massage
for same price. LOL

18:38

@stuartgh So that's same pp price just to clarify. The 0.25hr
was for an additional head massage. I am starting to like
Groupon;-)
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8'th May, 2011
11:17

Starting working on the Customer Engagement Program for
Shopping.com this week, in time for Internet World, and the
BCS …http://Shopping.com

15:13

Ricardo Semler's classic on giving up control and giving ppl
autonomy to do for themselves - 'Maverick'. I'm going to throw
the book at ppl!

16:34

Love watching mufc vs cfc on a grainy widescreen TV as it
reminds me to buy a great quality machine when I watch lcfc
play nxt season!

18:15

RT @brooksbayne: NASA: Gravity Probe B space-time
experiment, proves Einstein really was a genius
http://grf.me/Ym5s geodetic effect and ...
9'th May, 2011

14:56

Wow, following the NHS in Parliament, I mean who knew the
NHS was so controversial? OK, so, it's a very political place to
work! #nhs
10'th May, 2011

06:42

"@pramitjnathan: Life is not fair; get used to it. ~Bill Gates
('cause most ppl just want to be in charge, rather than solve
the problem;-)
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06:46

"@radian6: Insights: Helloooo Radian6! http://t.co/WhUjR2P
How will you use them?" - we maybe asking that Q soon at
Shopping.com using R6!

09:00

I just thought of the phrase 'brand mashing' where consumers
put two brands together to create a fit fir their I'd. Harley
Davidson + ???

09:09

Enjoying talk on the 'Unsocial Media' - point is when u get too
many friends the network effect stops + ppl switch off;-)

09:30

The Facebook stand tinted blue http://t.co/Vs47QNj

13:56

RT @peterlattman: Skype: Invented in Estonia, founded by
Swedes, incorporated in Luxembourg, bought by eBay, sold to
Silver Lake, bought ...

14:02

"@stevebridger: Sitting room @ Google UK HQ
http://t.co/1goWCwj" << ask if they'd put a toy Panda in the
room and c the the reaction!
11'th May, 2011

19:44

I am lucky to have had chance to strike a blow or two for
humanity in my youth, or so it appears to me today!

19:59

Its nine o clock and I am eating a kebab with the help of a
penknife I found today:-)

20:59

"@WebFugitive: I got soul and I'm super bad." <me too!
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12'th May, 2011
00:35

Radical things I did in the 90s which you'll never find 'cause
they ain't on some Google list http://ow.ly/1cChtR

19:09

Venue for the Foucault Tribunal http://t.co/rgqxGz8
13'th May, 2011

07:20

In the future people will be able to change themselves, without
having to ask for permission first! LOL

08:54

I must be one of the few ppl who's done the job of bug
tracking in the offline (Ministry of Agriculture) and online world
(GetSatisfaction).

11:23

The obvious? If you want to change something it helps if you
know how to be *really* honest:-)

11:59

Checked out Wired UK top 100 now that our PR company
founder Ballou is in there. And Rory's in there too. Go Christ's
College!

12:15

RT @Daleyus: Awesomeness in #Leicester @CurveLeicester
@Highcross @lcbdepot @LeicsMuseums @PropagandaLeic
@PhoenixSquare @CITIZEN598 @Th ...

18:52

"@SirKenRobinson: Some thoughts on leading a life that
matters: http://t.co/1Eu74Ul" <I studied industrial archeology
ended up at eBay!
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14'th May, 2011
09:21

Oh its cup final day.

13:24

East Midlands Trains site is down big time - maybe they just
ran out of carriage capacity? LOL
15'th May, 2011

15:12

Great spring clean from S K Cleaning Services today. Well
recommended ladies based in #leicester. http://t.co/d9eaCPf
16'th May, 2011

06:44

The site where Bob Marley stayed in London nxt to
Kennington Park is no longer a vacant. Being turned into
housing for the homeless maybe...
17'th May, 2011

07:13

If I agree with Dr Stephen Hawking about the non-existence of
heaven can I go to Google Zeigeist next year, pls? LOL that's
heaven for egos!

12:29

"@bengoldacre: Haha I just got retweeted by the UN!" <and
now by me! I once had an all expenses nite out on the town
thnkz to the UN;-)

17:48

I feel pretty emotional about the Queen's visit to IE. Cheers!
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20:13

Wandering to The Telegraph I noticed a Chinook helicopter
throw 2 streamers into the City sky. And so, there you go!
18'th May, 2011

12:58

http://t.co/WQn9Fza <its tough enough just to hire an intern;-)

15:07

It's not all hard work at eBay UK, though a little push does
wonders! http://t.co/5aRLrcu
19'th May, 2011

08:05

So one thing they didn't ask me at interview at eBay was if I
had any experience in product innovation. I do, I failed at it,
but I tried.
20'th May, 2011

07:03

Living in the era of Facebook and Obama what's new +
exciting in the UK? Nice sunny day though:-)

07:53

So applications for Olympics tickets has passed, but I've
registered anyhow in case it feeds through some useful
marketing ideas:-)
21'st May, 2011

23:56

http://t.co/wnM7kmE Google's hero in the Egypt revolution
speaks out...
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22'nd May, 2011
16:16

It took 3 weeks but finally I am drinking a bottle of Brewdog's
Paradox. Royal wedding beer! http://t.co/1OLXwpr
23'rd May, 2011

07:13

"@mike_grant_: I'm at Beauchamp College (Ridgeway,
Oadby) http://t.co/CNWyDEp" <I know it well. Which reminds
me of 2 great alumni events!

12:55

Have some love for lunch, care of St Mary Magdalene,
Richmond. http://t.co/LJgNtVs

12:56

"@andylevis: Just been involved in the world record attempt
to lift the champions league trophy at Hyde park...<nice one
Andy!

22:39

I finish watching 'What happens in Vegas', go to the
bathroom, and there are 2 hot Brazilian ladies in there. Hello
can i brush my teeth?!
24'th May, 2011

17:30

@KerryatDell hi Kerry is this reporting you mention for
Shopping.com UK may I ask?

19:39

Site where Bob Marley stayed in Kennington now a drilling
platform of sorts! http://t.co/8lYkaSl
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25'th May, 2011
19:41

Enjoyed 'Win Win' film with the depiction of how mothers sons
can fall out, big time!

19:58

'Well done, lads'. Great headline to tag the frontpaged pic of
Obama Mr C flipping burgers for the squaddies, US UK.
http://t.co/6AjiZB9

20:32

"Mönchengladbach have won the Bundesliga relegation
play-off 2-1 on agg v Bochum and stay up, despite being
bottom 20 x this season." <oops!

20:46

@mich8elwu shame I won't get to hear you at Digital Surrey
tomorrow but if you fancy lunch at eBay in Richmond that can
be arranged:-)
26'th May, 2011

10:34

@mich8elwu thanks Michael, hope to see you nxt time you
visit. I liked your recent FB analysis post and frwd it to my US
cmty colleague:-)

11:36

@mich8elwu my pleasure, its come up today in fact after
looking at the value of FB 'Likes' promos and what success
looks like.

13:37

I think e-comm's should co-train their IT marketing depts in
creating heuristics for problem solving. Thank you, have a
great afternoon.
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17:33

RT @fastcompany: Google debuts wave-and-pay digital
Wallet to challenge @Square, @Groupon... and your own
level of trust http://bit.ly/i ...
27'th May, 2011

10:48

Great sight of Skyride bike ride in Leicester today! #leicester

13:55

'Hangover II' was a fun film but it glamourised cocaine use a
tad too much for me. I mean local plum whisky sounded much
more attractive!

15:02

So the Halifax Bank has been up and down in the last two
days. Hope they get it sorted by the weekend for everyone's
concern;-)

15:06

@Mazi I was told iPhone by a guy I worked with at Sift. Now
he's an iPhone app developer so that was kind of a biased
pov! Android is nice2.
28'th May, 2011

18:25

@DT hey David what was the name of the 60s rock venue in
Dagenham/Barking? I have a bass guitarist who would luv to
know;-)

19:15

@DT thanks David!
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29'th May, 2011
13:48

Aliens crash land in Scraptoft! http://t.co/Syf9qC3 #leicester

20:56

Ah dear given up on Sunday seriousness so watching....Top
most shocking talent show moments;-)
30'th May, 2011

07:32

http://t.co/ZucMixR : <as the url says its about (British)
euphemisms...

09:53

Men are told women are complex; women are told men are
simple; but aren't men women both simple complex? OK, bk
to my innovation work;-)

10:07

I'm staring at someone's beta education product. OK tick box,
successfully created an environment for innovation in my
living room. Next!

20:31

I am not watching #AWOBMOLG because i am drinking beer.
http://t.co/6r7xeF4

21:05

@billt conflate the conflation;-)
31'st May, 2011

13:11

So I just remembered that Photosynth from 2007 was a cool
Ted talk: http://t.co/B8I4DJ3
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June

1'st June, 2011
13:12

New intern starting today is a great excuse for fish n chips and
a bit of name dropping, starting with Mr Nice from back in
1995. Cheers!

18:05

"@CloudAve: The Harder I Work, The Luckier I Get
http://t.co/JsKR9ne" > up to a point then i get tired, fall over,
and laugh!
2'nd June, 2011

07:17

Oh a 3rd guy came up to me to crow about the publication of
his book. So I told him I was Sri Lankan, which he believed:-)

09:34

Nice to see ex-Google employees lodging patents to get your
ugc content to rank higher. Put it together with a simple
keyword plan. Done!

14:06

@Mazi good looking brain;-)

14:58

RT @adamcranfield: @stuartgh Hey mate any chance of RT
for the crowdfunding lunch n learn in London on 20 June? http://ow.ly/57njI (@i ...

17:54

@adamcranfield pretty good thanks I have finally come up
with a simple workable approach to getting seo from ugc
today. Off to the pub now!
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18:00

My joke of the day for south west london folk in need of a
laugh: Q. Where do farmers live? A. In Barnes of course!

18:04

RT @benjamincohen: Tonight: How the DWP allowed
fraudulent eBay ‘jobs’ to be offered to vulnerable job seekers
around the UK for months ...

21:43

http://t.co/HOJvCBI >makes interesting reading after taking
part in an eBay 'evp' focus grp today.
3'rd June, 2011

13:32

on this sunny day I've had the good fortune to meet a new
colleague who used to 'do' social media for oil services giant
Halliburton.

18:10

I hear Google UK have installed a red double decker bus
inside their London office, and filled full of stuffed Pandas!
#seo #google

18:12

There's a guy with a 'monobrow' begging the driver of the
exiting Swansea coach to stop. What, u don't like Reading
now!? #football
4'th June, 2011

18:50

"@kim: Is Foursquare Sexist? http://t.co/5fD7THe MT
@theeconomist" > love the concept of secret sexism. Shhh!
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5'th June, 2011
09:44

"@jennifermjones: Didn't get any Olympic tickets. Why would
I?."...[...] hey you stole my plan!

09:52

I have a secret crush on the TV show Fashion Police (FP).
Thanks for sharing my confession;-)
6'th June, 2011

06:57

"Do you enjoy your job?," was a question posed by a
neighbour y'day as I was clutching a pint of ale and signing an
anti-Trident petition;I)
7'th June, 2011

12:35

Everyone who's anyone is in Barcelona right now with the
biggest smiles. I am just happy to find the realale.com shop
just over the bridge!

12:37

RT @JaspalX: Anyone else seeing odd delays in skype
chats?

19:42

Saw a great-crested grebe on the Thames this eve, a great
sight. #richmond
8'th June, 2011

17:06

RT @im_oneworld2011: @stuartgh sorry to intrude.Trying to
spread the word about a unique project
http://www.oneworld2011.co.uk #oneworld ...
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9'th June, 2011
07:09

Feeling good after practice footie in the Old Deer Park, ready
for game vs Pricerunner team nxt week. #shopping.com

12:33

What about a social app for FB called Square or Cool? Beats
Hot or Not!

19:19

As i go to sip a pint of Weihenstephan a dad at t'other of the
Zeitgeist's bar kisses his young baby's head! #london

19:26

Love it when a company boasts it knows how to 'make the
complex simple' when my expr'nce says otherwise. I am @
their bkfast seminar tmrw!

20:29

@jowyang go to the restaurant on the beach nr old lunar
park;-)
10'th June, 2011

08:06

Listening to @jkrohrs on engagement @ExactTargetUK lking
frwd to hearing his marketing insights. #etbrekkie

15:10

Q: do you have the ideal that your website can be optimised
to a perfect end point, or do u seek the always in beta
approach to refinement?

15:11

A: because the answer does make a difference, imho:-)
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11'th June, 2011
08:28

The sound of Hollywood news on TV is so hyper its getting
me in the mood for my AM training session!

18:43

Q: what's the single most expensive object, ever constructed?
A: the subject of a sci-fi spoof to be screened at your local
multi-screen.
13'th June, 2011

11:47

OK we have a conversation about steak going on..#steak

15:54

Looking at Savvy Online Shopping: Safely Shop for the Best
Products at the Lowest Prices http://go.buy.com/p/30634743
($128, + 11 yrs old;-)

16:05

RT @mattrhodes: Some product reviews are pure genius.
Read this review of boxer shorts on the M site
http://t.co/tIJLFMX

17:49

I am here #WildfireLDN meeting the Old Street glitterai...

19:11

Check out Best Buy's recommendation review FB app;-)
#WildfireLDN

21:20

RT @LeicesterVoice: RT @luciekerley: R U Leicester's Best
Dressed? This wkend I'll be @Highcross looking for
#LBD2011 If I take ur style ...
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14'th June, 2011
20:11

RT @JWAylwin: @Mazi Check out Ondroid# - Social
discovery personalised recommendations from the community
and your friends http://bit. ...
15'th June, 2011

23:17

http://t.co/FRuKn5M >nice retention of editorial notes
16'th June, 2011

14:20

http://t.co/CMUFWb3 Like it! Pay for your pizza with PayPal
and avoid being ignored by the waiter;-)

14:21

http://t.co/CMUFWb3 Like it! Pay for your pizza with PayPal
and avoid being ignored by the waiter. Now if you could order
by SMS too;-)

18:41

There goes a train full of Ascot champagne Charlie's. Bless
me, I missed the train! Better get the next one;-) #london

18:50

So anyone know if u can create a QR image and embed a
custom image within it? Appears to be the case from Intel's
billboard QR.
17'th June, 2011

06:53

Not being invited to Ascot is akin to not being invited to a
Family event. You're supposed to feel upset. Get over it! LOL
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07:11

Planes overhead on my way into Richmond reminds me of the
Army Chinook over Kennington last night!

17:34

Yeah let's get out of lovely London and leave Ascot to others
to enjoy!
18'th June, 2011

11:36

OH in Leicester mkt: "Wait for mummy and dont cry." Not
easy being a child;-)

11:38

Wow a flash zombie happening now in market street!
#leicester

11:40

Oh dear they're zombie shuffling towards the Cotton Mill!
#leicester past Mo's the barbers..

11:42

Ok zombies now on the steps of Leicester Council HQ offices.
#leicester

16:45

To be able to share within a business and compete externally
is not an easy thing to do.

23:31

If a long gamma ray burst is detected every day + a galaxy
produces 1 every .5m yrs how many galaxies r there in the
known universe +/-? LOL
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19'th June, 2011
10:34

Last time I talked to my cousin we swapped notes about
leadership. When i see him nxt wk it will be as new Group
CEO of an intl co. Cheers!

11:41

Marching band with veterans on Grey Friars. #leicester
20'th June, 2011

12:30

"@lon_twop_1000: Today 3 years on Twitter: @Wasps and
@stuartgh" <+ a year, to the day, at eBay's Shopping.com =
cheers!
21'st June, 2011

06:59

Like Venus Williams I am trending towards simplicity. There,
I've said it.

10:17

"London’s best hairdressers - Shopping - Time Out London" @timeoutlondon http://t.co/CjMwB4r >I've used Pimps
Pinups;-)

12:13

Ever been cheered by your colleagues? Shirley was today,
when the accounts she carefully crafted were read for the first
time! #accountant
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22'nd June, 2011
19:49

"Love takes us far away from hear" reads the lyrical line from
'No Names' sung my Kate Rusby."Let me go now, let me go."
Have a great eve!

20:21

I reckon there may be quite a market for rock 'n roll
memoribilia on eBay Germany. May just test it out with the
help of Google Translate:-)
23'rd June, 2011

00:36

Hiya - Good to use the Android WP app to celebrate 2K
Facebook Likes on Shopping.com UK! http://ow.ly/1doAts
25'th June, 2011

12:26

Im off the grid! http://t.co/yGqOurL

21:17

I can hear the beer barrels being unloaded in the cellar of the
Swan Rushes as I drink a bottle of Saison Cazeau!
27'th June, 2011

12:15

Here at Polonia Club in Richmond watching the weather news
and eating beetroot soup. Rain is coming to the UK it seems!

18:45

@Pistachio notaries? Wow, you're living the high life now:-)
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18:52

RT @leicspolice: Mind the gap! 2012/13 £6.8m 2013/14
£8.6m 2014/15 £13.5m savings to find. £15m already saved in
this financial year #Ch ...

19:11

"@stoweboyd: The Collapse Of The Complex: Why Facebook
Will Fall http://t.co/hvqidPa new insights by Shirky precis of
...<no, wrong 100% ;-)
28'th June, 2011

06:58

Love the way the Sun refers to Kate Middleton as the "new
wife" on P60 of today's paper. Who knew? LOL

18:59

Like the Europcar ad on 'What would you do with the hour you
save?'. Done a few of them!

20:19

Nice to see 'Luther' holding a mtg in the old magistrates court
on Old Street nxt to the old Release office.#bbc
29'th June, 2011

13:53

I'm so organized I bought something on sale from Habitat b4
they decided to close for good!

13:56

BTW here's my shameless plug for our iPhone 4 giveaway
comp on Shopping.com - http://www.facebook.com/shoppi…
UK - join the fun!

17:24

RT @iFroggy: Why We Moderate Online Forums and
Communities: http://bit.ly/ieMcQ2
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20:03

Day's highlights include getting kicked off Richmond Green by
a toff and getting an email from a bra distributor;-)
30'th June, 2011

07:05

Spotted two sisters, one blind with a stick, plus a wren
(smallest UK bird) on way to Waterloo train this morning.
Morning!

07:15

@calliemiller: Quote of the day: "Your real friends, the ones
you feel comfortable sharing private details with." >hmm,
family too;-)

13:25

J20? I thought that was some new brand of soft drink! #j20

19:54

Aunty Linda is wearing a very nice silver necklace. Only £12
too! http://t.co/EuGAS5l
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July

1'st July, 2011
17:01

"@WebNews20: Social Gaming Giant Zynga Files For $1
Billion IPO http://t.co/ViVaZHS" <oh so that's why my
colleague left to work there;-)
2'nd July, 2011

09:45

Just buying a Maine Five shirt from Debenhams.
http://t.co/NKsnPza

21:44

Watching 'Total Recall' and the wet towel thing. Reminds me
of Lawrence @SiftGroups talking about dev Andy with a wet
towel arnd his head!
3'rd July, 2011

11:43

Funny how they never stock the Belgian beer at M in
Leicester as its a good buy. I should pop into realale.com (in
East Tickenham) then!

11:47

Kinda like the Leicester Haymarket slogan 'Live for less'. Fits
with working for Shopping.com and eBay from my pov.
Cheers me dears!
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4'th July, 2011
14:23

Good to hear today thaet the British Computer Society and
Nominet will be working together!
5'th July, 2011

06:56

@jurgenappelo same ppl who ask if you are enjoying your job
I suspect!

07:01

@GuidoFawkes pretty sure he was a tad hawkish from my
fond memory of cruise missles stationed at Uni' of Cambridge
(aka USAF Molesworth;-)

17:59

Yo, England 2 Japan 0 in the Women's World Cup right?

18:26

Check out my Likebox ★ Best pub in Leicester ★ on
@goscoville http://t.co/fl4uNnv
6'th July, 2011

00:37

Assorted sayings and slogans - "Pressure's good, right?!"
"Don't be too clever" "Deliver today, to create tomorrow"
http://ow.ly/1dDuEm

21:09

As a junior journo I did a couple of naughty things to set up
stories such as hanging from a tower to fake a front page pic!
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7'th July, 2011
07:11

RT @Documentally: Not even looked at Facebook video.
Sounds like a roofrack on a wheelchair.

17:44

News of the World? Up Pompeii! #notw
http://yfrog.com/kgxvwvlj
8'th July, 2011

06:59

Hello, cruel World! #notw

09:08

I haven't done any 'hacking' b4 to set up a story, but I've done
some 'hanging':-) http://t.co/6QhzUfa ps: that was pretty
jackass of me!

12:03

Nice to see my eBay shares have gone from just under $20 to
$33 in 1yr! #ebay

16:54

@myblogguest thanks have added a request for blogger
product guides...

17:23

Oval cricket ground! #london #cricket http://t.co/cP0P3Ql

18:53

Have a great weekend! We are off to Leicester. #tgif
9'th July, 2011

11:38

Bob my trainer says the top opponents are the safest to
compete against. The worst are beginners. Holds true with the
corporate world too;-)
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11:41

BTW Bob was a boxing champ with the British team! More
sporting truths with a corporate twist next Saturday...

17:25

The term Kleptocracy? Rugby Council was once known as the
'40 thieves' as a local eg of that term. Ta 4 letting me share
the pol sci trivia!

17:37

Come on England 1-0 up!

17:42

RT @dahowlett: RT @scobleizer: Google+ is seeing a noise
effect I have never seen before. I totally see why I would block
myself. http:/ ...

17:45

Oops 1-1!

17:49

@davidcushman hmm, never thought of Cambridge as liberal
except in terms of studies, conservative in culture though
surely?!

18:58

"@USArmy: News from @TRADOC: LTG Michael Vane,
ARCIC director, maps out the new norms for 21st Century
#USArmy Soldiers http://t.co/VXSliBW"

19:18

@davidcushman hmm, fair point. I note that didn't they
practically have a riot there a few yrs ago b4 they got a music
venue 4 'townies'?

19:28

RT @Bookgirl96: Thought of new reality show. Something like
Wife Swap except you swap grandparents.
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19:41

Must write a book called 'How to win on a budget'. Tip 1: cook
your own food, buy seasonal fruit veg. Tip 2: do not buy cheap
fatty food.
10'th July, 2011

22:23

Got home to find our new kennington housemate is an intern
from Qkype (he's french. Btw).

22:24

RT @ebaytips4u: http://bit.ly/8kUAK1 Potter wand up for
auction http://bit.ly/qbh8th http://bit.ly/Ebay4u
11'th July, 2011

17:27

Small surprise - I can transfer my small amount of shares from
shares.com to e-trade.com with no exit or entry fee. OK, so
bye!

17:29

"@GuidoFawkes: Christopher Hitchens asks if @ARusbridger
disapproves of hacking why did he publish thousands of
emails stolen via Wikileaks?

19:29

My 2nd university has beaten my first university on BBC
University Challenge!
12'th July, 2011

06:59

Alarm went off just as I was dreaming that bouncers were
emptying my pint of lager. Boo!
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07:03

RT @suellewellyn: Just seen this. Online dating leaves 40+
women in 'single wilderness' - "plankton"
http://gu.com/p/3vegv/ip via @guardian

12:33

"@myfoooty: Tamworth vs Aldershot Town Live Stream
Online 12-7-2011 http://t.co/k2ideff" .<i have put a small bet
on Tamworth;-)

14:33

Funny how we best work out what's right by first going through
a process of finding out what's wrong. Am I wrong?
13'th July, 2011

12:47

Yo two big church candles from the shop that is closing aka
Habitat for a tenner.

13:02

RT @BlueFoxNews: OADBY TOWN FC V LEICESTER CITY
XI http://bit.ly/nDxiwY #lcfc

16:47

I'm 2599th on The Sunday Times Social List. Find out what
you're worth in the world of social networking.
http://bit.ly/soclist #stsl
14'th July, 2011

00:38

No logo! - No logo! Originally uploaded by Stuart Glendinning
Hall http://ow.ly/1dNmEu

06:40

I swear that a woman made a 'meow' sound as I dodged past
her on the way into Vauxhall stn this morning. Unique!
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06:52

So the Metro calls Brown a raging bull. Yes so nxt try raging
before it's safe to do so and to good effect. That's the
challenge. LOL

08:34

@RichardWiseman (1) serious answer: red (2) not to serious
answer: black

10:37

@dahowlett cheers for the subj confirmation, coincidentally I
blogged on Google's ZMOT online shopping report just
y-day:-)
15'th July, 2011

09:04

Dr Michael Fish is in the building..thank god it's Friday (
sunny) for the flying visit! http://flic.kr/p/a3Stbq
16'th July, 2011

17:48

"@GuyKawasaki: Good news: creatives are made, not born
http://t.co/mINrxUH" <they're born, they're made;-)
17'th July, 2011

12:55

http://t.co/ZwHQmEo - thinking of re-painting the kitchen wall
in a friendly shade of blue: any suggestions gratefully rcvd!

12:57

RT @BookMarkLee: RT @robshepherd: RT @arusbridger:
Hackgate: the first movie. Brilliant
http://youtu.be/wFufrqhp0eE -> utterly brilli ...
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16:44

http://1.2.3.13/bmi/photos-g.ak.fbcdn.net/hphotos-ak-snc6/262367_1872
my niece Jessie!
18'th July, 2011

18:12

Journalism has its share of scary moments. Get down to one
of the talks at the Frontline Club if you want to find out more.
#london

18:39

Watching dusseldorf vs bochum and thinking of leicester vs
real madrid in under 2 weeks!

20:01

@ThinkingFox was it not the ' tipping point' therefore?
19'th July, 2011

06:06

"@googlejobs: Googler @MattCutts spoke at the TED
conference on why we all should try something new for 30
days: http://t.co/unEswlu" ¦ ok!

06:59

My thoughts r with the family of the young guy who drowned
in the Amazon Lake. He was best friends with the son of one
Shirl's colleagues.

07:00

@NASA can't the shuttle yaw the 90?

10:40

My fav places on @goscoville ★ Swan Rushes ★ #toptuesday
http://bit.ly/oLvGrd

12:18

Finally got the gears on my gold Kona bike fixed 18 mnths
since buying from Evans. Phew nice job Richmond Cycles!
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15:55

I just tune in and there's a fight! #hackgate

22:01

Rupert Murdoch is a real smart cookie, attacking head on just
makes u look the loser. You have to be much smarter to win
such fun games;-)
20'th July, 2011

07:01

Hmm, be fun to see y-day's parliamentary Q+A as a text
based online community discussion as then ask yourself what
that tells u as a reader!

09:08

RT @RobRonsson: This is must-see on #hackgate. John
Stewart on Murdoch: http://t.co/mwgE9D7 Tx to @suey2y

12:46

@JonnieMarbles hmm, like your twitter background wallpaper!

22:28

"@GuyKawasaki: The interconnected world of tech
companies [infographic] http://t.co/Sl4N5cj" <i can do a trivial
verson of this;-)
21'st July, 2011

06:13

RT @RichardWiseman: Just posted: So simple but very
effective…. http://bit.ly/qRGi8b

06:58

RT @fakingnews: China has entirely fake Apple stores where
even employees believe they work for Apple. Well, we have
news organizations.
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07:01

"@MirrorJames: RT @BBCr4today Being tall increases the
risk of cancer “like smoking one cigarette per day”.<being
alive increases the risk 2

08:05

"Ernst Young, Ernst Young", sound like a West Coast rock
band:-)

08:10

RT @DT: RT @jess: The @Guardian is doing a Q on Twitter
today! If you have questions about phone hacking, tweet them
w/ the hashtag #A ...

13:49

@RobRonsson my pleasure!

16:15

If you or your friends are interested in a career at
eBay/PayPal/Shopping.com please DM me - I hear of great
new opportunities every week!

18:34

"@channel4news: The Duke of York is to step down from his
role as the UK's roving business ambassador, Buckingham
Palace has confirmed.

18:54

Watching Paul McCartney's 'Band on the Run' on the big tv at
the Zeigeist Pub.
22'nd July, 2011

13:25

If only for a few days I've been the owner of a white iPhone 4,
but the Shopping.com winner has been announced, and I
must let go! #apple
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23'rd July, 2011
13:11

In John Lewis eyeing the 34x130cm garden bench on sale for
£69. Going to make a nice corridor addition;-)
24'th July, 2011

16:11

"@mariellaf1: @piersmorgan @louisemensch If you want help
dealing with your relationship do write to me
Mariella@observer.co.uk" <sweet!
25'th July, 2011

07:11

"@TheGoToSite: Marine Corps Gen. John R. Allen succeeds
General David Army Petraeus as commander in Afghanistan.
#fb" <congrats Marine Corps

09:21

Nice to see the Huffington Post has launched in the UK.

11:59

I see Angelina and Brad were in Richmond on the weekend.
Do you think they might buy a place here?!

12:42

So next time your in Richmond please stop by and say hi Brad
Angelina! #ebayuk #shopping_com_UK

12:51

RT @CameronToth: “Be the most sincere and loving. It’s the
only market that’s not crowded.” #WEC11

17:37

"@dahowlett: Blocked @scobleizer on G+ because he attracts
way too many idiots that pollute the stream with dick brain
platitudes.."<not me!
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17:44

'From acorns shall oak trees grow'. And there's plenty of new
acorns overhanging Barnes station by the look of it.

21:08

RT @GlRLTHINGS: Awkward: Your cell phone going off full
volume at a funeral. Even more awkward: Your ringtone
being, "I Will Survive"
26'th July, 2011

06:58

"@dahowlett: @stuartgh suck dick...." <I'll take that as a
compliment!

21:05

So a draw with Kettering..Perhaps I should go to the Real
Madrid game even if I am a p/t fan and all;-) #lcfc
27'th July, 2011

16:26

"@allnewsoup: "Mom, Dad, I'm gay, and also stronger than
both of you, so don't try any shit." http://t.co/J6XIoMR" >....that
made me laugh

17:16

Yeah sold 73 eBay shares at $33 per pop! Now off for a
swim...
28'th July, 2011

08:58

Once was offered a job in Sainsbury's warehouse team, back
in the day. So nice over 20 yrs later to be working at the front
end;-) #ebay
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10:03

@TextproviderUK cheers have a good day!

16:13

In Gartner’s 2010 “Hype Cycle” they showed it moving from
the “Peak of Inflated Expectations” into the “Trough of
Disillusionment”. It is??
30'th July, 2011

09:46

For some reason 'The Day The Earth Stood Still' (on dvd on
my laptop) annoyed the heck out of the train chap sat behind
us. Irooonic!

15:29

Walking to the King Power stadium for Leicester vs Madrid!

15:54

OK so some guy from Kasbian i guess followed by trad Thai
dancing...real madrid training lks impressive. Spotted Kaka;-)
31'st July, 2011

10:26

Set the task of contributing to a euology of a guy who had 40
years as mediator between GE bosses and workers, and
never had 1 strike!

10:57

Such a shame adidas dont do a half size in training shoes?
#adidas

16:04

http://t.co/caB3IC4 Earth is chasing this weird little asteroid
around the sun:-)
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August

1'st August, 2011
07:49

Chinese company Alibaba release new mobile Operating
System | Tech Know Bits: http://t.co/ttoaLfp via @AddThis <<
cloud + e-comm + mobile.

12:44

"@tim: 1st pic of the short 18-year-old arrested by police
investigating #Anonymous @Lulzsec hacking attacks
http://t.co/IvdNJfq" <oh dear

20:03

Enjoying Spike Lee's 'Miracle at St Anna'. Coen Bros it aint.
But he does capture the v.strange coincidences of war (
reality). Ciao!

20:12

"@SpikeLee: WAKE UP. Thinking about SUMMER OF
SAM.<LOL. i only ended up c-ing SoS 'cause the q's for BwP
were 2 looong;-)
2'nd August, 2011

09:02

RT @siftmedia: RT @Dan_Martin Dragons' Den star joins
showcase of Bristol business talent http://t.co/s2WpNkW
#LDN2BRS #Bristol #London ...

09:47

So if your FB, discover e-comm integration; if your Google
discover social networking to integrate with Google Shopping;
and if you're eBay?
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13:36

Ok time for italian (proper) ice cream..

15:44

Currently reading http://t.co/S78O1FS

16:54

Oh no the Thames is overflowing at Richmond! Beer anyone?

18:54

@easiserv thanks for picking up on that in EASIserv.com
Daily!
3'rd August, 2011

07:04

Oh no the Thames is overflowing at Richmond! Beer anyone?

07:10

One of those days when you're browsing Nurse Jackie
merchandise and an email for Tablets means the other kind of
Apple-a-day;-)

08:47

@BBEMEABusiness Any chance of a BB7 T-shirt?!

10:00

Check out 'CrunchUp' today at RfH - cu there (if I get away
from eBay 5-a-side footie in time!)http://t.co/miLZCow via
@amiando #crunchup

11:14

We're looking for an e-commerce merchant at Shopping.com
UK, located at eBay's Richmond campus - pls RT!
http://t.co/vntI6g5 #intern #ebayuk

18:54

RT @jasonball: At #crunchup great weather, great crowd. (@
Royal Festival Hall w/ 13 others) http://4sq.com/oFPQwL
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19:40

http://bit.ly/o1ECUb ok so I figured out where the phrase 'The
Day the Music Died' came from. Odd that 'Chantilly Lace' is in
the X-Files;-)

19:44

Hope my last tweet was suitably cryptic and obscure. Meant
for soc sci grads with an essay to write in pop culture +
conspiracy theories;-)

19:55

@Bear_Faced If u believe wikipedia then with baseball. But
this = 'curve-ball'.. as the opera's 'fat lady' = singing about end
of t'world..

19:56

@jackschofield yeah saw it in 1988 with my uncle who was
military attache there at the *time*..

21:11

Community building advice from an experienced community
manager #cmgrchat http://t.co/DeigyYV via @martinreed
5'th August, 2011

07:24

With e-comm cmnty try to show u r listening at every step, as
no matter how small or trivial the issue may appear - it's
important to ppl..

10:58

In the Q at the Beer Festival. Only time worth a Q if there'd b a
beer at the other end;-)

12:20

Pubs are hyperlocal offline communities, to use a bit of social
media jargon;-) #gbbf
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13:16

So far had: Outstanding White; Emelisse's Laphroaig; Sierra
Nevada's smokey flavoured 'Rogue'. So what d'u love about
your local pub? # gbbf

14:34

Northamptonshirer skittles u know #gbbf
http://yfrog.com/h89xwbjsj

15:45

Maybe in 2012 eBay UK could book a table (or three) at the
GB beer festival as part of the Olympic build up strategy?
#eBayuk #gbbf #2012

15:48

Ok so it would fall after the Olympics but within the marketing
timeframe?☇ #eBayuk #gbbf
6'th August, 2011

13:36

Leicester beat Coventry, now off to the carnival! #lcfc

22:26

"@jamesmoran: Oh, thanks for the context-free link, complete
stranger in a bikini! I'll click right on that!" >its an iPad 2
giveaway;-)
7'th August, 2011

18:17

"@CollinghamFC: New season nearly upon us, good luck to
all Collingham teams for the season ahead!" <and for #lcfc;-)

19:37

Wow a total of 8 emails generated by 1 nice brazilian watch
purchase off ebay.com!
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19:47

"@boonych: Such an unassuming little gem of a restaurant!
(@ Lisboa Grill) http://t.co/PBK8xuC"

19:48

"@mollyflatt: Wow it is a long time since I picked this baby up.
Feels damn good. http://t.co/4neGCZN" wow indeed!
9'th August, 2011

17:39

At the Zeitgeist pub a little while ago to see them take down
their mini German flags outside the pub as a precaution. PS:
BR vs DE tmrw!

21:49

RT @robnixoncity: Thx for the offers of support our concern at
this time is public safety, we currently have trained equiped
officers de ...
10'th August, 2011

12:31

RT @leicspolice: For those asking about coming into the City
tomorrow, it is business as usual, please continue to use and
enjoy the Cit ...

18:20

Nice to see the Union Jack flying from the Palace of
Westminster this evening. Cheers!
11'th August, 2011

12:25

RT @gravity7: Groupon updates IPO filing, admits it's
unprofitable http://t.co/yKXzOro via @CNNMoney
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12'th August, 2011
07:02

So all my Brazilian housemates are like 'yeah that's what
happens..' Time to play more football! #riots

10:00

I love this error message I just received trying to upload
content for a Henry Hoover: <Your text field has unacceptable
word(s): sucking>

11:32

I say the balloon's gone up! Well at least the orange Giraffe
balloon has outside my window:-)

12:57

They took so long to deliver our food at All Bar One that they
rolled out Panda to non-eng spking countries b4 the food
arrived! #seo #panda

18:27

RT @USArmy: Former President Dwight D. Eisenhower said,
“The sergeant is the Army.” http://t.co/nD38FaS

21:08

RT @RhythmsOfLifeUK: Rhythms of Life, a Hackney-based
homeless charity desperately needs volunteers! Could you
retweet? @RiotRemedy Than ...
14'th August, 2011

17:46

"@swanandrushes: 24 new german beers in fridge! > cool;-)
15'th August, 2011
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08:22

@jimjonesrevue greatly enjoyed your Saturday performance
guys. after visiting sun studios in memphis I confess this is
mighty good stuff;-)

14:25

@google Hey Mountain View guys why not donate a little
cash to the save the panda charity just for fun?!
http://www.pandasinternational…

16:29

@UteWKing I am on Day 4 and working on it :-)
16'th August, 2011

07:07

Having talked with community leaders in Memphis b4, I am
watching with interest what innovative ideas our UK leaders
come up with! #ukriots

10:27

@jimjonesrevue Cheers, I plan to see the 27 Oct show at the
Empire for my birthday; so now I work to raise the cash:-)
http://t.co/GZDu5PR

10:37

RT @AboutLondonNews: Check our new spoof of the london
riots, done in the theme of the old spice ad!!
http://t.co/PfwpJwL via @CCollinsActor

21:36

RT @ProfessorGary: Groupon Doomed by Too Much of a
Good Thing - Rob Wheeler - Harvard Business Review:
http://t.co/eyELgWw
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17'th August, 2011
07:19

"@SuzanneStull: "Face reality as it is, not as it was or as you
wish it to be." — Jack Welch" <yes sir. and try not to panic
right? Lol

07:22

"@ruskin147: Wow @bbchughpym....He's a a legend, and a
stakhanovite"<wow 'stakhanovite'. Haven't heard that phrase
for many many years;-)

19:47

@BBCHughPym @ruskin147 Iconic Aleksei G. Stakhavon
worked so hard he inspired a workerist movement + drove the
Soviet economy. Cheerski!

21:25

Talking business and drinking Weihenstephan is making me
giddy. More peanuts barman please!
18'th August, 2011

10:59

I'm officially a @StartupDigest member and got my
members-only sticker to prove it. Get yours by joining here
http://t.co/Ji89coK
19'th August, 2011

10:18

RT @rhappe: Holy cow, social media causes randomness

11:54

BCS event on 9 Sept includes Hacking, Control Systems,
Security, Country and Commercial infrastructure, Fraud, IPv6
etc http://t.co/EcU75dc
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13:02

RT @CrestCapital: We judge ourselves by what we feel
capable of doing, while others judge us by what we have
already done--Henry Wadswor ...

13:06

RT @Bodel: #salesforce posts another impressive quarter
and has rosy outlook supporting #gartner view that SaaS is
entering mainstream ...

16:32

Recommend the British Airways American Express Card
http://t.co/sbVJngQ
20'th August, 2011

13:21

"@Mazi: Red card for #Arsenal">ho ho ho

20:56

@UteWKing A family funeral on day zero, redundancy from
eBay Inc on day 3. But by day 9 things are starting to run on
time, thank you:-)

22:15

"@SpikeLee: Just talked to President Obama here at
Reception on Martha's Island.Bukoo Black Folks here at Oak
Bluffs." <say hi from Stuart..
22'nd August, 2011

12:29

Just been invited to present at the (online) Rich Media
Marketimg Summit on 12 October. Eating Mexican, chewing it
over.. #onlyonamonday

14:07

Check out this Meetup (tomorrow) with London Social Media
Group http://t.co/sRkLKAG
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23'rd August, 2011
10:42

My fav places on @goscoville ★ Swan Rushes, Fitzroy
Tavern, Ian Fleming's Home ★ #toptuesday http://t.co/kHqiEIE

11:01

I registered for the Science of Social Media webinar, you
should too! http://t.co/tHq7rxy (please RT) #smsci
24'th August, 2011

10:06

Q: Kevin Cochrane of Adobe on customer experience
management http://t.co/qAWZy0I via @Econsultancy

10:23

RT @stevebridger: RT @adders: Facebook blinks on Privacy
http://j.mp/qRRfJK < "Couldn't agree with the last line more."
+1

12:57

Napkin Labs Turns IDEO's Innovation Process Into Web Apps
For All | Co. Design http://t.co/ViYL6ag

15:12

Waiting to hear Google present on all their many analytics
packages..supposed to be drinks after too...

16:16

Primark, the budget fashion retailer, is to sell goods online for
the first time. http://t.co/dcFIGkp
25'th August, 2011

00:37

A quick audit of my professional and personal skills - I thought
I'd share my skills as a way of thinking about my u...
http://t.co/viMczhG
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08:34

So the colour orange is officially 'cool' Jobs has quit as
Apple's CEO. What else? Oh there's a £1m bounty on
Gadaffi's. Have a great day!

08:38

When I said I was looking for a new job I didn't mean for SJ to
take it personally;-) #apple

08:52

@stevebridger yes Autumn indeed. At a meeting with Google
y-day they remarked on the first autumn-related queries;-)
26'th August, 2011

10:37

RT @GreenCrestCap: Another Day, Another S-1: Jive Files:
“Business social networking” company Jive, which built its
for-profi... http:// ...

10:44

@GreenCrestCap thks for the Jive S-1 news. Guess you're
watching pre-IPO @LithiumTech + reading @jowyang

19:38

Jive's S1 suggests how little has happened in social business
http://t.co/cjqTUCg <thanks for calling out the biz process
integration issue.

21:46

How Salesforce Tames Twitter for Big Business BusinessWeek http://t.co/o72sGzr via @BW >follows the last
tweet about Jive's S1..
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27'th August, 2011
09:47

First trip to the Infirmary using the NHS Walk-In. Hope that's a
good omen for LCFC, make it an easy win, just walk it in;-)
#lcfc

18:19

@stuartgh yes my good omen this morninf paid off. A win for
LCFC!!
28'th August, 2011

16:27

@UteWKing @jmmaury @Sebastianbrown @pamm1e
@HelenIsacke @EssentialCM @ArtWithDesign
@MushroomSouffle @inapickle_va have a lovely Sunday ...

17:42

Oh so Bazaarvoice is IPO-ing.
29'th August, 2011

11:15

RT @alyce: RT @chrishoskin: Not to be missed -> Live
webcast enhancing your brand via Facebook. @jowyang
@lithiumtech #lithcast htt ...

18:32

"@GPlusDigital: Will social business amount to anything more
than a hill of beans? Discuss w/@stuartgh http://t.co/Yso4hl6
#jive @dahowlett"

20:06

"@Ross: Seesmic Focuses On The Social Enterprise; Debuts
Android, iPad Apps For Salesforce CRM http://t.co/4OcZk7Y
by @leenarao"
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30'th August, 2011
10:46

I will review your SEO strategy and give customized
suggestions to improve your revenue for $5 on fiverr.com
#fiverr http://t.co/0bWYvR1

10:46

I will create a social media marketing strategy for your
business for $5 on fiverr.com #fiverr http://t.co/vmpnCnA <for
a limited time only!

12:30

B2B online community news - Deloitte launches community
for business analytics: http://t.co/5XMO4tb

13:33

Check out "The Business Boot Camp for Digital
Entrepreneurs" http://t.co/ZQPi1nH via @eventbrite

14:20

http://t.co/emhT3zw <fab use of infographic to promote
recruitment for an innovation role:--)

15:58

@MushroomSouffle oh thanks for asking, my bank holiday
was super lazy:-)

17:28

Shakespeare's Head Friar Ln (Leicester....)
http://t.co/YytnmQM

22:36

"@davepeck: How One Startup Completely Blew A $24
Million Deal http://t.co/7jBMksI" <wow some cautionary tale.

22:41

"@davepeck: How One Startup Completely Blew A $24
Million Deal http://t.co/7jBMksI" <wow some seo-related tale.
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31'st August, 2011
14:18

Likes to Loves Tour: London #L2LTour http://t.co/Jw1g8Gz

14:38

RT @easiserv: The EASIserv.com Daily is out!
http://t.co/aDqNqwA ▸ Top stories today via @stuartgh
@charity_gifts
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September

1'st September, 2011
19:56

@JayNYCny Thanks but i thought daily deals were dead;-)
2'nd September, 2011

08:14

6 Questions on Social Media with Michael Wu
http://t.co/zXIOLMo via @B2Community <great points about
the value of passion in social media

09:05

Smart of eBay to allow free tagging on Shazam's music app and with a neat link to the eBay app too its music discovery
heaven! #ebayuk
3'rd September, 2011

11:18

@Highcross Many happy returns!

12:23

So @TKMaxx_UK the guy at Leicester TKMaxx who sold me
my Ted B socks said they were not returnable, but your till
receipt says they can.

15:09

@gplusdigital: "Will social business amount to anything more
than a hill of beans?" bit.ly/qUbNwf <updated it, with
post-Salesforce report!
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15:14

The promise and challenges of Benioff's social enterprise
vision http://t.co/NPu74dV <as part of wider discussion:
bit.ly/qUbNwf

16:13

http://t.co/mlUuAG4 Death To Banner Ads! Social Media
Campaigns That Worked Without Them <good e-commerce
point about urgency from Wildfire

20:11

"@SarahKSilverman: What a walk. I've pretty much been
begging my dog to shit for the past half hour" <we're praying
for your dog Sarah!

20:56

Drinking XX Bitter at the Swan Rushes Infirmary Square
http://t.co/XuvDmWt
4'th September, 2011

11:51

Can you suggest products and services back to Groupon as a
consumer for them to follow up? Just a 2-way social
commerce type revenue idea.

14:29

http://t.co/XWnBP46 <following my last tweet this mentions
the potential 'socialisation' of Groupon to drive revenue.
Guess (or spade) work?

14:55

Social Business Software VS. Online Community platform? |
Acquia http://t.co/btZwNKG.<..so don't forget the social biz
Drupal from Acquia?

16:19

M1 Junction 9 J9 (A5 Dunstable) http://t.co/eMR9QQg <phew
made it through many miles of southbound roadworks..
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19:37

@mattrhodes hey what's the movie you're watching Matt?

19:57

@mattrhodes nice!
5'th September, 2011

10:36

RT @andrewgerrard: How Businesses Use Social Media for
Recruiting [INFOGRAPHIC]: http://t.co/vEtUlDY cc.
@HireMatchdotme @garelaos

11:56

The guy running the Apple tutorial said this all the Apple stuff
only works if you have internet access. Sorry I missed the
precise context!

17:33

All the lads are off to watch Brazil vs Ghana at the Riverside.
Whole lot of fun going on! #brazil
6'th September, 2011

08:52

Symptoms and causes of change are closer together the
closer you get to the customer;-) #e-commerce

12:53

http://t.co/JW8KBCu >was reminded of this piece today talking
SoLoMo! #ebay
7'th September, 2011

08:25

Just added web links to my updated online resume, including
a nice find - a piece on the coming impact of the
internet…http://t.co/JOnnbR8
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12:33

"@StockTwits: Yahooooooooooo! Investors rejoice at CEO
Carol Bartz' ousting. The $YHOO stream ponders what's next:
http://t.co/0TMazVI" <ok!

14:15

Working on my 1st order for fiverr.com: "I will create a social
media marketing strategy for your business for $5" for a
Caribbean hotel!

15:34

@nick_martini @mikedachuk feel free to send me those
'worthless' baseball cards..i know a CEO VIP who collects
them;-)
8'th September, 2011

07:42

The five-a-side game that made Fabio Capello realise
England have to change - The Sun - http://t.co/25NeiHb <PS:
it's all in the mind:-)

10:58

My post on customers, and social business just seems to
grow by the day - now includes Jeremy Oywang and Marc
Benioff! http://t.co/PeNYiET

12:26

Harrow Green van just spotted (twice in fact) in the City;-)
http://t.co/rNgOFJV

15:26

We're seeing the 'app-ification' of the web, where ppl are
using best of breed sites rather than that one-stop shop:-)
http://t.co/74rAsw5

17:59

"@cnet: Android to overtake Apple in app downloads this
year: http://t.co/3t8nkwY" <Yo: go team Android!
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9'th September, 2011
07:18

Spotted a fabulous matt green-grey Lamborgini whizzing
round the back of the Bank of England this morning. Cheers!

07:19

RT @andypiper: Happy birthday to the talented and lovely
@heatherataylor - one of the most fab new people I've met in
the past year! #ff

07:37

Wow the first minute to call 118118 will cost £2.98. Thanks for
letting me know #tmobile. Great customer service.

08:13

RT @marsattacks: Speed Summary: Social Commerce IQ
Report from 8thBridge: TweetSo what’s your Social
Commerce IQ? In other words,... htt ...

08:23

@charlesarthur "jd wetherspoon pub chain apparently run by
Neil from The Young Ones" Why do you think I like drinking
there? Cheers!

09:02

@amoyal I'm on the 440 to Leicester from Victoria later this
PM. Gotta love the fact the coach station is located in super
posh Belgravia!

14:41

@amoyal The trick is to walk through Belgravia to get there;-)
10'th September, 2011

00:40

Please don't let engineers take charge of the product - And
here's why, from Douglas Edwards, Google's brand
manager... http://t.co/Qadacbf
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10:20

RT @willcarling: Plenty to work on. Far too slow static at
times. But the 'win' was crucial. Now need to build quickly.
Onto next game ...

10:30

@easiserv These companies always seem to want to 'buy'
rather than 'grow' what they have, eg Yahoo Answers in era of
Google ZMOT.

10:57

@easiserv cheers!
11'th September, 2011

12:39

@indigo thanks for the Plancast, it reminded me to design my
T-Shirt using eBay feedback txt:-) DO NOT SELL TO,
ABSOLUTE IDIOT

17:50

eBay Bets on Social Commerce With Acquisition of the Gifts
Project http://t.co/bfaCQ7R < nice quote from my boss
Christopher Payne

19:11

Social Power and the Coming Corporate Revolution - Forbes
http://t.co/Ggb0g6N
13'th September, 2011

08:39

@jonhusband yeah funny how change happens at the top and
the bottom, but often gets stuck in the middle ;-)

08:54

Hypercasual: when the web gets a little too friendly
http://t.co/6ySjZ0D <PS: love the jargon 'hypercasual'..
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18:28

@TeslaMotors Shame you guys didn't like my idea of coming
over to eBay UK in Richmond to show off your premium
electric cars. Next time!
14'th September, 2011

06:35

My @Klout score is 36. I improved it by 2 points over the past
30 days! http://t.co/5brsnUb

08:08

Just wandering past Cloudforce 2011 at the Royal Festival
Hall in the Sept sunshine!

10:15

It aint over until the fat lady sings, and there's such a lady
singing in Trafalgar Sq now..

12:42

Getting a little hungry waiting for my online #momentofZen

17:39

Nice game of footie going on in Kennington Park right now.

18:24

Facebook unveils new Subscribe button, eliminating your
desire for any other network http://t.co/1vf9ZVV via
@thenextweb

18:37

RT @eBayDeals_UK: RT before midday tomorrow for the
chance to win Star Wars:The Complete Saga Blu-Ray which
launched this week @ eBay.co ...
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15'th September, 2011
12:12

npower's tactic to get you to switch energy supplier works for
me - a £45 voucher to the prize of a new LCFC shirt. Great
promo!

12:17

Pondering the creative task of building a custom social CRM
system - pick the best features of market leaders, make it
radically simpler?

12:25

"Community managers, or those who manage the online
presence of businesses especially on social networking sites,
has …http://t.co/vG5VLks5

14:01

My respects. Military funeral on Euston Road.

16:30

Just hanging out with the magician on a bike!
http://t.co/z6CN2aFd

17:28

At the BCS internet group with Mark Wilson from Fujitsu
kicking off the talk on the Internet. #bcs
16'th September, 2011

08:53

Reading about Hungarian troop support for Finland in 1940
thanks to Google's Albert Szent-Gyorgyi logo link. #google
http://t.co/FE61cEbD

10:45

RT @Documentally: "I'm very much into self deprecating
humour. I'm just not very good at it." #DoLectures
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12:02

Buckingham Palace State Rooms http://t.co/D1ieykxR
<actually i am loafing on a bench in Eaton Sq!

12:20

http://t.co/T8mfUij2 Reads like over-confidence on their part to
me, I would be keen to know what their roadmap is for the
next 18...

17:12

Forgot about all the fun corporate themes in the film 'In Good
Company'. How relevant!
17'th September, 2011

10:41

@SpikeLee say hi to Mother Russia for me;-)

10:45

@blaisegv hope you didn't leave out 'integrator' - as in helping
the key ROI task of integrating the cmty with existing biz
processes;-)

10:48

@solobasssteve wanted to ask your opinon sir on a new
social recomds app being touted at music providers. another
less busy day though;-)

15:02

RT @VBSMentoring: @LeicsBusiness Leicester business
people sought to help start up businesses as volunteer
business mentors http://t.co/ ...

15:09

Looks like I was lucky to miss the dragon boat race on the
Thames today with all the grey clouds!
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18'th September, 2011
20:46

"@ruskin147: http://t.co/VP5xKcQj Nick Cohen's devastating
column about Julian Assange..." > glad I missed Assange's
talk @ Frt Line Clb;-)
19'th September, 2011

12:25

"@jimstorer: Great weekends make Monday morning all the
more troublesome." <hence in Wetherspoons for beer and pie
4 lunch;-)

12:40

Online Communities Carry Risks - includes eBay Germany
study, as key eg. http://t.co/CDp5APby #ebay

14:03

Looking at Winning At Interview by Alan Jones at
#smashwords http://t.co/Y7QBjo8K <I've had great training
from Alan, recommend his book!
20'th September, 2011

11:40

http://t.co/kSvuullX <knew this was going to happen!

13:24

RT @USArmy: Today marks the end of "Don't Ask Don't Tell."
The law is repealed. http://ow.ly/6zmR1 #DADT #Military

13:37

"@2020socialmedia: Now it's illegal to write down prices in a
Tesco supermarket http://t.co/dJgXXmEG >it was bound to
happen ..Google ZMOT!
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13:51

Building online communities for business: The Future Of
Social Shopping http://t.co/P6zpbcu5

14:20

If you can tell me what 'smashing overacting populist' is an
anagram of, by 30 Sept, I will send you a super goody bag!
21'st September, 2011

12:47

Talking in the shop to the guy at realales.com he says to me
he doesn't use Parcel Force as they broke too many bottles of
beer. Cheers!

18:20

"@amoyal: no foursquare checkin for #adtech ?" <nope;-)
22'nd September, 2011

10:29

Why Fans Un-friend Your Brand on Facebook
http://t.co/3DdbHOal via @adage <aka: don't bore your
community with content they won't enjoy!

12:41

Curious as to what Facebook is planning to unveil at f8 today.
Nice to have the time spare to watch it all properly..#f8

12:44

Wonder if/how the use of Facebook in Arab Spring may have
inspired a more emotionally compelling experience for the UK
or US based user...f8

12:53

Its a great question. How do you build emotional attachment
online. Customers see the answer differently than brands I
suspect;-)
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12:55

That's why its great if you can get on the same wavelength as
your customers. Intuition and perception have ROI in that
online context. #f8

13:02

So for eg I am emotionally attached to eBay the brand,
reinforced through positive buyer experiences. #f8 #ebay

13:05

I can prove my emotional attachment - with my new t-shirt
bearing an eBay seller's negative feedback to me in 2005.

13:07

In 2008 eBay removed the ability for sellers to leave negative
feedback. They listened to what buyers were saying.

13:09

In 2010 I landed a job at eBay's Shopping.com and had the
pleasure of seeing my beloved brand up close and
professional.

13:12

So its great to know that with f8 today that eBay are reaching
out to find out what new social features should be added.
Cheers! #f8 #ebay

13:44

I've embedded the FB live coverage page on my blog
especially for folks in the UK! Starts 5:30pm (our time;-)
http://t.co/k65aNa6m #fb
23'rd September, 2011

00:41

Tune in: 5:30pm BST for Live coverage of f8 - I thought I'd
embed the live coverage here, for the UK! http://t.co/pxbcLyJk
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08:38

F8's Open Graph = "Semantic Social Web" http://t.co/Il7gcXx3
#facebook

10:44

If anyone asks I'm in meetings all day (see pic in the way of
arty explanation;-) http://t.co/5szJhEtW

16:48

If the aim of the game is to be 'complete' do I win extra points
for not needing a fancy car? A grey green Lamborgini would
be nice though!

22:20

@chrishoskin @mich8elwu thanks for the link to Michael's
work.
24'th September, 2011

09:18

Love the pic of Posh on the front of the Mercury, to go with the
story as to why Leicester aint posh enuff 4 the Beckhams!
#leicester

10:24

RT @mich8elwu: @grahamhill ;-) that depends on what you
want, the elegant beautiful theory, or something practical and
make lot of $. me ...

10:25

@Dan_Martin an online retail business;-)
25'th September, 2011

10:57

"@indy_johar: “@oscarberg: All businesses are social, but are
held back by..structures..for economies of scale efficiency”"<
control;-)
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11:23

RT @jamiesyko: Come on the foxes #lcfc

19:21

@allnewsoup nice handwritten note!
26'th September, 2011

10:37

Check the original price tag on 'The Brother From Another
Planet'..$79.95! Those were the days! #ebay
http://t.co/pFBVX0Pp

10:56

Pixie Dust The Mountain of Mediocrity | gapingvoid
http://t.co/TJ44Le4O

16:52

@chrishoskin pleasure! Looking frwd to Lithium's 'Likes to
Loves' on 5th October:-)
27'th September, 2011

00:40

How to Build an Online Community Using Rich and Social
Media http://t.co/DkYDqOvw

11:36

It's a pretty long shot I know but I have applied for a social
media role with eBay in the US, leading up innovation, today.
#ebay

12:12

Checking the original price tag on vhs from US 'The Brother
From Another Planet'..$79.95! Those were the days! #ebay
http://t.co/yq9RFzcs

18:13

@blaisegv thanks for the promo tweet!
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18:33

Entered the National Lottery via my smartphone for fun, and
tried a mathematical sequence to pick the numbers, as
referenced in 'Taken'...

19:19

@FoxesTalk: This could be Svens last 2 games @ leicester: I
don't want a manager change but if the owners a...
http://t.co/5BEAECKT <funny!
28'th September, 2011

17:32

http://t.co/KPCCSAZH great guide on fake Armani! #ebay
29'th September, 2011

09:54

@armano brewdog's Paradox Imperial Stout is one middle
class warrior option. And it's aged in bourbon whisky barrels
shipped from the US.

09:54

'As you climb the ladder of success make sure it's leaning
against the right wall.' Anon. Agreed. See my blog post on
self- empowerment!

14:51

@mario yep the fab italian deli on Calidonian Way up on the
right is my suggestion for lunch.
30'th September, 2011

07:57

Social media is not a weapon http://t.co/fkHTfZsA <aka:
learning to be very nice to influential bloggers:-)
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09:45

RT @FARMAfrica: All of our Team #Kilimanjaro have made it
to the top. We just heard! More details and pics to follow.
Check the blog: ht ...

14:05

Every time I leave a job the weather goes extreme. After
SiftGroups, there was a great snowfall. After Shoppy UK the
red hot late Sept sun!

14:06

@rhappe that's pure humour!

17:37

So the Sun newspaper has just emailed to say they are
setting up a community page and other fun social stuff! #cmty

17:44

Clocked a vintage silver Porsche drive past. #iamnotworthy

17:45

Did you know i made $3.92 by selling a social marketing
strategy to a top Grenada hotel on fiverr.com, just for the fun
of it? #tgif

17:59

@giagia i am jealous of your betsy. what would trump such x
phile ness..

18:06

@JWAylwin Cheers to that!

19:47

#occupywallstreet love the Radiohead rumour. If I was Tom Y
I'd get my ass down there anyhow, hoax or not;-)

19:55

"@tektrader: RT @iowahawkblog: THIS S*** JUST GOT
REAL: Justin Bieber to perform at #OccupyWallStreet" >now
thats my kind of rumour;-)
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October

1'st October, 2011
11:44

Just spotted a great vintage sports tourer in central Leicester.
Wondering if there's a Foursquare for cars?

11:47

"@bengoldacre: How about an open, randomised folk trials
platform? Two minds about this idea. http://t.co/BzjGi3Tk"
<nice idea!
2'nd October, 2011

09:44

A few thoughts on how to generate SEO revenue from user
generated content, with the help of a slideshare from
PowerRev…http://t.co/BDWncbi4

12:16

RT @SocialAbhi: @stuartgh Go Social with amazing Hotels
app by @SocialAppsHQ http://t.co/pRZbfYZt

17:16

Loving the new updated eBay app. Listed a pair of blue
trainers to check it out. Only query is that it demanded a £50
reserve? #ebay

17:47

RT @RichardWiseman: Why neuromarketing is
pseudoscience RT @donttrythis: NYT Op Ed about "Loving"
our iPhones is bunk: http://t.co/qdIjJZXl
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18:02

"@simonmainwaring: "Facebook Is Getting Too Damn
Complicated" Do you agree? Via @mashable http://t.co/9foVf6a3"<aka: feature creep...
3'rd October, 2011

00:33

Driving SEO revenue from user generated content - It's great
to come across a slideshare on the valuable topic of ge...
http://t.co/UjBtFV3n

09:54

Just received my eBay Blue certificate for 50 positive
feedbacks, signed by CEO John Donahoe! #ebay
http://t.co/wSUEIpEm

11:32

Sharing some readings on Panda 2.5 update in the US :
http://t.co/YulbWw78 http://t.co/bwyR7xJU

14:20

@ebayforiphone Thanks for your tweet. In reply - Blue
Timberland trainers/Item Id:190583623664 - still showing the
£50 reserve:-(
4'th October, 2011

08:15

RealNetworks and nToklo Partner to Bring Personalisation to
Online Music Discovery in Europe http://t.co/W7IYi3yU
<congrats @JWAylwin!

08:53

Are you serious about weight loss? Read this article ASAP!
http://t.co/2Hz4Kp9i
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09:06

@raepizer yep its been infected by another account.
Apologies.

09:15

Apologies for the spam. As suggested I have both changed
my pw and revoked access to all apps.

13:02

"@MESHPlanning: anyone else getting DM spammed by
teatab.ru? @spam" <yes indeed. I changed my PW and
revoked app permissions.

16:10

Check out my 9 slide quick SlideShare presentation :
Facebook Page Campaign for Shopping.com
http://t.co/DzOHwwRP #cmty

16:16

@TextproviderUK Cheers Barnaby.

16:27

@TextproviderUK thanks again Barnaby, we should meet up
and swap notes now that I no longer work for Shopping.com
UK:-) #onwardsandupwards
5'th October, 2011

09:04

@AndrewMulvenna Hey, long time no speak since the sunny
days of Bristol. Congrats on your US success sir:-)

12:11

I'm selling my magic lucky blue Timberland trainers - also a
perfect ripped jeans fashion accessory http://t.co/K2GWsG1U
- only £0.99!

12:43

Or buy these nice flowery shorts from Vilebrequin for £160?
http://t.co/M662OSkP
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12:52

"@YouGov: 23% Brits have consulted a ‘psychic’, but just
14% of public believe in psychic abilities http://t.co/CffGXpkb"
<wot would they no

12:52

RT @helentr: The 'new Facebook': what does it mean for
brands? - Our @cosmond and other social media folks speak
to Media Week http://t. ...

12:56

@declancurry hear hear. Where's that outstanding EU genius
in a time of econ crisis when u need one? Lol!

14:37

I just used @Lookout to locate my phone. Download it for your
#Android. Its free! http://t.co/CxPvDHHS

16:10

Ok the free beer, snacks and Dr Wu got me in my lazy state to
the Lithium 'Likes to Love' tour in London at titbits! #L2LTour
6'th October, 2011

08:10

I have been interviewed/photo'd by the BBC on the death of
Steve Jobs outside Apple C.Garden; + heard my eBay shares
have been cancelled..

08:47

60 Insights from Experienced Community Managers eBook Community Management|Blaise Grimes-Viort
http://t.co/7crctxt2 <I'm in there too:-)

10:16

@lastdropofink good to connect with you Matthew.

12:26

Wow Zynga is really pulling in some top talent with their hires
in the US;-)
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12:28

@BookMarkLee Hi Mark it doesn't look like i am invited
though a blog post i wrote 2 yrs ago for SGrps is still doing
well;-) Cheers, Stuart

12:33

@dahowlett point taken;-)

13:08

BBC News - Steve Jobs death: Flowers and eulogies at
flagship store http://t.co/sXXD7FGp <+ for my g-father,
ex-GEC, who died in July.

13:33

X.commerce: An eBay, PayPal, Magento 'Ecosystem'?
http://t.co/ynRLe6ta <there's big news with PayPal and
Facebook on October 12, apparently.

16:57

"@DT: RT @billybragg: Just arrived in Manchester to appear
on Question Time, which comes from Salford tonight 10.35pm
BBC1 #bbcqt" <Barking$
7'th October, 2011

11:26

RT @adenhepburn Infographic: The Social Media Strategist
http://t.co/pGizJMuN

13:01

The journo challenge of writing about a movement where
there are no clear “leaders”? http://t.co/xU8qYRNf <tip: use
networking skills;-)

14:19

Which giant city has the 2nd largest helicopter traffic in the
world? #fridaypubquiz <if u want a clue, just tweet:-)
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14:37

God, the autonomy.com website could do with a little IA
magic. Hey I implemented a new theme for my WP blog, so it
does help:-)

14:39

@Documentally Take an off-the-breaten-track trip to urban
Brazil, that's my tip for that inspiring your older age project
sir:-)

14:57

What does manufacturing 'just in time' production models
have to offer social media staff hit by info overload and
internal demands? #cmgr

17:25

Off to Leicester to catch up with life, the weekend and
everithing. Catch you on the other side:-)
8'th October, 2011

09:29

3 mum and daughter combos spotted in 5 mins. What does it
mean pls?!

11:01

@easiserv Nice one. And good luck vs Crawley. I'm sure
you'll win.

13:23

I missed #tweetcamp but caught the last 15 of FR vs ENG
rugby. Swings and roundabouts.

16:20

Watching Ben Affleck get fired at the start of The Company
Men. A 2 for £10 dvd deal with The Social Network from HMV.
Interesting;-)
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9'th October, 2011
09:42

Dr Liam Fox? Isn't he the guy who checked how much we
were spending on the Wired for Health series of health
websites?! http://t.co/gp31Aysz

13:44

"@luckyvoice: The Lucky Voice Daily is out!
http://t.co/BfgruHOM ▸ Top stories today via @stuartgh" <my
dot gov.uk angle on Dr Liam Fox saga

17:09

Online Community Moderator - US and Canadian Market
NH011120 Job in London: http://t.co/j1O85R0Q #cmgr <Got
US language skills? Got game?!

17:57

John Donahoe says eBay WANTS to be "the commerce
operating system". Sums up the cross-strategy neatly. See
video 14:59 http://t.co/Ap3eyOyo

23:03

@iFroggy your waiting for @alyankovic @DPAC ...i am
officially jealous!
10'th October, 2011

09:55

The community manager and your company: How to get it
right http://t.co/nOS7XJ9J #cmgr

17:53

@jennifermjones Yeah I did that in the 1980s (though sort of
cheated as you no doubt guessed;-)

18:10

Watching Brit low-fi zombie flic titled. Appropriately enuff,
'Colin'..
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18:22

"@pramitjnathan: 60 Insights from Experienced Community
Managers http://t.co/ApHzFZ6y RT @vansnick
@SteveAkinsSEO" <i'm in there somewhre;-)

19:54

RT @allnewsoup: Facebook Acquires Social Q Service
http://t.co/NLUZC8qL
11'th October, 2011

10:31

I've turned 40! That's my Klout score:-) http://t.co/HR9ynpQz
PS: I've also got a great tip to improve SEO using social
tracking tools. #seo

12:23

Phew, good to have a nicely illustrated version of my resume
published on the blog: http://t.co/MGiKGWO0 Now for a spot
of lunch..
12'th October, 2011

10:36

Looks like I gave my work BlackBerry back just in time,
though company users were not effected right?

10:39

And on the subject of work I spotted someone who looked
exactly like eBay's CEO John Donahoe on Waterloo Station
concourse this morning!

12:25

RT @JosCreese: NHS information strategy delayed
http://t.co/ldop3q1f We have to get this right (at last) bt we
also urgently need closur ...
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12:33

http://t.co/vsJH4ZX8 My full CV includes my online campaign
vs an EU anti-MRI health directive, amongst the social media
richness. Cheers!
13'th October, 2011

09:35

PayPal Seeks to Become the Web Payment System to Rule
Them All http://t.co/A75wZFSf via @mashable

10:23

RT @chris_reed September 11th, 10 years on - Chris Reed ginger and proud http://t.co/1pCcsuI0 <thanks added a link to
my blog post too!

11:18

"@LeicesterVoice: Where, and who, now for the Mercury?
http://t.co/Yf5LFDhz" <I once applied for a trainee role @ the
Mercury dont u know;-)

11:23

Desktop action using my htc to capture the still life artyness!
http://t.co/GCLfbJP9

11:55

Loving the ad 'Go faux fur at Westfield' - faux love!

13:42

'Wow'. That's it. My 500th check in on FourSquare.
What..next?

15:36

Nice article in today's Standard defending Old Etonians vs
prejudice. Actually one of me mates is an OE. And drives a
taxi for a living.

18:46

@wpsocialmedia thanks v. much for the RT.
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20:10

"@GuidoFawkes: At the Wired Party. http://t.co/eAAqBmSW"
<have a great time..
14'th October, 2011

10:17

For £200 I can have 3 nights in Blackpool in a top hotel/B
including return train. Hmm, I may have to overcome my
tourist prejudice go!

10:21

RT @Mazi: The Fed Plans to Monitor Google, Twitter,
Facebook http://t.co/v7ukmzpo

10:45

Social Media: Become a 'One Percenter' http://t.co/Kt17R7my
<or become friends with 1 per centers, aka influential content
creators..#ecomm

12:12

I'm a grad from the world's best university (Cantab), worked
for a top internet co. (eBay), + one of the world's largest orgs
(NHS). Cheers!

12:16

But more practically, when is someone going to invent a
rucksack you can put in a washing machine, rather than 'spot
clean' with warm water?

12:59

Be nice if they allowed u to hire bikes as they do in
London..#leicester

17:10

http://t.co/yAq8e2U2 Like German beer? Try the v.smokey
6.5% rauchbier recommended by my local, Swan Rushes, at
the bar.
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17:12

@jowyang whats the reason for the jump in cost sir?

17:32

"@GlRLTHINGS: When guys cant sing , its cute When girls
cant sing, its a big turnoff." <get some practice @luckyvoice
ladies, plzz!

17:50

RT @vladtv: Did Mark Zuckerberg Come to Blows With His
Partner? (Blog) http://t.co/lznY4sof

17:53

"@RoiGuy: Is today an unofficial holiday? Seems like
everyone is out of the office or not working..." <yep its an
unofficial holiday;-)

17:56

RT @mrchrisaddison: Oh, it's like the queue for a Leicester
nightclub. #xfactor

23:05

"@brooksbayne: "radicals around the world have been
funding us and that the money will eventually run out."
#owslist" <duh, sell ows tshirts
15'th October, 2011

10:52

@Esporis Cheers, I love your design led philosophy :-)

14:26

RT @hanshafner: Content creators is out!
http://t.co/ruWHsGJk ▸ Top stories today via @andrecomics
@stuartgh @describedvideo @nyfreeguide

15:57

RT @vriyait: Result, Birmingham vs #LCFC on BBC1
tomorrow at 1pm #MoTDLive
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16:11

"@RichardWiseman: He he RT @DrKenBMoody:
Homeopathic economist suggests injecting ‘up to £1’ into
Economy http://t.co/tiocvjsq" <grt idea ta

16:14

@jeffjarvis @ariannahuff ..they ignored your advice because
they didn't want to solve the problem, they just wanted to be in
charge;-)
16'th October, 2011

09:17

RT @SocialAbhi: 4 Simple Tools for Creating an Infographic
Resume: As a freelancer or job seeker, it is important to have
a ... http ...

15:00

Good to see the dedication for the Dr Martin Luther King
memorial go ahead today in Washington. #MLK <bk in 1998:
http://t.co/0J9Qo1pa for

16:56

http://t.co/lWzqn6nv <nice consumer psych piece..

18:58

"@armano: Is dissent the new consensus?
http://t.co/2TnoKUcP this is good time 4 entrepreneurs who
dissent by creating new biz models" <;-)
17'th October, 2011

09:13

"@netishop: Shopping news - 20% fall in UK online retail
order values in July/August 2011: ... http://t.co/j19feSFT" <oh
dear, online woe.

09:16

@monkchips yeah its PR order out of chaos, right;-)
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10:20

@heatherAtaylor hmm, have u asked @giagia that Q?

12:14

Checking out the #olsx protest over lunch. (@ HSBC St.
Paul's Churchyard) http://t.co/NaRt5hUV

12:17

Taking a lunchbreak at #olsx which is in the lovely location of
St Paul's Courtyard! Currently hearing an admin update on
how its organised.

12:19

And the Construction Workers Union Unite is 'aving a protest
at Blackfriars Stn at 7am on Wednesday. Early bird catches
the worm;-) #olsx

12:24

Seeing a nice use of the iPad to take pics. Like holding up an
old photographic plate which has already been developed!
#olsx #apple

12:27

God next they're going to announce a tele-conf with NY folks
on #ows if they're not careful. Then again...LOL! #olsx

15:05

RT @easiserv: The http://t.co/OtvYp8Kz Daily is out!
http://t.co/3dsYOc7O ▸ Top stories today via @susanhallam
@stuartgh @morevisibility ...

20:41

I'm at St Mark's Church, Kennington (A202 road, Kennington
oval, London) http://t.co/dyyraEaw

21:09

"@TinaCook: Human nature has a tendency to admire
complexity but reward simplicity.~ Ben Huh" <lucky they're
two sides of the same coin;-)
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18'th October, 2011
09:29

"Human nature has a tendency to admire complexity but
reward simplicity.~ Ben Huh" <update: they're 2 sides of the
same coin called plectic.

09:31

Murray Gell-Mann on 'coining' the name 'plectics' to connect
both simplicity and complexity: http://t.co/hBsAmADq

10:08

OK, enough lite science, I'm just looking frwd to the Facebook
Garage at the Grand Mason Lodge tomorrow:-)

10:09

Twitter Will Beat Google+ And Facebook With Simplicity, Says
CEO http://t.co/QFhxjNY9 via @sai

10:13

RT @jurgenappelo: Scientists call it Complexity. RT
@anneschuessler: Chaordic means teetering on the brink
between chaotic and order. @f ...

15:27

To overcome failure you must 'challenge a status quo of your
own making.’ Hmm, sounds difficult. Oh well, the url:-)
http://t.co/vsKiLlwA

15:31

5 minutes of work a day in a network of 100,000 creates
500,000 minutes of knowledge. <so act like you exist in a
network. Not a vacuum;-)

15:33

Gosh I'm enjoying tweeting today, it's all so interesting...hmm,
but what's the app? Good to know I'm off to the FB Garage at
the Lodge!
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15:34

Facebook needs more than eBay to take social commerce
mainstream | Opinion | New Media Age: http://t.co/qSuWAi5F
via @AddThis

16:31

@davepeck yes we are..as i am now in my fav pub with a
small glass of my fav german beer.
19'th October, 2011

06:10

"@MissREPerry: wednesday nite down the king power
stadium, cant wait #lcfc" <have a grt game!

08:10

On Greek bailout, the markets are looking to the G20 meeting
in Cannes as the final deadline for decisive action.
http://t.co/wdJWT4MW

08:44

http://t.co/0DW9fIe0 <good tips for closing big deals, includes
sentiment. I'd only add having something of extra value
beyond the norm!

09:19

Are we influenced by friends – or the crowd?
http://t.co/1gi5pXla via @1000heads

10:05

I'm at Penna (55 Gracechurch St, City of London)
http://t.co/A770e9QO

10:07

@garyturner @webdevconf @Xero I could do with a new
baseball cap;-)
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11:36

Why gossip sites rank - aka value vs quality content.
http://t.co/KUMI3mg1 <Will Bruce send me chocs for the link!?
#seo

14:37

"@cmi_managers: Blog: Should you be quizzing colleagues
rather than leavers in your exit interviews?: ...
http://t.co/n44Tupz4" <gd idea;-)

14:48

So Matt Millz out for 2nite. #lcfc

18:04

I'm at McDonald's (112 High Holborn, Southampton Row,
Holborn) http://t.co/axPwnpCk

18:58

Listening to a lawyer suggesting the Facebook Privacy Policy
is an excellent doc. (Probably would also tell u how FB really
works;-)
20'th October, 2011

11:07

OH a vicar chatting on the Underground this AM: "She was
prayer walking in North Korea, in a small group." Sounds
risky!

14:24

@TextproviderUK nice one. Thanks.

14:52

In Silicon Valley, some dare ask: Why hire a PhD, when a
self-taught kid is as good? http://t.co/W2VHDkhN via
@fastcompany <yeah man;-)

15:15

So I get to hear Col. Gadaffi died from a guy who met Gadaffi.
Cheers!
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15:26

Nice Bellevue, WA based MS community job:
http://t.co/8fQUPq9c #cmgr

15:57

I'm at BCS - The British Computer Society (5 Southampton
Street, London) http://t.co/aHjggJq8

17:07

I'm at John Lewis (300 Oxford St., Westminster)
http://t.co/tKwEiYy2

17:48

Yo, a car goes past with guys flying the Libyan flag in
celebration mode, down Marylebone High St!

18:13

I'm at Angel in the Fields (37 Thayer Street, Marylebone,
London) http://t.co/B8d4vocX
21'st October, 2011

09:03

I'm at St Pancras Intl. Station (STP) - Domestic (High Speed)
(St Pancras International Station, Pancras Rd., London)
http://t.co/1yDRnFNT

14:55

I'm at The Cotton Mill (35 King St, Leicester)
http://t.co/VNqP7jlW

17:00

@brewdog nice one in getting Brewdog beers into Morrisons!
Bought 3;-)

17:48

I'm at The Pub http://t.co/JnaQtSbw
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17:51

After hearing about the Buck Palace start-up controversy I'd
like to confess after my uncle and brother's visit, that if ever
invited I'd sa

17:52

RT @kate_day: Obama: "The rest of our troops in #Iraq will
come home by the end of the year. After nearly 9 yrs,
America's war in Iraq w ...

17:53

RT @BarackObama: President Obama: "Today, I can report
that, as promised, the rest of our troops in Iraq will come
home by the end of th ...

18:01

I say leicester tigers, could u pls beat gloucester. It's a little bit
personal, thanks;-)

18:04

@boltron did u have to root u phone to get that screen grab?
Sadly u do have to with android!

18:07

@BBCLeicester so how come you only follow 8 ppl on twitter?
Hmm...

18:10

"@mattrhodes: The economics of Groupon: The dismal scoop
on Groupon http://t.co/WQURnP80 via @theeconomist"
<groupon needs radical redesign!

18:14

"@stephenodonnell: BBC News - Occupy London: Demo
forces St Paul's Cathedral to close http://t.co/ir9y2vfd"
<closure, 1st time since WWII
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18:17

"@YahiaLababidi: Libya "spraying cars with orange blossom
water, a custom traditionally reserved for weddings: “A new
life! A new life" ....

18:19

"@Jayworld: So excited to go back to San Francisco.
#awesome #3years" <see u there nxt time;-)

18:21

@Jayworld for sure!
22'nd October, 2011

10:19

I'm at The Corn Exchange (Market Square, Leicester)
http://t.co/MXWGqPQ5

10:23

RT @johnhill1966: Leicester Tigers 40 Gloucester Rugby 14
LV=Cup Full time | This is ...: OVERWHELMED in both tight
and set-piece,... ht ...

17:38

@Mazi My sympathies. Thanks, that's one good thing about
going to Leicester on wkends. You never see ex-colleagues.
But u might see Sven;-)
23'rd October, 2011

11:48

"@PhilTorcivia: Writing a novel in 30 days (otherwise known
as NaNoWriMo Madness) http://t.co/n6fXjppW by @evilmynx"
<voice recog idea;-)

16:50

I'm at St Margaret's Bus Station (Gravel Street, Leicester)
http://t.co/WGvhnQS7
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19:06

I'm at Golders Green Bus Station http://t.co/0glNTfvI

19:57

I'm at London Victoria Railway Station (VIC) (Victoria St.,
London) w/ 5 others http://t.co/OjFEdkGJ

19:59

I'm at Google UK (123 Buckingham Palace Rd, London)
http://t.co/NEs2nBGe

20:52

"@brenthoberman: http://t.co/KnM31BNn" <nice. And
Groupon;-)
24'th October, 2011

07:00

I'm at London Waterloo Railway Station (WAT) (Station
Approach, London) w/ 3 others http://t.co/RjeeDHMf

10:12

I'm at BCS - The British Computer Society (5 Southampton
Street, London) http://t.co/PsvBHmFl

10:13

Intuitive prediction of the day - technocrats come back in
fashion in UK political life;-)

12:02

Did you know - 60% of Ernst Young’s workforce will be
Generation Y - by the end of 2011? http://t.co/9Flo1l8c

12:14

"..intrapreneurs are mavericks who will quit — take their best
ideas with them — if they don’t see prospects 4
advancement." E
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12:21

What a year (inspired by @ravisomaiya) #Ted's_funeral
#Leaving_eBay #CottonMill_fire #3daytrip2SanFran
#discovering_order_out_of_chaos!

15:41

@almuheiri good luck sir;-)

15:45

RT @WiredUK: Last call on applications for a terrific
opportunity on the magazine: WIRED seeks an editorial
assistant http://t.co/5380MktF

15:48

@amoyal hi :-)

17:00

Appears to be a fire on Brook Street, W1! #london

17:22

RT @DunelmHomes: If you fancy an early Christmas present
in the form of a £25 John Lewis voucher, then RT follow
@DunelmHomes for a 1/ ...

17:24

..yes, i am john lewis, oxford street, which i think beats a talk
at bcs on ipv6 tonite!

17:29

"@TheNewStatsman: Clearing the front page of the Mercury
for the news that Sven and #LCFC have parted company..."
<oh dear me.

17:39

Hmm, not sure if Martin O'Neill is the right replacement. I
thought Posh did'nt dig Leicester so I guess that means no Mr
B either;-) #LCFC
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25'th October, 2011
10:54

Want to see real time analytics to spot potential new
community members? Why not check out @gosquared
software, no 'c-c' 14 day trial. #cmgr

11:45

@GoSquared Thanks! Spotted your real time analytics
product via a video report from the London Facebook Garage:
http://t.co/6s8EqRDH

17:55

I've blogged my brief notes with some links from today's
Yammer Tour: http://t.co/Ip2BJfDR #yamTour Thanks for
answers on value for R too!

20:19

Watching 'The Recruit'...Cheers!
26'th October, 2011

08:29

Badass Social Media Growth Infographic http://t.co/T46JQvPP
/via @wordpressdotcom <thanks, I've added it to my blog
too:-)

08:46

Please +K my influence in Community Management on
@klout http://t.co/oi5THPfq

09:02

I gave @Esporis +K about Social Media on @klout
http://t.co/Vn9gXVhy

09:02

I earned the 'Making it Rain +K' achievement on @klout,
check it out! http://t.co/VHKaxDFT
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09:18

@Esporis thanks for the +K about Business, really appreciate
it.

09:54

Check out this SlideShare presentation : "Doing the
Impossible: Managing Open Source Communities" from E
guru http://t.co/WKiIcuq7 #cmgr

11:20

I'm at Bar Italia (22 Frith Street, London) http://t.co/ZCI3OONa

11:28

@LucyPaget ha! Lemon cheesecake washed down with
perfecto latte;-)

16:04

Small rainbow spotted over Kennington Park. I am chasing it
as I tweet..

16:30

I'm at Zeitgeist at The Jolly Gardeners (49-51 Black Prince
Road, Tyers Street, London) http://t.co/olsxPjxh

16:48

At the end of the Kenningron Park rainbow were 2 bottles of
smokey Schlenkerla beer;-) http://t.co/PoDsA92D

16:49

RT @blaisegv: We (@eModeration) are looking for a full-time
#cmgr, remote working, GMT hours > apply via
http://t.co/K4fUyOpR Please ...

16:51

"@stevebridger: I need to stick to what I'm best at" <though to
innovate it helps to know failure..
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27'th October, 2011
08:07

How do you think product reviews will evolve in the future? My
thoughts http://t.co/g92VUaRL in response to a question!
#e-commerce

08:15

TripAdvisor Under Investigation: http://t.co/udZgHcSP <there's
a C4 doc on this reviews subject on Mon eve which should be
fascinating:-)

08:16

Attack of the Trip Advisors from http://t.co/OuYvviDD
http://t.co/kuVXNbyI <Mon 31 Oct at 9pm

09:41

I want to buy a ladder from Alfix, a German co - but can't find
a UK distributor. What happened to the 'common market'?!

10:08

RT @publicmind: Social Media versus Knowledge
Management http://t.co/BSTkSuoP - interesting article, but do
they know what they are talk ...

10:20

Nice queue outside Apple Covent Garden for the iPhone4S.
#apple

11:23

I'm at The Prince Albert (Coldhabour Lane, London)
http://t.co/eDTnz3n0

11:28

RT @HallyMk1: New job. DMU Centre for Computing and
Social Responsibility: Lecturer/Senior Lecturer, Full Time,
Permanent http://t.co/6q ...
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11:29

"@faisalislam: Who thinks that China will miraculously attain
"market economy status" in the coming weeks?
#thenewworld" <yeah right;-)

11:59

Off to see the documentary Black Mixtape on history of black
radicalism from 60s. Later to hip Nokia event. I'm turning into
Nathan Barley!

12:01

RT @ChopperPhillips: Maradonna? #lcfc

16:02

BBC News - 7 billion people and you: What's your number?
http://t.co/CSgNiQq7 <mine's 3,357,018,307 which gives
away my age, kinda;-)

19:11

I'm at Corbet Place (91 Brick Lane, Poplar) w/ 21 others
http://t.co/mxbXJqNR

20:00

Halfbrick - a new Nokia app based game company I came
across tonite;-)
28'th October, 2011

08:51

I'm at St Pancras Intl. Station (STP) - Domestic (High Speed)
(St Pancras International Station, Pancras Rd., London)
http://t.co/OAN3YCAf

09:07

Loving spotting the East Midlands train named 'Invest on
Nottingham'. I am going to Leicester. But maybe i will go to
Nottingham nxt wk;-)
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09:11

Great to see a former colleague at Shopping.com US has
landed a product manager role at Google!

12:04

Nice to see that eBay UK are having a no insertion fee promo
this weekend. Spooky indeed! #ebayuk

17:33

I'm at The Cotton Mill (35 King St, Leicester)
http://t.co/dNZ9U5bK

17:55

RT @UKinUSA: Air Marshal Sir Stuart Peach highlights #UK
forces' contribution to #Libya campaign http://t.co/FS3qjHpB
#NATO #UN #UKForces
29'th October, 2011

12:36

John Lewis storage box dwn in price to £6.95...
http://t.co/zutDVpnJ

12:55

John Lewis storage box dwn in price to £6.95...might be the
start of a tidy wkend. http://t.co/zutDVpnJ

14:58

While some ppl are off to Glyndebourne for the opera I have
an Oasis tribute band playing in the Kings over the road
tonite. Cheers!

16:44

I have just written published my first proper professional
Linked.com recommendation for an ex-colleague. Cheers!

16:45

I'm at The Cotton Mill (35 King St, Leicester)
http://t.co/3a1F1yjj
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18:15

RT @SLSingh: V good TV doc tonight on BBC2, 20.40:
Bletchley Park Heroes, how Tommy flowers Bill Tutte the
cracked Lorenz http://t.co/ ...

18:17

The Sting has got to be one of my fav all time films;-)
30'th October, 2011

11:34

RT @SteveCadwell: Parent #Fail: worst Halloween costumes
http://t.co/DZ9eva9O

17:24

I'm at Leicester Clock Tower (Haymarket, Church Gate,
Leicester) http://t.co/ixrge6zi

19:42

RT @LondonCyber: Not just governments being represented
at #LondonCyber - http://t.co/vOL6Y9nR" <Chk it out #bcs
members! Starts 1 Nov.

19:44

@mattrhodes I will also be watching with interest, having
created a soc med strategy for a delux hotel recently;-)

19:56

"@DerrenBrown: Blog post: Testing psychics
http://t.co/NpRFIXcm" <are cold sci conditions conducive to
psychic success, which is an emo biz?

20:06

I'm at Kosher Kingdom http://t.co/thCRz4nC

20:23

I'm at Beatles Coffee Shop http://t.co/3TcJKAMP

20:28

I'm at Sherlock Holmes Museum (221b Baker Street, London)
http://t.co/Za1X7NoJ
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21:30

If you are a bit streetwise then you'll appreciate me saying
there were some strange vibes on the street this eve...glad to
be home iow;-)
31'st October, 2011

09:35

I'm at BCS - The British Computer Society (5 Southampton
Street, London) http://t.co/6EDlH3gF

12:11

If you just inherited £110 what would you buy? Please, dont
say you'd install high speed broadband:-)

12:26

As I couldn't make #less2011 here's a few connected tweets
around the complexity concept: http://t.co/Xjm3v0Dz Cheers!

12:55

Think I better list a few heuristics I have designed, or at least
tried to design;-)

13:02

I'm at 90 Long Acre (90 Long Acre, London) w/ 2 others
http://t.co/D0gZdWWH

15:09

RT @tfma_event: Hear Paddy Power demonstrate the impact
and ROI of social media at the Future Digital Strategies
Summit - http://t.co/dv ...

18:49

Got my half price birthday match txt for Leicester vs Crystal
Palace on 20th Nov. Cheers! #lcfc

21:12

Watching the Trip Advisor prog on C4. No more ugc reviews
thank u!
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21:13

RT @LondonCyber: Audio: Sir Kevin Tebbit, former British
government official, on hopes for #LondonCyber
http://t.co/FIQrNd72 #economic # ...
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November

1'st November, 2011
10:09

@sicross Hi Simon, what's the best way to invite you to a
BCS event on 29th March? PS: Have a great time in Tel Aviv.

10:42

"@sparker: Great NY Times op-ed by @MichaelEllsberg - can
COLLEGE DROPOUTS (or those who never went..) save
America? http://t.co/5bYvTVoa"

10:51

Guardian review on last night's TripAdvisor's prog comes
down vs the reviewers! http://t.co/URMd6BWe

11:00

I've added the video for the nxt live stream due to start at
11.40 on to my blog http://t.co/fGIio5kz to make it easy to find:
#LondonCyber

11:51

I'm at BCS - The British Computer Society (5 Southampton
Street, London) http://t.co/XbYFhlGB

11:58

Watching #LondonCyber from the British Computer Society,
with help of Twitterfall and the embedded stream on my blog.

12:04

Cisco, Microsft, IBM all getting added brand worth from their
innovative project sponsorship. #LondonCyber

12:14

RT @IndexCensorship: .@carlbildt spking at #londoncyber 1st
to recognise net innovation driven by entreprenuers not
states. We must not ...
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12:21

RT @sciencemuseum: Morning! We are still looking for your
everyday problems! Don't forget to tweet or email them to us!
#whatsyourproble ...

12:42

test - LIVE at http://t.co/nEkGDUYK

13:21

Good Q @jasonwhat RT @LondonCyber what body decides
where line drawn between Cyber-Activism (Disobedience) vs
Cyber-Crime. #LondonCyber"

13:41

Advocacy Value of a Fan = % of New Customers Coming
From Referrals * New Customer Revenue * .8 * 1/Total
Number of Fans http://t.co/rlL5EaJy

14:36

RT @tomcheshire: Yemeni activist and researcher Atiaf
Alwazir bigs up @Bambuser at #LondonCyber - we wrote
about them back in August: h ...

15:41

I'm at The Ship (116 Wardour Street, London)
http://t.co/DOHml017

16:01

I'm at Cineworld Shaftesbury Avenue for The Ides of March
(Shaftesbury Ave., Soho) http://t.co/j7zJjyRF

18:06

@hugshashop thanks for the RT:-)

18:10

The Clooney film 'Ides of March' was a nice reminder of the
golden rule - dont ever f$$k the intern/s. Politics is a great
teacher;-)
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18:24

I'm at Lambeth Bridge (Westminster and Lambeth, London)
http://t.co/b20dxWEP

18:41

"@tamhodge: if women also participated in
#NoShaveNovember there would be a huge drop in
November pregnancies." <lol

18:58

http://t.co/tOKR9dT5

19:08

RT @FoxesTalk: Burnley Match Thread: @officialfoxes team
to play Burnley. Schmeichel, Peltier, Mills, Bamba, K...
http://t.co/5RjvX2Ii #lcfc

20:10

"@first4LCFC: GOALLLLLLL! Paul Konchesky hits an
absolute rasper from 20 yards out! What a goal! Burnley 0-1
Leicester City #lcfc"
2'nd November, 2011

08:23

I'm at Shirley Stuart's Pad (Kennington, Greater London)
http://t.co/jGEVNHrZ

08:56

Spotted..One Office Depot van, a single storey red bus and a
Brompton cyclist all together at Waterloo this AM. #london
http://t.co/Uv1Y3imO

12:27

Why Startups Fail - 20 Top Reasons Gleaned from 32 Startup
Failure Post-Mortems http://t.co/FzYl3yI4 <+ using market res'
which is wrong;-)
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12:29

"I’d recommend not going more than two/three months from
the initial start to getting in the hands of prospects that are
truly objective.” Y

15:23

Super Lucky: Win with BlippAR! http://t.co/VLfjJZOT

17:11

I'm at BCS - The British Computer Society (5 Southampton
Street, London) http://t.co/KBUByDUK

19:18

Yay its a 'red teaming' exercise on tonite's NCIS. Cool.
3'rd November, 2011

08:15

Racked up my first Nectar points using National Express.
Neat considering Shirls and me use their cost-effective coach
link every week:-)

09:38

How will the rise of mobile commerce impact growth
prospects of eCommerce leaders? http://t.co/93HJ62yE.
<thanks for the 6 votes on my ansa

09:42

Brazilian Cops Ram Drug Dealers’ Plane With Car
http://t.co/K9AoCO1C <I swear that was Shirley's
cousin/brother/wink-wink driving:-)

09:45

RT @jthomas_44: Nokia "Do not launch a social collab tool,
embed within your biz process." Thats our plan.
#hrtecheurope
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09:50

RT @svenringling: Nokia defines critical mass for internal
social platform as 20,000 <hmm, seems a bit steep:-)
#hrtecheurope

10:00

@euan that makes sense, thanks for clarifying.

10:49

@svenringling thanks, be interesting if Nokia can point an eg
where use of the social platform added value to the bottom
line, eg R:-)

13:12

test - LIVE at http://t.co/nuLUL4f6

13:54

Checking out weather widget yowindow.com...

14:57

A suited and booted guy backs into me at Regus Covent
Garden. Should I give him my business card, as I need to get
some more printed up?!

15:13

Listening to Diane Hessan of Communispace talking about
the 'bigger is better syndrome'. Small is beautiful, vs FB:-)
http://t.co/jwaZocSt

17:05

RT @Whatleydude: You there! Looking for social business
resources? I FOUND SOME! - http://t.co/F27O5ujW

17:24

@ctribephotograp thanks for the follow..

20:12

I'm at The Manor Arms (128 Clapham Manor St, Clapham)
http://t.co/lER60RMV

20:50

ok so chickened out of joining in the jarrow march social,
instead went to nxt pub to drink krombacher;-)
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21:50

Drinking a second pint of Harry Hallows;)
4'th November, 2011

08:55

@nationalexpress We do the London to Leicester rtn trip
every week. Great vfm, friendly service from the drivers too:-)
#mdonthemove

09:55

Nice to get to the east mids for the weekend (my birthday
tomorrow too;-) http://t.co/pcgmRXcg

12:47

I'm at Leicester Railway Station (LEI) (London Rd., Leicester)
http://t.co/S4DXHFV1

12:47

I'm at Leicester Town Hall Square (Every Street, Bishop
Street, Leicester) http://t.co/mu40AQsM

13:21

Woohoo Leicester M now stocks the Belgian wheat beer!

17:12

The euro crisis? Leaders with no real ability to solve complex
issues when faced with none of the usual levers of control and
no intuition!
5'th November, 2011

11:59

Love that the Google logo changes to a birthday image and
personalized tag text, especially with my SDC ex-colleague
now working at Google!

12:29

I'm at The Corn Exchange (Market Square, Leicester)
http://t.co/O8AqbZRw
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14:15

Just spotted a trike, a cut in half orange VW Beetle with a bike
front end. Woo!

20:06

@stephenfry thanks Stephen for waking up on my birthday;-)

20:08

"@atkirby: I think I might have eaten too much cheap
chocolate." <we have all eaten too much cheapo choco at
some point;-)

21:45

@samdownie cheers sam!
6'th November, 2011

12:30

Doing the ironing, and drinking Brewdog Punk IPA. It's the first
day of the rest of my life;-)

17:16

I'm at St Margaret's Bus Station (Gravel Street, Leicester)
http://t.co/yFyIXLiy

17:42

"@DebbieJane18: HELICOPTER IS DELIVERING THE
MATCH BALL! Hooooooray! SO EXCITED!!! #LCFC" <shame
we lost;-(

19:48

My GSOH enjoyed Herzog's 'Cave of Forgotten Dreams'
musing on spirit art, while racing down the M1 to London in
the 440.

19:49

RT @TedRubin: Don't ignore serendipity when it happens...
opportunity may be knocking. #BWELA

19:58

I'm at Golders Green Bus Station http://t.co/8n5Y6VWs
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20:24

First time seeing the Xmas lights in full illuminated glory on
Oxford Street, shining brightly in gold and silver. #london

21:24

I'm at Shirley Stuart's Pad (Kennington, Greater London)
http://t.co/MzLvd1xZ
7'th November, 2011

09:04

I just bought a pass to @internetweekeu Hospital Club h.Q.!
#iwe http://t.co/lvIGmlW8

10:14

I just unlocked the "Internet Week Fever" badge on
@foursquare! http://t.co/0tCYBh1q

10:14

I'm at The Hospital Club (24 Endell St, London) w/ 14 others
http://t.co/XKWvmYhT

10:18

Already got moved on from sitting in the wrong part of the
event space at #iwe which is pretty good going for a Monday
morning!

10:40

RT@sciencemuseum: Did anyone read a review of
#HiddenHeroes in the sunday times?... <missed the review,
but 100% coming on this Weds :-)

12:13

@JWAylwin might just see u there James as have a txt:-)

12:29

I'm at The Hospital Club (24 Endell St., at Macklin St., City of
London) w/ 32 others http://t.co/q3xLrwqY
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13:52

"@jowyang: Remember, the social strategist is a "business
program manager" --not a social media hotshot. <indeed,
indeed, biz b4 pleasure!

14:05

RT @rhappe: Resources at The Community Roundtable
http://t.co/4eGJyLiZ

14:21

Listening to a good talk on product mgmt reminds me of all
the product mgmt I have 'enjoyed', eg ICAEW.. #iwe

15:23

Why Startups Should Train Their People http://t.co/f9hoqdoB
via @bhorowitz

15:43

When Smart People are Bad Employees http://t.co/haDctzsJ
via @bhorowitz <The best advice I had was "don't try to be
too clever in biz";-)

18:10

Check out "Social Media Afternoon #smwc2b"
http://t.co/WQvJacw5 via @eventbrite

18:23

7 Reasons for the Rise of Mediocrity | Rajesh Setty
http://t.co/5YXq5Z06 <+ danger of just following the money,
can lead to mediocrity:-)

20:18

I'm at The Jolly Gardeners (49-51 Black Prince Rd., London)
http://t.co/pU7M3Yop
8'th November, 2011
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09:05

Coutts has the Walpole Awards for Excellence nominees in its
window - http://t.co/vzIvnALX <I am going with Mulberry:-)
http://t.co/8uO1DoAa

09:09

Just for fun today I am counting how many micro
organisational mistakes today to help improve my focus - up
to 9 (+/-1).

09:12

Also counting any small wins too - so far installing a PDF
plugin to WordPress to allow readers to turn post into PDF =
small win 1.

09:15

Why We Prefer Founding CEOs http://t.co/DwyXWWEW via
@bhorowitz <a v. useful perspective on Steve Jobs too..

09:26

@adigaskell It's titled 'PDF24 Article To PDF' - it adds the
functionality to the preview window as well as the page.

09:58

I'm at The Hospital Club (24 Endell St., at Macklin St., City of
London) w/ 2 others http://t.co/g8wGsjHi

09:59

Wonder if there are any dating sites out there which would
enjoy a column written about how to avoid the opposite sex.
Comic potential;-)

10:10

"@taem84: ExactTarget invests $40M in R #ET11UK"
<congrats;-)!

10:17

Speed mentoring eg: Me: "Get a life?" You: "No" Me: "OK,
done".. #mentoring #comedy
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11:35

Contrary business ideas; love the 'reward your fav mcdonalds
staff member' idea one best;-) http://t.co/mdY1btiB

11:41

RT @Dan_Martin: I'll be interviewing Confused .com founder
Sara Murray later. Got a question?

11:50

Just spotted ex-Dragon Doug Richards hanging out at the
Hospital. Wonder if having sent him my CV (but not had a
1-2-1) I should say hi?

11:58

Like the idea of #geekcakes but already had a granola from
M!

12:18

@Miss_Cakehead thankz for the (cake) heads up;-)

21:50

Occupy Wall Street’s Victory: It has shaken up American
politics. Here’s what it should do next (13 Oct)
http://t.co/P28233lF via @slate

22:00

RT @EYnews: Growth tops the corporate agenda in the
coming 12 months. Read our 5th #Capital Confidence
Barometer: http://t.co/vMZh83V1
9'th November, 2011

06:30

Old guy talking about 'Clay' in the pub which struck me as
unusual, then saw that Frazier, by calling Ali 'Clay' had let all
hell loose..
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09:35

"While the design and implementation of a KPI [launch]
framework may seem intuitive, many companies flounder in
the process." <I wonder why?

09:37

"Failure to use a holistic set of metrics – and execute well on
those metrics – are two common issues that impede their
[KPI] optimal use."

09:39

Wonder what lies behind failure to use full metrics and
execution? My quotes taken from IMS Health's launch KPI
study: http://t.co/YVa91IbA

09:46

My hunch is why 'lagging' KPIs are used - it optimizes
'certainty' pre-launch based on what is already 'known'.

09:50

This would also account for why co's use 'analogs' that are
10- to 15-years old" when more recent benchmarks match
today's 'reality'.

09:53

@John_Corey good to hear your talk y'day John. And
congrats on your no.1 spot on the #PWTwitter100

10:35

RT @andrewtghill: You should be able to watch live streaming
of the first two sessions of #ftinnovate - featuring
@Marthalanefox - at ww ...

10:35

In #ftinnovate - Out #iwe

10:38

RT @williamheath: Am reliably informed #FTInnovate "is v
two years ago". This #CtrlShift #Midata event OTOH is v next
century #hoardorshare
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10:50

@McDonalds hi, wondering what you think about a cell phone
app which allowed me to rate/praise service from individual
McDonald employees?

11:05

'Those businesses most likely to control = those most likely to
fail' - to paraphrase the FT talk contributor.

12:57

I'm at British Library (96 Euston Rd., St Pancras) w/ 3 others
http://t.co/4CQl3vf4

16:09

Wow, it's the 50th anniversary of the invention of the Pill
(sorry, that was last year, just catching up thanks to the British
Library..)

19:30

Listening to Hackney Council's 'race for apps'. #hackney #
london

19:56

Check out new beta Facebook game Monstermind. Has a
touch of 'Mars Attack' about it. From Bossa Studios. Think
social gaming.

20:12

Wow so Japan games company Gree are doing over $1.5bn,
and now expanding into Europe. Just met their bdm Wataru
Mizote;-)

20:13

@amoyal you need a collaborator finder!

20:14

Hey i just came out as a 'closet gamer':-)
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10'th November, 2011
08:50

@ClancyRosetta thanks for the follow Clancy; liking the tone
of your tweets:-)

10:51

If you need a reason at Xmas why you don't own an Apple
iPad give them this:http://t.co/pRMoIoC5

11:10

"@Dan_Martin: David Cameron and a huge @startupbritain
flag #ukgrowth http://t.co/s2koMNQl" <we're waiting for the
Queen @ the Brit Library!

11:15

I'm at British Library (96 Euston Rd., St Pancras) w/ 2 others
http://t.co/A49HoOuL

14:35

@amoyal yep that's why i am sitting on a wall eating my brick
lane bagel lunch rather than sitting in a coffee shop:-)

14:52

Nine minutes to a haircut at Spitafield's Pimps and Pinups.
Run by an Aussie guy with great tatoos. The ladies are nice
there too;-)

15:46

@amoyal "Who needs Brick Lane?" That's the ad line for the
tandoori chicken sub from Subway, on red a double decker on
Primrose Street;-)

16:58

Style over substance: a present day view of infographics, with
nice historic pre-internet examples: http://t.co/oCzZmrE6 via
@facecocreation

21:00

I'm at The Manor Arms (128 Clapham Manor St, Clapham)
http://t.co/ck7cOu0d
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21:00

I just ousted Tracey F. as the mayor of The Manor Arms on
@foursquare! http://t.co/GmEVMMMd

21:46

RT @tim_weber: If I were a conspiracy theorist, I'd wonder
what S is up to these days, with its real but "political" and its
false err ...
11'th November, 2011

08:27

I'm at PC World (145 Tottenham Court Road, London)
http://t.co/zjht7q6o

08:32

PC World Tottenham Crt Rd? Fliers say go to get 20% off
Android spkers, but when i turn up the store is still closed;-)
#fail

09:01

"@GuyKawasaki: Two (research-backed) steps to increasing
creativity http://t.co/Hh2PdskL" <interesting, bet entrepreneur
CEOs see the value!

09:03

I'm at British Library Cafe (96 Euston Rd., Upper Ground
Floor, British Library, St Pancras) http://t.co/DRQDTLcX

09:13

yeah I know its 11/11/11 but it's also friday so look out for
murphy's law this afternoon which happens independently:-)

14:36

Just activated my Barclays Cycle Hire electronic key. Yeah, I
feel like riding a bike now:-) #london #cycle
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15:43

@t3dotcom smashing a bottle of red wine over my phone; I
got a nice magnified pic of the damage which I've turned into
a art photo!

15:48

RT @jamie247: Excited and in awe at the fact we are
welcoming what seems to be a new person every week at
Ninety10Group. This month alon ...

16:14

6 Key Lessons in Life from a 140 year Old Man
http://t.co/gUJVBU9w

16:16

I'm at The Cotton Mill (35 King St, Leicester)
http://t.co/Yc8v8s37

19:17

There was a v. eccentric sounding woman on the till at the
co-op today. Sometimes M is too busy;-)

20:24

Watching NCIS, again. Hey there's that Brit actress from ..
gosh .. forgetting ..

22:05

"Is a slime line Europe a good idea?" asks CNBC, including a
cute typo;-)
12'th November, 2011

12:44

I'm at The Globe (Silver Street, Leicester) http://t.co/JBUyI2we

15:18

I'm at Highcross Centre (Leicester) http://t.co/BkxgfMsX

15:40

I'm at Leicester Fruit Vegetable Market (Market Place,
Leicester) http://t.co/Gi1WIMcK
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17:53

RT @TKdarealesttttt: so much to dooo but england vs espana
games on -___- grrr
13'th November, 2011

12:09

Overcoming-Pharma's Social Media Anxiety Disorder
http://t.co/cGStUFP5 <v.interesting piece on social media's
risks and returns for pharma.

15:09

I'm at Swan Rushes (Infirmary Square, Leicester)
http://t.co/OQ4yuY2e

17:20

I'm at St Margaret's Bus Station (Gravel Street, Leicester)
http://t.co/WOo94T9t

20:31

"Everyone wants #sharepoint coexistence" <funny how
integrate vs coexist crosses online and offline community
concepts! #socbiz #e2conf

20:32

RT @rwang0: Catching up with the few buy side #e2conf
attendees at the #Hyatt. Everyone wants #sharepoint
coexistence #socbiz
14'th November, 2011

08:48

@TechCityUK I see registration is now closed for the event?

08:59

@TechCityUK OK thanks I'll take a look at TechWorld:-)
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10:43

First instance of a social network being used to evaluate a
treatment in a patient population in real time?
http://t.co/SAFssGg0

12:27

Did u know there's a cool Japanese gaming co based here?
(@ 90 Long Acre) http://t.co/qvB98ZIi

16:28

@mowords Freetown, Sierra Leone, would be a fitting
city/country:-)

18:45

I'm at Shirley Stuart's Pad (Kennington, Greater London)
http://t.co/QqHmLUYE

19:24

"@rhappe: @Jmodio people in general are tough to heard it's why community management is not an easy/obvious job"
<herding cats;-)

19:29

"@McDonalds: Fill in the blank…I’m craving strong dark
coffee from McD's today!"

20:38

I'm at The Manor Arms (128 Clapham Manor St, Clapham)
http://t.co/AUiw4wFh
15'th November, 2011

08:54

The Biggest Employer Turn-Offs http://t.co/0P9Vwpzg

08:55

RT @EdHartigan: RT @grantcleve: London finally starting to
test 4G network. http://t.co/lZ3oQFA1…
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10:12

I'm at BCS - The British Computer Society (5 Southampton
Street, London) http://t.co/QgQRpt3l

11:07

I'm at Millennium Bailey's Hotel London Kensington (140
Gloucester Rd., Kensington) http://t.co/w2oaofQH

11:09

Spooky am at the Millenium Gloucester Rd, pretty sure I was
here 6 yrs ago for a Neilsen training day when at the GMC.
Cheers!

11:13

"@ProtestWatch: Anti-capitalists set up camp in Leicester city
centre.. http://t.co/6jDLCWrC" <er, they look like Harry Potter
extras;-)

15:51

RT @conversioncamel: #futuredigital Emma Harris from
Eurostar,best presentation today,great takeaways, thank you!

16:30

Jussi Wacklin giving kudos to 1000heads for great phone
promo with top bloggers in NY. #futuredigital

17:02

Q about monetizing social media is reminder of Google
ZMOT...may not = 'now' purchase but does influence
purchasing decision process.

18:10

I'm at The Jolly Gardeners (49-51 Black Prince Rd., London)
http://t.co/6XJQ3ujm

18:13

How many ppl make jokes about Bismarck in the average
working day? I am guessing 0.0% re-ocurring:-)
#obscurehumour
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16'th November, 2011
07:59

Waking up from y'day's #futuredigital and thinking about value
of scaling up from small successes; and twas nice to give
some Virgin love:-)

08:38

Wow, so when did YouTube add the download functionality - I
must have missed that news:-) Have a good day!

09:06

RT @richardbranson: Amusing morning on breakfast TV
discussing #sbau. The interviewer told me that I could only
use the word screw once. ...

09:44

Disney guy yday on how its educating the business to real
time customer intel, from their games; ie if it dont work build
that which does:-)

09:59

Yo Office Depot van! http://t.co/tqJnH53l

10:29

Yo just seen the Soho fire engine whizz past. Working smoke
alarms safe lives..

10:36

"@ebay_uk: Please RT @sonos @kobo @aquapac
@ThreeUK Some of your products being auctioned by
@ruskin147 for charity @BBCCiN bit.ly/v2BZPR"

10:39

"@adamcranfield: Anyone want to join me tonight as a guest
for this Soho meet-up on 'social media technologies'?
http://t.co/SrM6x0ZD"

10:43

"@DuncanBannatyne: Do I keep creating jobs or go lie in the
sun? 1st I ever asked myself" <lie in the sun and create jobs;-)
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11:10

I'm at Marylebone Railway Station (MYB) (Melcombe Pl.,
London) w/ 2 others http://t.co/kKS7Y11U

11:24

Found my way to a sports bar with American college b-ball
and Pres Obama playing, not to mention FR vs BEL (soceer;-)
17'th November, 2011

11:24

I'm at Earl's Court Exhibition Centre (Warwick Rd, Earls
Court) w/ 2 others http://t.co/k02uKxaf

11:27

Yo Office Depot spotted on the Strand! http://t.co/EdJ0PcUZ

11:31

At the business startup event at Earls Court and all I can think
of are the eBay slogan 'customer crazy' and fluffy 'build the
value chain'!

14:24

At a start-up mock boardroom where the background noise is
so loud you can't hear the answers. Online beats offline!
18'th November, 2011

08:32

Nice offer to join the Hospital Club at a special discount rate.
Sadly I've already shelled out on the BCS membership. Less
arty, for sure!

10:37

I'm at St Pancras Intl. Station (STP) - International Lines (St
Pancras International Station, Pancras Rd., London)
http://t.co/HmyTC0uA
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10:50

RT @eModeration: Gotta LOVE this 'Happy 50th Birthday'
video from young Russian Dr Who fans! http://t.co/F4BKWI2Z

10:52

"@mattrhodes: Is Yelp really worth over $2bn? >> Yelp files
for IPO http://t.co/cQTn26h4" <what is the annual GM?

10:53

"@FreshNetworks: How social media enables "just looking"
customers to generate sales http://t.co/19mdNmDm" <Q: r u
happy just looking?!

10:57

"@MedicExchange: Suppliers partner to support NHS
reforms: [..An interactive approach]... http://t.co/a4QmJIbY"

11:29

I'm at Gran Sasso (Caledonian Road, London)
http://t.co/UpyyXBC4

12:16

I am hanging out in the British Library courtyard with all the
other people waiting for lunch to come;-) Great that you can
access the wifi!

12:16

RT @RichardWiseman: Nice quote: 'Sir Francis Crick raised
the average IQ of any room he entered'.

12:24

RT @deborahmackay: Wow - A company with a £4m yearly
turnover started out by finding a gap in market using Google
Keywords. Fascinating. ...

14:00

Nice to be getting behind City Nigel Pearson for his return v
Palace this Sunday with birthday txt ready to roll! #lcfc
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14:02

"@EYnews: Read the eBay case study in our 2011 European
attractiveness survey: http://t.co/vXTPUj5P" <looks
interesting, will do!

17:02

I'm at The Cotton Mill (35 King St, Leicester)
http://t.co/cVDuhUAr

20:22

RT @mashable: Gap stores, including Banana Republic and
Old Navy, now accept Google Wallet payments in the Bay
Area [VIDEO] - http://t.c ...

20:23

RT @OfficialFOXES: Its #fantasticfriday, re-tweet to be in with
a chance of winning a Nigel Pearson, Craig Shakespeare and
Steve Walsh s ...

20:35

Oh shoot I have bid on a treehouse ladder only to realise its
stuck in north Lincs. Maybe my ex-RAF uncle flying Vulcan
V-bombers could...

20:44

If someone will pick up an eBay bid treehouse ladder from
north Lincs and take it to my Leicester home I will donate
£100 to BBC Pudsey. Ta.

21:00

"@bbcdoctorwho: Watch the trailer for the #DoctorWho
Christmas Special - The Doctor, The Widow and The
Wardrobe here: http://t.co/UVYH6ZHo".

21:15

Complexity Occupy Wall Street | NECSI http://t.co/giJPwmPy
<of all the things this week I didn't expect NECSI to come out
in fav of #ows
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19'th November, 2011
13:54

I'm at Beauchamp College (Ridgeway, Oadby)
http://t.co/0ZZnlUja

17:34

Thanks to Which? I bought my minced pies from Waitrose, the
plain variety. Taste better than Tesco or even M Reviews
aren't just for TVs!
20'th November, 2011

11:22

Woke up, worked out something in conversation with Shirls.
Laughed. Went shopping for spray starch. #justsaying

11:32

I'm at Highcross Centre (Leicester) http://t.co/Oo9zJBbq

11:34

@bengoldacre yeah its inverting passive aggressivity too;-)

11:53

I'm at Leicester Fruit Vegetable Market (Market Place,
Leicester) http://t.co/vXNE8BoT

15:50

They are reading out the birthdays at the Walkers Stadium, in
the absence of any goals!

17:01

"@leicestermark: Deserved 3-0 win, quality performances.
Brilliant #lcfc" <cheers! great way to start the week;-)

20:03

I'm at The King Power Stadium for Crystal Palace vs.
Leicester City (Leicester City FC, Filbert Way, Leicester)
http://t.co/4Kki4M3D
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21'st November, 2011
07:41

RT @ruskin147: Three full-page Google ads in the Guardian and I'm not entirely sure what they're selling.
http://t.co/kU5UXuIS

10:26

RT @herrightboot: Congratulations to #LAGalaxy. Finally
winning the #MLSCup. Was it Beckhams last game for them?

13:15

I'm at BCS - The British Computer Society (5 Southampton
Street, London) http://t.co/R9Py5c3n

17:24

eBay buys Hunch http://t.co/Cd6YHLOG

19:00

RT @google: It's time to hit the slopes-pick out your next ski
destination with our Street View collection, ski snow edition
http://t. ...
22'nd November, 2011

09:33

I had a dream I met a nice lady called 'Farno' last night, hmm,
I think I better not tell Shirley just in case:-)

09:35

So it appears 'Farno' is a surname which I never knew..

09:47

@Sdoca08 Hey Stephanie, I am hanging out with my mate
Barnaby near Covent Garden having sipped some lovely
Monmouth coffee..have a good day!

10:11

RT @Dan_Martin: Business raises £1m in crowdfunding
'world record' http://t.co/OLdN6irq #crowdfunding
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10:17

http://t.co/uBsToNEs And who is that handsome devil in a DJ
and on a bike?

12:34

Check this video out -- David Gurteen's Keynote Talk at KM
Middle East 2011 http://t.co/CUae8smT <he says don't go
looking for recipes;-)

12:53

I'm at BCS - The British Computer Society (5 Southampton
Street, London) http://t.co/r6H0ZtuV

13:26

I'm at Bikefix (Lambs conduit street, Camden Town)
http://t.co/GF4UWVoC

20:09

I'm at The Manor Arms (128 Clapham Manor St, Clapham)
http://t.co/C94j8eu9
23'rd November, 2011

09:32

A handful of Borussia Dortmund fans at St Pancras this morn,
ahead of the Arsneal game this eve. Cheers!

09:33

I'm at St Pancras Intl. Station (STP) - International Lines (St
Pancras International Station, Pancras Rd., London)
http://t.co/Tz4GRiKN

13:33

I just unlocked the "Bookworm" badge on @foursquare! Long
live print! http://t.co/uyCDI0cb

13:33

I'm at British Library (96 Euston Rd., St Pancras)
http://t.co/A6BMwWPU
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14:02

"@matt9dawson: ...Have u guys seen the leaked rwc review.
Which numpty leaked it? Rfu are in a world of pain!!!
http://t.co/6KvnkEYe"

14:34

@g2i thanks for the follow..excellent serendipity with a friend
of mine with you this PM to talk through his social gaming
proto-plan:-)

15:38

@mstafford good to come across someone who likes to spot
top sports cars on their runs; i see u help @g2i which is super
cool too..

16:46

Companies failing on social media, claims new research from
Ernst http://t.co/566uKyTj via @EYNews <note - integrated
touch points:-)

20:13

@mstafford cheers, yep my fav sporta spot recently was a
grey green lambo behind the bank of eng. Mini bar? My mate
Barnaby will be there..
24'th November, 2011

07:35

@mstafford It's not planvine, its @TextproviderUK
Barnaby..sorry I cant make the minibar but I have to escape
London on the weekends!

16:59

@latoyaize http://t.co/LswDe2Jt - I just cancelled so there is
literally just 1 spot left if u wish to go;-)

17:09

@latoyaize sign up to attend; + select http://t.co/CuNZPZJj to
contact Christian the organiser; that's all I know myself:-)
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17:16

@latoyaize my pleasure; say hi to my mate Barnaby
@TextproviderUK if you bump into him at the minibar!

17:23

@latoyaize yep! have a fun mini-bar..

19:54

So a shark fin in the sea in the background of this eve's NCIS
kind of sums up the day (after watching 'A Scanner Darkly'
earlier, etc ;-)

20:48

RT @jowyang: Learned that an SF restaurant managers
bonus is dependent on: 1) Revenue, 2) Yelp reviews reaching
3.5.

20:56

Happy thanksgiving my american friends. Keep up the good
fight wherever that may be!

21:05

"@HubSpot: What's your SEO strategy? http://t.co/sqGRDbOg" >i have no plan, no strategy, i do what
Google tells me to do (ref SNIC 1964;-)

21:30

I'm at The Manor Arms (128 Clapham Manor St, Clapham)
http://t.co/wPRZI1J0
25'th November, 2011

07:33

Off to Telligent's breakfast seminar, though already had a little
petit dejeuner, I am looking frwd to the feast of info;-)

08:21

RT @grantshapps: Abt to speak to #bbc4today - will ask why
they wrongly told listeners I'd pulled out of an i/v that was
never booked ...
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08:49

I'm at Nelson's Column (Trafalgar Square, London)
http://t.co/8ZJqTM8K

08:53

So who's crescent moon flag is flying next to the Union Jack
on Pall Mall this morning? http://t.co/CVsfZUbd

08:57

"@DerrenBrown: To my fellow insomniac followers: only 9
more sleeps til Christmas!" <ho, ho, ho

09:23

Just bumped into my cousin James at Sofitel St James on
Waterloo Place. Nice surprise to start the day! Wonder what
he's doing here?

10:01

@telligent thanks for the breakfast seminar this
morning..looking forward to hearing more:-)

10:16

Social media means news and products find you, the
individual, via social networks..

10:28

RT @foreignoffice: RT @cabinetofficeuk: New Cyber Security
Strategy published today http://t.co/sIXM4xWc #LondonCyber

10:39

@DalaiLama "Developing inner values is like physical
exercise. The more we train our abilities, the stronger they
become." <+ serendipity?

10:43

@mikebutcher there is an easy way round paywalls u know:-)

10:53

Don't make my mistake with customers in delivering what you
think they'll want most, rather than asking first what they want
and delivering!
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10:54

Instead take it step by step, and listen and talk in the
language of your customer..

11:33

I'm at Sofitel London St James (6 Waterloo Pl., at Pall Mall,
London) http://t.co/KlknyL4G

11:38

@TextproviderUK ok i checked with cousin James and he
agrees with your answer. Your winning prize is a top tie from
Lewin's;-)

15:38

RT @mstafford: #minibar Q http://t.co/O7oZB9XH

17:36

I'm at Occupy Leicester (High St, Leicester LE1, Leicester)
http://t.co/RozDADK5

17:56

Playing both ends to the middle, putting Occupy Leicester on
4Sq, and silent attendee of the investment minibar thks to
Barnaby! #minibar

18:41

"He's either a bad professor, or a poor liar" - a line from Dr.
No.

19:40

Nice one eBay - thanks to their customer service centre - they
guided me through to using Advanced Search to get the
seller's phone number!

21:14

"@GlRLTHINGS: Those annoying girls who always try to flirt
with guys who have girlfriends. Go away." < #13again lol
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26'th November, 2011
10:34

I just ousted @danfrommars as the mayor of The Corn
Exchange on @foursquare! http://t.co/NgSntiGz

10:34

I'm at The Corn Exchange (Market Square, Leicester)
http://t.co/6pAZJm4j

12:34

Sitting in a NHS walking centre with Shirls. Leicester vs
Portsmouth later;-)

19:14

RT @NASA: #MSL LIFTOFF! Curiosity is on its way to Mars!

19:47

Watching 'Interstate 60'...

21:15

"@iamwill: "Reach for the stars" is a song I wrote for this
NASA launch...when the rover lands in aug. 2012...#system"
<#system_backup

21:51

I'm at Swan Rushes (Infirmary Square, Leicester)
http://t.co/hEnGWZJE
27'th November, 2011

10:22

I'm at The Cotton Mill (35 King St, Leicester)
http://t.co/AFqmDTJL

17:24

I'm at St Margaret's Bus Station (Gravel Street, Leicester)
http://t.co/XwsUVn4s
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18:05

Hoping to see new film 'Take Shelter' this week, pop into the
Science Museum, and dodge St Andrew's Day Massacre
(gen. strike) if poss;-)

20:08

I'm at Golders Green Bus Station http://t.co/LE1gA7jX

20:33

Oh look a bunch of fools who ran into our National Express
coach a few mins from our destination! #onlyonasunday
http://t.co/jTc4sM3T
28'th November, 2011

09:01

"@PauloFurtado: Study: Erratic Weather On The Rise |
@scoopit http://t.co/j6R2n1dv" <studies of erratic weather on
the rise too, thus...

13:10

Spotted, the Office Depot truck off Drury Lane, via the
Subway window... http://t.co/qd2QGpZw

15:11

@stuartgh Plz go to http://t.co/9u5B2WkF + spot my pics of
Office Depot vans around London. Feel free to 'Like' to help
get it moving!
29'th November, 2011

08:56

Oops had a good nite's sleep and woke up late..Apps World at
Olympia today, including plenty of 'networking' - sure beats
#RSNA in Chicago!

09:38

Nice Xmas display at Coutt's - merry Xmas!
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09:48

Wow stacks of 50 party selection little bites on offer at £3 at M
Covent Garden!

11:27

Wow, so $100 Billion valuation for Facebook?

12:12

Hi I am working on a location based quizz which been d'vlpd
by a friend of mine - so looking for a creatively inspired
developer. #appsworld

14:25

@namethatplace Yep 80 Long Acre:-)

14:27

The 'old post office'. But where aboutw is this giant Victorian
building in London hidden? #namethatplace
http://t.co/EHCtKX3l

14:28

@namethatplace check out my latest quiz pic of a huge old
Victorian post office - click #namethatplace

14:31

@namethatplace bummer, it's around there, I'm going to
check it in person tomorrow when I walk past on the way to
M:-)

14:36

@namethatplace I'd like the chance to win my fav film from
this year 'Easy A'..so finger's crossed!

14:44

Just got email spam: "Don't miss out on becoming a Zen
master!" Too late, got the zen thing covered; how about the
DVD for 'Easy A'?
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14:56

4 times, 'Hidden Heroes' bk app: "There is insufficient
availability to accommodate your party at the selected date
and time." #science

14:59

@namethatplace North, close to a major exhibition venue
(clue;-)

15:01

"@Bear_Faced: I'm at Waitrose (36 Harborough Rd., Oadby)
http://t.co/BMlUw4FW" <the plain minced pies are top rated by
Which? dont u know!

15:04

Phew, finally got it sorted for 23rd December at the Science
Museum to view 'Hidden Heroes'..

15:17

@namethatplace OK, with a little help from 'Streetview', the
back of the venue and the corner of the PO:-)
http://t.co/iljOjLxU

15:49

@amoyal I am with you on the Soho vs Shoreditch, though do
quite like the Mother building on Redchurch street for
minibars:-)

16:37

@namethatplace Congrats. You win a dvd of choice!

16:45

I'm at The Kia Oval (Kennington Oval, Surrey County Cricket
Club, London) http://t.co/Lqg26fdR

18:28

RT @evgenymorozov: Zuckerberg mentions "control" in this
blog post more often than Foucault in his entire oeuvre
http://t.co/qcJe03LF
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19:56

RT @ChefScottHayes: "If opportunity doesn't knock, build a
door." ~Milton Berle

21:20

I'm at Bread Roses (68 Clapham Manor St, btwn Shamrock
Voltaire, London) http://t.co/M9o6wpfN

21:26

@MarkOneinFour i get that.

21:50

"@foxblogger: Leicester 2-0 Blackpool: Whisper it quietly, but
Leicester are in the top six for the first time in 18 months.
#lcfc" <wow!
30'th November, 2011

09:39

@nomnom_bristol Very big congrats on your opening today.
Hope it's a St Andrew's Day to remember! #bristol

10:19

Spot the PCS double decker strike bus moving along the
Strand, past the end of Southampton Street..#n30
http://t.co/sjU4LnGB

10:51

Thought you should know - "Why the Internet Won’t Get You
Any More Friends", with Professor R.I.M. Dunbar, 7 Dec, See
http://t.co/Rbzf2kJH

12:11

The strike march passes the BCS along the Strand;-) #n30
http://t.co/fO5wbVQk

12:45

Trying to score double double points with new pic of marchers
and location quiz! #namethatplace
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12:50

Where is the Rapid Response van hiding?! #namethatplace
#n30 http://t.co/nUJTCR3r

12:54

"@LouiseBrown: @stuartgh that's on Kingsway, just up from
Aldwych" <correct, Louise! #namethatplace

14:41

5 things you can do to achieve word of mouth
http://t.co/2SLvHjSh

17:08

Thinking about wearing my new TM Lewin tie on Friday for my
special biz mtg in Rutland:-)

17:16

RT @LouiseBrown: Come and check out the new
@peoplesvoice website at http://t.co/653fgch8 - do tell us
what you think

17:45

I'm at The Ship (116 Wardour Street, London)
http://t.co/JHBxePIu

22:51

Watching the film 'Brick' properly for the first time. Got a Unite
banner as a souvenir from the day. And won 'Easy A' dvd on
eBay. G'nite!
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December

1'st December, 2011
11:42

@bengoldacre yeah you're not going to Leicester (he
whinged;-) - and nor would u want to (he joked;-)

12:57

test - LIVE at http://t.co/0PcJYvj8

12:57

test - LIVE at http://t.co/Au7DJvho

13:08

stuartgh is broadcasting LIVE at http://t.co/Ft8dwOcT

14:35

Check this video out -- Throwable Panoramic Ball Camera
http://t.co/qibsuIlt via @youtube

16:00

@brewdog hey my fav beer dudes, is the camden opening on
for Saturday 11th? Cheers!

16:30

@Esporis thanks for the @klout - hope you're having a great
day!

16:51

I'm at BCS - The British Computer Society (5 Southampton
Street, London) http://t.co/eN7LvN4R

19:44

Watching 'The Hidden' from 1987. And drinking a wee bottle
of @brewdog.

19:55

RT @TheCR: Yes, collaboration can be work, scary lead to
great innovation "Eight Dangers of Collaboration" from
@nilofer via HBR http: ...
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19:56

RT @hrheingold: Getting involved with Whole Earth was
natural after Reed - both were about thinking, learning for
yourself, challenging ...

22:14

Kind of funny 9/11 joke on Family Guy tonite..
2'nd December, 2011

10:16

Which busy London thoroughfare which includes 2 mainline
stations is this gothic landmark to be found? #namethatplace
http://t.co/u0P56r0f

10:23

@coffeemarketing Hmm, the stations clue is key to unlocking
the locale, esp if I said there were 3 stns to be 100% acc' on
the thoroughfare.

10:28

Yep that last clue for the location, - make it on a busy road
with 3 mainline stations (1 stn name combines the 2)
..#namethatplace

12:12

Great to combine my prior eBay experience with Shirl's
Harrow Green logistics, in setting up my ladder delivery with
http://t.co/MaQvBeGf

12:24

As I'm probably going to be in London nxt weekend I guess I
better figure out where are the Xmas party is for old hipsters
like me is:-)

12:26

RT @Highcross: BBC Radio Leicester are broadcasting live
from the centre now on the lower mall. Come down and say hi
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12:57

Thanks Sage UK for saying a big "hello" after the Start-up
Show. And also nice to see the ICAEW in force at the Olympia
event. Cheers!

13:00

"@BrewDogCamden: @stuartgh @brewdog Nope. Saturday
10th, I'm afraid!" <ah hah, the 10th! I will attend, cheers!

13:06

I just became the mayor of Occupy Leicester on @foursquare!
http://t.co/PuIPV4Dt

13:06

I'm at Occupy Leicester (High St, Leicester LE1, Leicester)
http://t.co/K3aXVeTM

13:21

"@namethatplace: RT: @PaulBaldovin @Thehodge
st.pancras station? Over to you @stuartgh" <yep, opposite St
Pancras Euston fire stn:-)

13:43

@Thehodge @namethatplace @PaulBaldovin yes indeed a
dvd or indeed vhs from our private library. Any genre u prefer
sir? http://t.co/q6O4kwMp

14:56

"@brewdog: Punk IPA and a @BigAppleHotDogs. You?
#lunchtweet" <co_op's finest cut price pizza while watching
'Nine Queens' on dvd;-)

15:44

Watch out for murphy's law and the law if Friday afternoon trip
ups!

17:40

Drinking a pint of Nip in Oakham's 'Grainstore'
pub-cum-brewery nxt to the railway station! #tgif
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17:44

I'm at Grainstore Brewery (Station Approach, Oakham)
http://t.co/kJAz46TV

17:56

RT @Scottwilsonecho: #England drawn with Ukraine, Sweden
and France. #euro2012

18:07

RT @TheSunFootball: Topless protesters outside Euro 2012
stadium http://t.co/z92Y0jOE #football #Euro2012

18:09

RT @NASA: As a Star Trek alien silica is bad, but it's good as
a tool in NASA's hands. Guess why at Test Your Knowledge
http://t.co/bFVHy5BA

18:11

@doctorow Per @CraigyFerg in Dec Playboy: "Writing a
novel is like having sex with a gorilla. You're not done until the
gorilla is done.""""

18:48

Got to say that the Triumph Tiger (starting at £7,229) lks
mighty appealing. Yes, I ave a (big)bike licence. Yes, its a
Leicester(shire) co!

19:18

As Shirls says just 'cause u come from Brazil doesn't mean u
dont like cold weather;-)

19:49

On to a pint on Blue Moon at The Pub on New Walke. Oh, a
burger comes with a choice of Red Leicester or Stilton. You
dont get that in McD's!
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3'rd December, 2011
08:14

I'm awake. Not quite sure how that happend. But guessing the
imminent delivery of a sturdy tree house ladder has something
to do with it!

08:23

In defence of Jeremy Clarkson what he was satirising was the
BBC's amusing concept of 'balance'... http://t.co/63UkwVTd

08:51

I'm at The Cotton Mill (35 King St, Leicester)
http://t.co/NVTyNZP4

11:50

"Santa, I can explain.." cheeky text on ladies' red xmas top
spotted at Primark today..been one of those years, hasn't it?

11:51

"@DavidGurteen: If you hold a cat by the tail, you learn things
that cannot be learned in any other way. Mark Twain
http://t.co/Els3nsmT"

15:21

La Dolce Video: http://t.co/NXEw4IqL <how 'art' came to the
rescue of one NY video store owner, in the shape of Salemi in
Sicily. WOW!

16:43

@camilla_wnw my local Triumph dealership is just a few miles
from the factory. I may just wonder down there to see what
bikes are good to go

20:01

There's no arguing with James Bond film theme songs...

20:07

"@cpeedell: BMA has abandoned "critical engagement" in
favour of "total opposition" to the #healthbill #NHS" <ouch!
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21:55

@ethannadelmann Maybe you should write to the UK's Royal
Society who awarded her a prize last yr, if you feel she is in
fact 'unscientific'.

22:15

"@kim: The fastest growing state in the U.S. is the state of
denial." <pretty sure you're wrong about that kim;-)
4'th December, 2011

07:59

RT @SLSingh: Cock up upon cock up MT @lecanardnoir: On
220th Birthday, Observer attacks teen blogger who told truth
about Burzynski http ...

14:37

Was thinking of nipping round to the local Triumph dealership
before the sight of my scruffy blue shoes said 'no'..lol
http://t.co/eC15URS0

15:08

@SueOnTheWeb Ted Baker cut price specials from TK Maxx!

17:31

I'm at Leicester Clock Tower (Haymarket, Church Gate,
Leicester) http://t.co/0DeZDaC2

19:09

(serious voice..) I like to travel low profile, keep off the grid..
So National Express watching 'Die Hard 4.0' it is!
http://t.co/8YLfkS2w

19:55

Er, laptop power just cut off when McClane shouts "hacker
jerk-off!"... my 'psychic' dvd player speaks;-)
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20:36

"@washingtonpost: Former Brazil soccer captain Socrates
dies at 57 http://t.co/V5kJI0R7" <note his campaign vs player
passivity before games
5'th December, 2011

09:10

@camilla_wnw very good Triumph idea. I am seriously
mulling it over as I stand here in Trafalgar Square this
morning! http://t.co/jKAEW3hc

09:20

Carlsberg truck spotted on the other side of the Covent
Garden xmas tree this morning;-) Cheers!
http://t.co/Of5ZCpCo

10:38

@camilla_wnw sounds like another product idea:-)

11:50

@namethatplace @Carlsberg_UK thanks for the festive RT!

14:28

I'm at BCS - The British Computer Society (5 Southampton
Street, London) [pic]: http://t.co/VcIpeUPR

15:28

RT @namethatplace: Today's compo features a significant
and luxurious destination in central London.
http://t.co/lTXfDYUO

23:30

Met an entreprenuer (female) a little worried the startup
process was changing her (more male). Not a prob' for Anita
Roddick, I said!
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6'th December, 2011
08:42

Wow McD's looks like the inside of a space station its so
techie-sque! http://t.co/lK61JG2V

09:59

Google Adds Graphical Math Calculator To Search Results
http://t.co/cUZghCta via @sengineland

10:39

@namethatplace thanks for the RT - in case anyone is
wondering that's McD's on The Strand:-)

15:13

I'm at BCS - The British Computer Society (5 Southampton
Street, London) http://t.co/TjmhufVd

15:29

In a happy mood, not snappy, happy. <so bought the domain
http://t.co/jY8suzBi - which now redirects me straight to my
flickr page:-)

19:18

@Brett ..apart from the original 'The Thing'?

19:37

@Brett you sound like you know horror films, what would u
reco3+end a newbie like me?

19:54

@Brett cool. may just chk them out, thanks. U seen any comic
variants of the genre, eg 'Shaun of the Dead' or 'Young
Frankenstein'?!

20:54

I'm at Lyceum Tavern (354 Strand, London)
http://t.co/jtbygMR2
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7'th December, 2011
08:54

I'm at Hawksmoor Seven Dials (11 Langley St, at Shelton St,
London) http://t.co/WRSPw980

09:21

RT @mattrhodes: Putting the customer first: the 6 rules of
online engagement http://t.co/JmWDuxgQ

12:59

The sometimes comic art of ugc product reviews, on Amazon
http://t.co/qsFY2Qzl via @fastcompany

13:03

@isabellanicoli if u do get your hair short it's important to
tweet the pic too:-)

13:30

Doing my mini Harvard MBA - aka hanging out at the Brit
Library and re-listening to The Lean Startup audio book:-)
http://t.co/kPdQLbpY

14:07

"@Damian_fasciani: Eric Schmidt was amazing! Fantastic
Key Note!!!! #leweb11" <ah, that reminds me, thanks!

15:47

My crate of 'naked wines' has landed. Have you got yours in
for Xmas?! http://t.co/nRBLIHJb

18:12

RT @HarvardBiz - I Don't Understand What Anyone Is Saying
Anymore - Dan Pallotta - Harvard Biz Review:
http://t.co/4QhiOYSa <me neither!

18:49

RT @beatbloodcancer: RT: Good luck to Rik Basra
@Help4Rik_RT in his search for a bone marrow donor
http://t.co/OVVgp4iq. Fingers crossed ...
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19:14

"@citizenseye: “@Rory_Palmer: on @BBCLeicester tomorrow
just after 8am talking abt our £150,000 improvements to the
city centre bike park”
8'th December, 2011

09:16

Ah. Now I see what Santa for who he really is. A puppet of the
global logistics industry! #conspiracy #joke #xmas Happy
xmas logistics folks

10:06

I'm at Post Office (24 William IV St, Westminster)
http://t.co/UghDcpAQ

11:13

I'm at British Library (96 Euston Road, St Pancras) w/ 5 others
http://t.co/ufOaCKqh

15:00

When a guru's talking about the "non-linguistic structure of
activities" it's really god telling me it's a fab time to go for a
run! #leweb

16:16

"Failure's awesome", therefore I am awesome! #leweb

16:49

@mobileroadie good to see your Stephen O'Reilly just now
asking a cool question about start-ups at #leweb

17:12

After working for eBay I realise that brands are my friends:-)

17:25

Don't you just love speakers who are super confident! #leweb

17:48

Interesting hearing about power of reviews in mobile reviews
market:-) #leweb
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18:28

#nowplaying Marcus Garvey Spectacular by Bruno Blum,
Marcus Garvey on #deezer <a little bit xmassy:-)
http://t.co/ywQCjDjT

21:16

That BBC programme..'Horizon: Seeing Stars' was cute.
Loved the 'cosmic rays seen through closed eyes of the 1969
Apollo astronaut' element.

21:41

"@elle_croft: Anyone seeing fireworks over London? That's
for my work Christmas party!!!" <sniff, I dont have a xmas
party this yr. Ta!

22:32

@elle_croft thanks, great xmas fireworks!

23:20

"@euan: The biggest challenges clients face
http://t.co/hDTEWBst"
9'th December, 2011

00:15

"@honorharger: The physics rumour mill is in overdrive. It
looks like they might have spotted the #Higgs." <there's
some-thin in the air;-)

09:25

@NameThatPlace yep sounds good

12:13

I'm watching leweb's live broadcast on @Ustream! Come join
me http://t.co/MYtQaEYK !

12:14

RT @antonyslumbers: #LeWeb Renault launching 2 cars next
year with built in iPad type tablet.
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14:11

RT @brenthoberman: @sparker #leweb gd on challenge of
serial entrepreneurship ie u know how hard it is then u do it
again. And he only 32...

15:44

#nowplaying Dos Cosas Ciertas by Ozomatli on #deezer <Fun
band Ozomatli, with a bit of edge:-) http://t.co/nZG4Fctv

15:46

#nowplaying Mi Alma by Ozomatli on #deezer <this is a fun
example too:-) http://t.co/miq9z1l5

16:16

Brands are the new community. Love your brand, love your
community! PS: See you at the BrewDog launch in Camden
tomorrow! #brewdog #cmgr

20:03

I'm at Lamb and Flag (33 Rose St., London)
http://t.co/YdpCG9Dc

20:08

For some friday eve reason my brain just connected
'laboratory' with 'lavatory'..do I need help?
10'th December, 2011

08:53

@LE1Market is the market open on Saturday 24th
December? Hope so!

09:49

"@mikebutcher: @stefanstern @lucymarcus Chatter in Berlin
is that UK was smart to get out of the European project"
<lucky, more like;-)
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09:54

Anon streetwise dude begging cash 4 beer y'day described
viral WOM as a 'spiral' dynamic, rather than trad' network.
What's the ROI of that?

11:52

I'm at Shirley Stuart's Pad (Kennington, Greater London)
http://t.co/nfa04hDK

13:49

I'm at Long Acre (Long Acre, London) http://t.co/5bwxxJ5H

16:07

"@NameThatPlace: Name that place nr Oxford Street on
Xmas shopping Saturday! #london #namethatplace
http://t.co/tXWtCLZQ" <xmas quiz!

18:16

BT is testing the line. World cut off for a few minutes!

18:30

Cracking open Benjamin Darnault's A.O.P. Minervois, 2010,
thanks to Naked Wines... http://t.co/NLVgAUuw

18:53

I'm at Shirley Stuart's Pad (Kennington, Greater London)
http://t.co/Lst7GJBS

19:17

#nowplaying Telstar by The Spotnicks on #deezer <yeah
baby! http://t.co/yn3vO1cS
11'th December, 2011

12:37

I'm at Brixton Farmers' Market (Brixton Station Rd, Brixton) w/
2 others http://t.co/1B9QKh5x
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21:19

"@washingtonpost: Dressed as an airline pilot, Alec Baldwin
apologizes to himself on 'Saturday Night Live'
http://t.co/oaVKjq2K" <ok!

21:21

"@GDyer: Hmmmm why do they always make the winners'
song a real durge? Can't they cover 'Jump Around' or
something? #xfactor" <so its sad;-)
12'th December, 2011

07:11

Great moonlit morning sky over London right now. #london

07:21

"@davewiner: Krugman: Depression and Democracy.
http://t.co/UV9spZVy" <thanks, now I really am depressed;-)

07:22

@MarkKleinmanSky 'light-touch-...paper'

08:31

@NameThatPlace I am OK after a quiet weekend. Cheers!

10:44

RT @Telegraph Google's London office: inspirational or waste
of money? http://t.co/vlNTvthG <it may help the average but
not top programmers

11:13

RT @NameThatPlace: Good morning folks and a very happy
Monday to all! This morning's #NameThatPlace comes to you
from a hotel... http:// ...

17:36

I'm at BCS - The British Computer Society (5 Southampton
Street, London) http://t.co/kExsZLXm

18:13

@dahowlett bannister design?
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18:43

http://t.co/tEXRt63O <hmm, seems the price comparison
shopping space is changing;-)

19:16

At a talk on shares and start-ups. I am thinking 'cart' and
'horse'..

21:41

Combining drive and super discipline is tougher than it
sounds. My brother has it, and has his own company. My
combo isn't yet in business..
13'th December, 2011

08:21

@LE1Market Thanks, sprouts here we come!

10:25

"The enemy of innovation is the cash cow:..there is a great
temptation to focus on milking today’s cow rather than
nurturing tomorrow’s."

14:19

Portas reveals her 28 recommendations to revive the high
street | News | Retail Jeweller: http://t.co/gu7ipIQy via
@AddThis

18:00

I'm at Shirley Stuart's Pad (Kennington, Greater London)
http://t.co/wqG3MY0A
14'th December, 2011

09:13

Which Nottinghill cafe am I sitting in for latte coffee right now?
#namethatplace http://t.co/htmxwg6E
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09:16

I'm at Notting Hill Gate (Notting Hill Gate, London)
http://t.co/ODnXF3T8

09:35

RT @FreshNetworks: How the proposed 2012 EU directive on
data privacy could impact social media http://t.co/xfBGD29K

11:11

So what is the Grand Prix Merchanics Charities Trust all
about?

15:36

@NathGaveau Likewise Nathalie, good to meet you and hear
about Shopcade's exciting plans. Looking forward to meeting
up again next week!

23:03

RT @NECSI: Our work identifying #market #manipulation
http://t.co/K4onK7pX: If the SEC missed a $6B bear raid, what
else are they missing
15'th December, 2011

08:52

I'm at The Euston Tap (190 Euston Rd, Camden Town)
http://t.co/pKt8aOIk

09:23

What railway station in London has a giant Xmas tree made
out of LEGO? #namethatplace http://t.co/T8VkjC8b

10:44

"@EY_Eurozone: Bleak mid winter for #Eurozone with mild
recession in H1 2012. #Unemployment unlikely to fall below
10% until 2015." <ouch!
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10:46

"@ThinkingFox: Yesterday it was 39 years since man last
walked on the Moon. Today it's 45 years since Walt Disney
died." < tmrw it's Friday

11:02

I am running a bit slow today, though as a result I found the
neat individual contact functionality in FourSquare!

14:43

Listening to some great videos from Radian6 conf 'Social
2011' earler this yr.

15:21

@Radian6_UK My pleasure, I can really see the value of the
new semantic Insights tool, in helping discern the relevant
conversations:-)

15:41

I've finally hit the Klout score of 40. I improved it by 2 points
over the past day (..with a bit of interaction)!
http://t.co/HR9ynpQz
16'th December, 2011

11:22

RT @danhanley: #Salesforce buys #Rypple
http://t.co/fzkF9an8 provides #gamification of HR and
performance management

12:09

With a bit of NYer inspiration I'm hoping Tesla UK will pick up
the 'dog n bone' and arrange my Xmas test drive!
http://t.co/AwqCo2mz

14:06

@NameThatPlace Cheers to that business priority! #tesla
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17:20

RT @zynga: To all our employees, players, friends family who
made this day possible – Thanks for playing! This is just the
beginning # ...

23:51

Goodnight all!
17'th December, 2011

11:19

@BTCare To say thanks, we got it sorted after a call to BT
Broadband Customer Services.

11:23

It looks ordinary, but its actually a famous celeb hangout in
w.London. But can u guess what it is? #namethatplace
http://t.co/72XUtEno

11:29

@darkthefb thanks: Tesla the man, and the car rules!

12:01

At Tesla UK admiring the cars, and the sun reflecting off the
driveway:-) http://t.co/pjFl1i0f

18:12

Top ten advantages of a Tesla Roadster vs conventional cars,
and why it should be in the next James Bond movie!
http://t.co/LTZCrVpD

21:19

Watching the Big Lebowski, again..
18'th December, 2011

18:16

I'm at Clapham Picturehouse for Sherlock Holmes: A Game of
Shadows (76 Venn St, Clapham Common)
http://t.co/84yd7eSk
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18:22

@dahowlett yeah i heard similar things so preparing with a
pint of Freedom Pilsner in the local pub first:-)
19'th December, 2011

07:21

Rome wasn't built in a day, it was built in 1897! (Ref to
explosive start of industrial soc, I was reminded of with the
new Sherlock Holmes)

14:30

I'm at Kennington Park (Kennington Park Rd, Lambeth)
http://t.co/BiYIpib4

15:45

RT @triumphleiceste: RT @MotorcycleHeads Argentina
confirmed on 2013 calendar, MotoGP will return to South
America ... http://t.co/34hvJbdK

21:34

I'm at BrewDog Camden (113 Bayham St, Greenland St,
Camden Town) http://t.co/IZwNe1c2
20'th December, 2011

09:04

Just walked past a dude at 9am wearing shades, with a
whistle around his neck, dancing to headphone music! Happy
alt. xmas?

14:13

Confirmed! I'm speaking on how communities can bring
shoppers together around products deals, at Social Media
World Forum in March. #smwf
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15:14

I just connected my klout account with http://t.co/aODQZXFl.
Join me, have http://t.co/aODQZXFl added to your @klout! too
for Xmas:-)

17:16

RT @jenn_seeley: {Video} #HappyHolidays from the Radian6
Community Team!! (please share, I'm gonna be FAMOUS!)
http://t.co/PiSBmX87
21'st December, 2011

07:06

Tesla's S new model for 2012 coming to you for $49,000, on
the road - http://t.co/GQVXp6ZD

09:09

I'm at McDonald's (34-35 Strand, London) http://t.co/p2qzIN9d

09:51

I'm at BCS - The British Computer Society (5 Southampton
Street, London) http://t.co/u8Fho8Oy

14:25

RT @rhappe: If you haven't seen @dhinchcliffe's 2012 social
business predictions, it's an excellent synopsis:
http://t.co/WjsWxFj2 #socbiz

19:42

"@foxblogger: The Guardian asked what I made of Leicester's
season so far. This is what I told them. #lcfc
http://t.co/C3ZBzCdq" <top view..

22:11

And so thats why I dont take nice pics of Fedex vans!
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22'nd December, 2011
09:27

I'm in the City, nr a Tower with a numbr in its name which 'Mr
Hitchhiker's Guide' used as 'The Answer'. #namethatplace
http://t.co/JqqfU8zx

13:15

@audible_com Here's hoping you can find the 'ghost in the
machine' which re-started my cancelled trial membership.
Sounds like a glitch?!

15:39

http://t.co/vT6P6fHo via @fastcompany <innovating the online
price comparison industry is this grad dropouts next
challenge. Good luck sir!

16:53

I'm at Zeitgeist @ The Jolly Gardeners (49-51 Black Prince
Rd., Lambeth) http://t.co/QHWoduPE

16:57

Good deal at NY's eve at the Zeitgeist Pub on Black Prince
Rd. All u can drink £55 incl champers. Soundz zuperb.
#london

17:41

@mikebutcher Sorry, I use deezer.com...

17:56

"@GuyKawasaki: Taxidermist busted for making bizarre
animal hybrids http://t.co/Qhq0kkFD" >ok, but it was art,
right?!

18:07

http://t.co/DEZe7VwS <its about climate change, and more,
much more;-)
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18:29

"@whitehouse: Obama: Anyone who knows what it’s like to
stretch a budget knows that... #40dollars can make all the
difference in the world."
23'rd December, 2011

11:01

Nice to see that the 360 from Vauxhall goes via the Science
Museum to the Royal Albert Hall...

11:14

Spotted traffic warden giving a UPS van a ticket!

11:20

Yes, one red 'Millenium Products' taxi spotted on Chelsea
Bridge Road:-)

13:29

I'm at Science Museum (Exhibition Rd., London) w/ 2 others
http://t.co/CvSuhcFP

13:29

I just unlocked the "London Calling" badge on @foursquare!
http://t.co/zup4avUN

15:59

I'm at St Pancras Intl. Station (STP) - Domestic Lines (St
Pancras International Station, Pancras Rd., London)
http://t.co/453qUVMd

19:11

I'm at The Cotton Mill (35 King St, Leicester)
http://t.co/vWyslpqJ
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24'th December, 2011
11:02

Choo, choo! Thanks to East Midlands Trains for a smooth ride
up to Leicester last night. Happy Xmas!

11:25

Activated my deezer.com trial in time for Xmas - aka - getting
Shirls danxing to flamenco-egyptian mix track;-)

15:12

@tigerreuseit good luck sleeping rough...tip: find a lucky
charm, anything simple will do, for the eve;-)

15:14

Merry Christmas to all the Stuart Hall's around the world!

16:06

I'm at Pricebusters (Queens road leicester, Leicester)
http://t.co/v3JX4jno

17:41

Drinking German micro-brewery 'Steph Weiss' wheat beer,
listening to Burning Spear...

20:50

Watching 'Easy A' for fun. Like the refs to eighties films.
Havent I seen that dof on her bed in some hotel in Paris off
the Rue Jean J R?!

20:53

"@NRE_SWT: Last trains are already running on some
routes. Make sure you don't miss yours!" <that's not a
metaphor, similie or parable;-)
25'th December, 2011
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13:03

OK, so I cheated, lked up Reed College on wikipedia, to see
that Steve Jobs dropped out, then I recalled Howard
Rheingold also an alumni:-)

14:17

The 'Collector' in me just bought 10 Vintage Computer Punch
Cards Selection Post WW VGC (craft activities?)
http://t.co/LeTBVqfb :happy xmas

16:18

The Office Depot ref episode of Futurama captured in glorious
trainer-vision.. http://t.co/1Ov2NNDv

21:38

RT @NeilDiamond: Merry Christmas Everybody!! Neil

21:46

Just turned my old eBay usb into an extra 2GB of RAM thanks
to Windows 7 Speed Booster. Thats what happens when I get
xmassy with my laptop!

21:50

Correction ma'am/sir. That neat bit of Win7 software to
increase RAM with your usb, is called ReadyBooster.

21:54

http://t.co/Xn3YuxEw <enjoy;-)
26'th December, 2011

12:46

I'm at Highcross Centre (Leicester) http://t.co/hY7LHm4Z

15:11

I'm at Leicester City Football Ground http://t.co/z8igGj7W

16:02

I've been asked to say ... Discover the album Brass Bands in
Balkan Folk Music by lots Artists on #deezer - thanks:-)
http://t.co/8c8TCr9m
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16:55

Quick reading the wikipedia page on the HMS Titanic for its
centenary in 2012. Isn't there a small museum in Canada
which contains a clue?

17:30

@nigellegg It wasn't a warship, though its sister ship HMS
Britannic (retro-fitted after Titanic's demise) was the largest
ship sunk in WW1.

17:33

"@FoxesTalk: Ipswich Post Match: 1-1: Disappointing result
at home; same old story. Thoughts? http://t.co/Mjkk4fU1 #lcfc
#leicester" <beer?

17:59

@nigellegg Well indeed, RMS Titanic. Though t'was HMHS
Britannic..His/Her Majesty's Hospital
Ship..http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/S…

18:37

RT @tipexxed: My Leicester lists is out! http://t.co/YKaABdQ6
▸ Top stories today via @stuartgh @lordbonkers @oakhamuk
@sweepingnation @ ...
27'th December, 2011

02:00

158am here in Leicester UK and reading twitter and not
watching cricket. Heaven...

16:48

I'd be tempted to try Sky TV's £5 a month for 2 months' Movie
Package except my experience with http://t.co/FMmiDzPr
shows pleasure = pain..
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21:18

Love the way the Director of NCIS calls Condolezza Rice
'Connie' on the phone. Did they need to clear that with the
W.H? #tvtrivia
28'th December, 2011

16:36

Reading @HubSpot's new ebook, "How to Use Facebook for
Business: An Introductory Guide" for 2011
http://t.co/7QyKTGtX <no hugs, no learning!

18:49

10 Facebook for Business Best Practices: thanks to Hubspot
http://t.co/uHrpKqCu <with a few pithy comments examples
from me:-)
29'th December, 2011

11:04

I'm at Leicester Railway Station (LEI) (London Rd., Leicester)
w/ 2 others http://t.co/5UZqOoA1

12:04

Great that Rory Sutherland got to speak at Wired 2011: I
wanted to book him to speak at eBay! #wireduk

13:26

I'm at Old Red Lion (42 Kennington Park Rd, London)
http://t.co/6Q7FICtT

13:35

Retailers Try to Thwart Price Apps (eg eBay's RedLaser)
http://t.co/tPIDDych via @WSJ <PS: paste the title into
Google to jump the f-wall:-)
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13:42

RT @SuzanneStull: Facebook Update iPhone App to Include
Timeline http://t.co/mcaedb8A you need to have it enabled
from your desktop firs ...

13:59

I'm at Expedia (407 St. John Street, London)
http://t.co/KvOQH8e6

16:56

Can anyone tell me the key difference between US
recommendations service Hunch, and UK-based upstart
start.it please (as I'd like to know)?
30'th December, 2011

12:16

I'm at Leicester Fruit Vegetable Market (Market Place,
Leicester) http://t.co/LCIOKjUn
31'st December, 2011

12:44

Thanks for the Annual Return reminder Companies House.
Deadline today. Done and done. Now listening to Abyssinians
on Deezer.com for fun:-)

12:48

Artisan Beer Tasting Session With Nibbles, Beer Mat Gift
Pack and Tasting Notes ... 60% Off at http://t.co/pXlJOpJe http://t.co/FokNwgji

13:48

I'm at Leicester Clock Tower (Haymarket, Church Gate,
Leicester) http://t.co/OcAgPQYL

17:17

@stuartgh btw the answer was 'Tower 42'. #namethatplace
<http://t.co/qDHIYJ2Z
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17:42

@ThinkingFox ah yes, the tower's footprint in the shape of the
bank's logo (thanks wikipedia:-)
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2012

January

1'st January, 2012
12:48

#nowplaying Apache by Incredible Bongo Band on #deezer my way of - just sayin' - happy new year:-) http://t.co/2jZ3IATI

13:24

Happy new year to Katy Perry... http://t.co/IzLKdp2S
2'nd January, 2012

09:40

Be good if the http://t.co/1Asy4Duq 'Advanced search'
included 'International shipping' in its 'Shipping options' page.
Cheers!

15:27

I'm at St Margaret's Bus Station (Gravel Street, Leicester)
http://t.co/HAadTBZh

16:41

On the M1 back to London after a 10 day break including
reading the Steve Jobs biog and planning trip to Italy in July
with Shirls.

22:06

Mousetrap product placement in Transformers 2? It's a long
story but there's a subsidiary in Rutland I've visited ;-)
http://t.co/GbtXk8lB
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3'rd January, 2012
09:40

Funny how only newspapers use the term 'pal' to mean friend.
As in 'Katy's new pal'..it saves on column inches don't you
know:-)

09:46

I'm at 90 Long Acre (90 Long Acre, London)
http://t.co/MxA2mKng

11:04

Is the threat to high st retailers from mobile price comparison
apps over-hyped? Add your view on the G+ community
http://t.co/r4L0GCvv

13:55

@OPAS1990 thanks I'll take a closer look at your re-directing
service:-)

16:31

"@metpoliceuk: Gary Dobson and David Norris found guilty of
the murder of Stephen Lawrence at Old Bailey today"
<congrats

17:05

@deezer Looking forward to the mobile version of
http://t.co/ZTjgu17r allowing full track play in the UK...

17:17

RT @eBayforCharity: RT @Raspberry_Pi: Raspberry Pi beta
board #10 has just broken the £2000 barrier on eBay. We are
flabbergasted. http: ...
4'th January, 2012

10:45

I'm at Kennington Park (Kennington Park Rd, Lambeth)
http://t.co/ylwvIfOh
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11:34

I'm watching NASAtelevision's broadcast on @Ustream! It's of
a meteor shower, don't you know in Texas. Come join me
http://t.co/Qyf1gcdI !

13:50

I'm at 90 Long Acre (90 Long Acre, London)
http://t.co/WPOV7CKo

16:05

Thanks to Google my <kw: mobile price comparison apps>
piece from this morning is already listed twice on the first
co.uk results page..

18:15

I'm at Kennington Park (Kennington Park Rd, Lambeth)
http://t.co/lUsc696I

21:28

My 2010 in pictures - all in just the first page of my Flickr
photostream via my own url: http://t.co/09ro7qKM

21:43

"@Ebay24s: EBay shares fall on word PayPal chief is leaving
- http://t.co/eO2sAldO http://t.co/IUyOU6gC" <hmm, i only
have 1 ebay share left
5'th January, 2012

11:26

And just to add another layer of complexity, here's a prediction
I pinched for a post on a similar topic in 2010, wh...
http://t.co/pzKtw1QJ

11:31

I'm at Portland House, 27th Floor http://t.co/EkW7CVu5
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11:35

The Case Against Facebook As A Community Platform
http://t.co/IcdWg96D <includes a nice discussion in comments
too..

11:52

Q: John Watton of Expedia on innovation http://t.co/XsvFpqyb
via @Econsultancy

15:09

20 Ways Social Media Is Like Your Crazy Ex - Radian6
http://t.co/206HtNwB via @Radian6

15:10

RT @USArmy: From #USArmy helicopter pilot to musician.
Congrats to Kris Kristofferson for receiving the #Veteran of the
Year award! http ...

15:19

Who said: "The battle of the next gen of Internet businesses
will be made up of who has more data and who knows how to
use it better.." ?

16:10

How to Profit from New ‘Showrooming’ Shopper Trend
http://t.co/zHGaQOmb via @marsattacks <..following my price
comparison piece y'day:-)

16:57

I'm at Burberry Global Headquarters (Horseferry Rd., London)
http://t.co/LxWse4kG

17:02

How To Be More Interesting (In 10 Simple Steps) - Forbes
http://t.co/n3pfxL6X <quite funny actually:-)

17:12

@richardbranson Sir, the term 'jammy bastard' might well be
Glaswegian in origin:-) http://t.co/TeT2ZKbh
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18:30

I just ousted @oliverogg as the mayor of Zeitgeist @ The Jolly
Gardeners on @foursquare! http://t.co/8SwNgaEk

18:30

I'm at Zeitgeist @ The Jolly Gardeners (49-51 Black Prince
Rd., Lambeth) http://t.co/NniyhsrN

19:44

@GPlus thanks! I have added a new question on the value of
'big data' to internet commerce today. Fingers' crossed for
some member replies..

20:17

If you ever visit Burberry HQ on Horseferry Rd check out the
latest giant pics in the foyer. The guy with the freckles is
superb!

21:28

@GPlus Cheers, nothing so far on 'big data' Q, but v.good to
see a new considered response to the mobile price
comparison apps question:-)
6'th January, 2012

11:09

RT @jasonball: I am a @Seedcamp London Mentor - apply if
you are an early stage startup and want to make it big
http://t.co/RuFSUw6D

12:00

I'm at Cavendish Square Garden http://t.co/Q1ODy40Q

12:25

I'm at The Marylebone Hotel (47 Welbeck Street, London)
http://t.co/NVhgfJZu

14:55

I'm at Angel in the Fields (37 Thayer Street, Marylebone,
London) http://t.co/t3KrSDjb
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15:23

Made eye contact with a lady with love in her brown eyes,
walking down Regent Street, this afternoon. #london

15:27

I'm at Freggo (27-29 Swallow Street, Picadilly, London)
http://t.co/O5xQclJO

21:23

Retweet thanks @GPlus: Thx for the mentions RTs! #FF
@conwaycomms @RTouchPoints @stuartgh @kelsMCox
@socialrati @kristinafarrah @iology

23:48

"@emilychangtv: Citi's Mark Mahaney says "maybe Yahoo
should have hired someone more focused on value creation""
<value comes from big data?
7'th January, 2012

11:48

Enjoyed BBC doc on Facebook. Did better than film which
claimed '$1bn is cool'. Doc says its turning dwn $1bn offer is
real proof of cool!

11:58

Good morning, just!

12:14

@ecomunidades I was wrong in 2000 when I was asked to
write a piece about Linux in the enterprise and didn't include
SAP. What a sap I was!

12:47

Spotted the 'Friendship' link for first time on Wall posts on FB
which links to page charting your relationship. Clever
addition..
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13:32

I'm at Zeitgeist @ The Jolly Gardeners (49-51 Black Prince
Rd., Lambeth) http://t.co/0RRQGZkF

13:41

"@foxblogger: Forest v Leicester: Forest have lost their last
four at home, Leicester have won just one of their last six.
#lcfc"<comeonlcfc

14:07

RT @kingscrossuk: Why did TfL's killer junction not measure
up to TfL's own London Cycle Design Standards?
http://t.co/2W5LEena #cycling

14:14

@bengoldacre And how successfully does it
inter/weave/connect the politics and the personal..yes I had to
study Thatcherism at Cambridge;-)

15:05

@DamienFranco ..art is selectively connecting snippets of
nature through conscious action? Sorry, I've been drinking
Weihenstephan beer;-)

15:34

Which main London bridge am I walking across?
#namethatplace http://t.co/ohoP5suF

17:02

RT @StanLCFC: Forest 0-0 Leicester was the only goalless
draw in all the 3pm kick-offs today. #unique #lcfc #nffc

20:01

Finally using Unrevoked found a relatively simple way to root
my phone, and Titanium to backup data online..
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8'th January, 2012
11:45

Thanks to Barclay's my tenners from their atm have
consequtive serial numbers. I am so nerd I had to check!

12:51

I'm at Angel in the Fields (37 Thayer Street, Marylebone,
London) http://t.co/oPOA9pnL

18:52

I spotted a street in London with its sign half built over - I
challenge you to #namethatplace http://t.co/VvSh2YUq clue:
Off TCrtRd

19:06

@LouiseBrown Correct Louise! In this G-StreetView you can
see both the half and the full streetsign: http://t.co/N255OcTN

23:03

Saturday Night Live - Chronicles of Narnia (Lazy Sunday) Video - http://t.co/vJdgolUo: http://t.co/7OCBuJjw via
@AddThis
9'th January, 2012

08:34

I'm at Kennington Park (Kennington Park Rd, Lambeth)
http://t.co/7ldOnS7B

18:52

Awkward mo': u believe the house gossip only to find out your
housemate is *not* half Colombian. I was going to ask about
the wikileaks..

21:40

I'm at Cleaver Square (Kennington, London)
http://t.co/J0t4Nw26
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21:57

M4_u Convention Jan 2012 | Max/MSP for users European
Conference, Phoenix Square, Leicester, LE1 1TG, UK
http://t.co/8TX5yTut
10'th January, 2012

08:22

Can't get a press pass to hear Eric Ries on the 16th. Can't
make it to Ries event on 12th as beers 4 big brother, in town
4BETT2012. Shucks!

10:03

Set up cloud hosting with Amazon. Spotted a Harrow Green
van on the way in. Assad on TV. Seems the day has started:-)

11:07

Beware - men working overhead! http://t.co/qbo86MfK

11:48

@politicshomeuk I wonder if Ed Miliband is a tad too
'metropolitan' for most voters. Even Tony Blair had his
constituency 'up north'..

12:43

Stephen Hawking: 'Women are a complete mystery' Telegraph http://t.co/axcZTLHN <social sci is great for
understanding women; helped me:-)

16:42

@ericries thanks Eric, email sent, finger's crossed!

18:48

I'm at The Marylebone Hotel (47 Welbeck Street, London)
http://t.co/ogk4BjHY

19:16

RT @EdRoberts: The new world of social search is here.
Google+ value has now gone up ten-fold.
http://t.co/qBcdzADN
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11'th January, 2012
11:57

Grace Christian toppled Stuart Hall 56-24 on Tuesday night in
boys' basketball action. <Take that for sending me your *.org
emails to *.com!

11:59

I'm at BCS - The British Computer Society (The Davidson
Building, 5 Southampton Street, London) http://t.co/hpmtjR8M

12:43

I'm at Regus - Covent Garden (90 Long Acre, Covent Garden,
London) http://t.co/PlBwpUZ1

14:57

Revolution 2.0 is coming soon to a store near you
http://t.co/lDJdVPCV

16:52

C'mon, is there a pub in Kennington where Charlie Chaplin did
not frequent?! #london
12'th January, 2012

07:42

Running past St Agnes Church last nite got me wondering
where God was? And sure enough back at the flat there was
a leter to Mr Jesus H.....

10:27

Facebook's share of UK social networking declines Telegraph http://t.co/dRMAGEzC via @Telegraph

13:21

I'm at The Marylebone Hotel (47 Welbeck Street, London)
http://t.co/RfZw1jm7
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14:02

Oh finally I get what GMV stands for, thanks to the report on
eBay's John Donahoe's GMV prediction of $8bn in mobile
sales in 2012.

14:28

I had to read the full set of help pages on MS file
permissioning, before I could figure out how to unzip my coat
after the zipper jammed!

16:48

1 man armed only with a GSOH a bike attempts 171
Starbucks in 24 hours across NY: http://t.co/xYa4H3DI via
@youtube
13'th January, 2012

09:56

Lady in the foreground, Office Depot van behind. But opposite
which London police station was it taken? #namethatplace
http://t.co/9HjLtN8M

12:03

BBC News - Star Trek-style 'tricorder' invention offered $10m
prize http://t.co/WjkNLno7 <now that's what I call a real
challenge:-)

13:02

I just became the mayor of Portland House, 27th Floor on
@foursquare! http://t.co/Pde6Ot0V

13:02

I'm at Portland House, 27th Floor http://t.co/o3Vw5cMf

13:06

RT @ThePCCLondon: FRIDAY 13th SCHEDULE: Friday
13th: 18:45 | Friday 13th: Part 2: 20:50 | Friday 13th: Part 3
(2D): 22:25 | Friday 13th: ...
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14:26

Spotted. Silver 'Millenium' logo'd black cab, reg V184 kgu.
#namethattaxi

14:56

I'm at Google UK (123 Buckingham Palace Rd, London) w/ 3
others http://t.co/pwgUMuAa

15:05

Third 'Millenium Product' taxi spotted. This is a record!

15:40

@NameThatPlace A: and the answer is (tiny drum roll) - the
pic was taken outside Charing Cross Police
Station..#namethatplace

18:30

RT @BeccaAttfield: impressed with Richard O'Dwyer for
wearing a Mickey Mouse jumper to court..

18:33

I'm at Taylor Walker http://t.co/07ULXimZ

20:13

I'm at Victoria Coach Station (164 Buckingham Palace Rd.,
London) w/ 2 others http://t.co/LxjicHdc
14'th January, 2012

11:10

Return to find our union jack doormat stolen parcel with a
replacement oven bulb. Oh dear, back in the new silicon
valley, not! #leicester

11:49

"@sciencemuseum: Have you seen our #HiddenHeroes
exhibit - ...What objects couldn't you live without?" <earplugs!
..they're in the exhibit..
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21:23

Me thinks its a good idea to buy a new camera for 2012 to
capture this Olympic year in London..Office Depot USA is
sending me one for free.
15'th January, 2012

12:25

I am lost. What Leicester shopping centre am I standing in?!
#leicester #namethatplace http://t.co/J5QNJbF5

13:08

I've made plans for Eric Ries, The Lean Startup - London
Edition. 16th January 2012 - C1 http://t.co/FEG3OInn

17:18

I'm at St Margaret's Bus Station (Gravel Street, Leicester)
http://t.co/3DuLFSPd

18:08

via @TheAVClub http://t.co/wVOZD7G3 Big Fan <great film
about being a sports fan with no sense of humour!

19:30

I'm at London Gateway Services (M1, London)
http://t.co/z5nAe5lK

20:49

Nice to get a thank you email from the MLK Memorial for my
small donation to their fund! Meanwhile drinking some
birthday beer;-)

20:56

My android re-telling me I am 'Low on space' is so passive
aggressive hilarious!
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16'th January, 2012
12:37

Herding cats is another term for social science, perhaps:-)

13:03

RT @SpikeLee: I Would Like Us To Read Dr.King's I HAVE A
DREAM Speech.Please read Dr.King's LETTER FROM A
BIRMINGHAM JAIL On This MLK Na ...

13:07

Film guru Mark Kermode just wandered past..then I RT'd a
Spike Lee tweet. Now I am eating quiche. Who says Monday
is bad for the soul?!

13:21

RT @rwang0: MyPOV: Addition of @VivekKundra to the
#salesforce.com roster adds to @benioff brain trust
http://t.co/q3GVDXch #crm #socbiz ...

13:27

@williamheath What is HS2, Oh, hold on. I know. Its that new
train line thingy.

15:19

Cant believe I am telling Amazon's S3 storage not to upload
the file 'Prime Object' from the Lost Room scifi series. But I
only need the one

20:52

"@ericries: #BLNLean view from the stage
http://t.co/j3BiABeN" <+ there's me wearing an orange hoodie
from Old Navy. Say, any time to talk?
17'th January, 2012

15:41

I'm at BCS - The British Computer Society (The Davidson
Building, 5 Southampton Street, London) http://t.co/p7SjN0Bi
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15:45

Lean Eric http://t.co/Jrp3PDqy

18:58

Great to finally meet up with my old boss Iain Wilson and talk
about new plans, a great day!

21:31

RT @foxblogger: Leicester 4-0 Forest: The Foxes complete
their biggest win over the Reds since 1913 equalling their
biggest win vs Fores ...
18'th January, 2012

17:10

I just unlocked the Level 2 "Fresh Brew" badge on
@foursquare! In it to win it! http://t.co/uCunmKjN

17:10

I'm at Coffee Republic (Tottenham Court Road)
http://t.co/XG6aCV2B

17:57

Better stock up, the Andromeda Galaxy will crash into our own
galaxy in about 4 billion years..

20:02

First @ups slap £20 charges on a free gift from Office Depot,
then fail to delay on time. Has it arrived, maybe, who knows..

20:03

OK, customer service gripe over onto the music..#nowplaying
Flamenco by Dalida on #deezer
19'th January, 2012

10:46

@UPSHelp thanks for the offer, the package has now been
delivered this morning - 09:30 GMT. Thanks again for
responding.
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10:48

Great bdm job at Amazon UK - working with the VC
community, and influencing decision making towards utilizing
Amazon Web Services! #bcs

12:51

@Power30under30 cheers!

13:00

I'm at BCS - The British Computer Society (The Davidson
Building, 5 Southampton Street, London) http://t.co/ISpuHAxq

20:19

Watching that film again, set in Edinburgh, with the 3
housemates who chop up the 3 bodies, a real creepy flic.
#namethatfilm

20:42

"@jjeff: It's the 100th episode of the Lullabot #Drupal Podcast:
http://t.co/aGY0xT1j" <congrats!
20'th January, 2012

11:34

Morning world, I am feeling a little weary today so camped out
with lots of clever looking ppl at the Brit Library!

11:42

Facebook for global leaders? http://t.co/mF8D3Js5 ...But can
you 'poke' your friends?

16:56

Eating Hall's menthol sweets; hope it keeps me smiling all the
way to Leicester..

17:53

Watching Mark Kermode review G.Edgar on TV, looking frwd
to this film..
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18:00

I'm at London Victoria Railway Station (VIC) (Victoria St.,
London) w/ 9 others http://t.co/uW6meM5L

22:20

Union Jack doormat still missing but at least someone had the
wit to shout "wanker" at us as they cruised past. Evening!
#leicester
21'st January, 2012

09:05

I'm at The Cotton Mill (35 King St, Leicester)
http://t.co/YG7vmptF

09:09

RT @billjohnston: Disappointed to see this linkbait title from 2
folks I really respect: "Why most online communities are
failures" http ...

09:09

RT @billjohnston: Why do communities succeed or fail? in
one word: people :)

09:12

I just scored ten points for my two years on Foursquare.
Thanks for the fun, speaking as a virtual 'collector'.

11:41

I'm at The Corn Exchange (Market Square, Leicester)
http://t.co/0BJ5k31G

19:01

I have a new lucky charm, a 25 cent quarter dated 2000 from
S. Carolina, the Palmetto State! It turned up at Vic Stn...
http://t.co/6WwMNxur
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22'nd January, 2012
14:19

I'm at Swan Rushes (Infirmary Square, Leicester)
http://t.co/g0DaTHIx
23'rd January, 2012

09:56

I'm at The Cotton Mill (35 King St, Leicester)
http://t.co/WeJmHKjU

11:39

RT @RichMillington: Increase familiarity between members of
your online community: http://t.co/2tlcGm1n #cmgr #cmgrchat

11:41

"[t]he best thing about {} is that it takes you to an America u
feel u ought to be able to find for yourself, if u only knew
where to look."

11:42

I'm very lucky, I've been to *that* America:-)

12:05

Two reasons for the decline of price comparison sites? #1
Customers aren't rational, they are social #2 Traffic driver!
http://t.co/01xVRmJP

14:14

RT @easiserv: The http://t.co/OtvYp8Kz Daily is out!
http://t.co/3dsYOc7O ▸ Top stories today via @stuartgh
@aerialguy66 @rustybrick @ea ...

17:25

What's your community manager's desk looking like on
#CMAD? C mine from 2008 - with an offline cmty pic from
1998 too! http://t.co/Wa32p1ky
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19:01

Foursquare pages can now be linked to Facebook fan pages
http://t.co/n8ms4cgw via @aboutfoursquare <sorry, old news
for some:-)

19:04

“@MirrorJames: OMG - Bishops defeat government over
benefit reforms” <go Bishop of Leicester:-) #leicester

21:45

Xool, 2-0. #lcfc

23:21

RT @BBCNewsnight: China's ambassador to the UK tells
#newsnight 'you can't call China a Communist country'.
24'th January, 2012

13:09

I'm at The Cotton Mill (35 King St, Leicester)
http://t.co/eT2X3Bt3

15:20

I just bought: 'The Art of Looking Sideways' by Alan Fletcher
via @amazonuk using Amazon Prime Free Trial
Membership:-) http://t.co/YnL16BvG

19:13

Watching a VHS of 'Final Destination'. Chaos theory in
imaginative action. And the tape cost 50p from a charity shop
so whats not to like?
25'th January, 2012

14:36

Passed a young couple with a baby in a buggy reading a book
on Sanvey Gate. #youdontseethateveryday #leicester
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14:37

RT @giovannamacejka: Husband and wife hawks just chillen
in the tree right outside my window #youdontseethateveryday
http://t.co/Hh4UhqOq
26'th January, 2012

07:16

Never too early in the morn to say in Sci vs God, that God
believes we are essentially unique, but Sci that we are
fundamentally the same?

07:18

Perhaps so - perhaps a pretty pic London nitescape wouldh
be better! http://t.co/WHhzlFc7

09:10

I'm at BCS - The British Computer Society (The Davidson
Building, 5 Southampton Street, London) http://t.co/XjuTQZmn

09:19

facebooksurfer.com is available. #justsayin

09:19

Are u applying lean startup principles to building corporate
communities? Its the subjt of my talk at Cass on 13 Feb..
http://t.co/rmxUaGUX

11:16

RT @SLSingh: TV psychic Sally Morgan sues Daily Mail for
defamation http://t.co/KnPXw0Uq "demanding damages of
£150,000"

11:19

@richardbranson A Cameron case of push down, pop up?
Sorry thats a bit cryptic;-)
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12:05

10 Tips for Building a Strong Online Community Around Your
Startup http://t.co/6bfn2UCf via @mashable <Im not 100%
with 'track evrything':-)

13:11

I'm at Cittie of Yorke (22 High Holborn, Holborn)
http://t.co/lY1xa6iw

18:36

I'm at Victoria Coach Station (164 Buckingham Palace Rd.,
London) http://t.co/F1laCIId

18:59

"@GajIt: Microsoft Working on All New Xbox 720: Rumors
Abound: Microsoft is rumored to be... http://t.co/dkmP5Wuh"
<ok gaj ;-)

23:00

I'm at Sir Frank Whittle (Lutterworth Rd., Lutterworth)
http://t.co/UklCTPuN

23:03

Nice, just passed the Sir Frank Whittle jet monument at
Lutterworth. Which reminds me I did spot his pic at the Royal
Society..another story
27'th January, 2012

13:04

I'm at The Gilstrap Centre (Castlegate, Newark-on-Trent)
http://t.co/m9vib3s8
28'th January, 2012

11:37

I'm at The Corn Exchange (Market Square, Leicester)
http://t.co/YcRMPkqk
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29'th January, 2012
17:06

I'm at Leicester Clock Tower (Haymarket, Church Gate,
Leicester) http://t.co/f1VW1ie9
30'th January, 2012

16:13

Booked myself on "Lean Startup Machine London (2/3-2/5)"
http://t.co/yBYNHIs9 via @eventbrite

16:29

RT @iunfollowdotcom: Need to mass unfollow? Go to
http://www.iunfollow.com There are no limits and its free! No
signup required!

17:05

I'm at BCS - The British Computer Society (The Davidson
Building, 5 Southampton Street, London) http://t.co/tKzoyo1j

18:56

"@MartinChelt: ...rudeness to Google, Twitter Fb ignorance
about internet from my 'colleagues' on joint privacy injunctions
cttee..."
31'st January, 2012

14:55

I'm at Swiss Church (Endell street, London)
http://t.co/ySBLcXkY

17:57

I'm at Tinseltown (1 Woodford Ave., Gants Hill)
http://t.co/dWXpWJLr
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February

1'st February, 2012
08:42

@blaisegv thanks v. much for the lean start-up approach to
community building tweet.

12:01

@CENTURY21 Working with your Gant's Hill office in east
London ((UK) has been a real pleasure, great job looking after
our rented property!

12:11

ASA forces TripAdvisor to stop claiming its reviews are
'trusted' http://t.co/KK7dlDMN via @Econsultancy

12:15

Shopkick generates £110m for retail and brand partners
http://t.co/vbkqci7e via @Econsultancy

14:39

#nowplaying Grand Fantasy On Brazilian National Anthem
Op.69 by Guiomar Novaes on @deezeruk http://t.co/t4tZCxx3
http://t.co/t4tZCxx3

21:19

The “Archaeological Park: Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun” has
won a major victory http://t.co/LJj9ARkL

22:25

"@faisalislam: Facebook IPO risk factors: reliance on Zynga,
responsible for 12% of revenues" <so?
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2'nd February, 2012
08:58

RT @MarkLittlewood: Slow news day so here's video slides
@ericries #leanstartup #BLNLean talk to see y'all to bed.
http://t.co/CAl68AeH

11:10

What a Facebook IPO means for Silicon Valley
http://t.co/h3yfanXq <swings roundabouts IOW:-)

11:21

Triple Lucky! What to do if your scratch card is not lucky, take
a pic and tweet it:-) #luck http://t.co/R3HQXwKi

11:30

@corinedouglas And r u tired of tweeting the same thing all
day long? Then take a lk at top ppl on Twitter and take a leaf
out of their bk!

11:33

After Facebook’s IPO, shareholders...will have “a majority
economic position and a minority voting position.”
http://t.co/aaPYWEdz

12:36

Hmm, by the sound of it its way too cold to go back to the
Cotton Mill this wkend! #leicester #snow

13:38

Fake Reviews, a Despicable Practice? | Practical eCommerce
http://t.co/SNoXa2ge<Paying for only positive reviews is bad.
Have a healthy mix.

13:40

"@jackschofield: Facebook's 197-page IPO filing, if you really
need it http://t.co/EgOl1AVH (PDF) 1.93MB" <thank god for
pdfs;-)
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15:22

So the Dave's Leicester Comedy Festival starts tmrw, only to
stop on Saturday for the EDF march? I exaggerate for comic
effect! #leicester

16:14

Have you tried sourcing qualified, real-time insights from the
G+ community to answer your business Qs? And it's free.
http://t.co/SBcdGrVh

19:12

I'm at Bread Roses (68 Clapham Manor St, btwn Shamrock
Voltaire, London) http://t.co/XeYTobaK
3'rd February, 2012

08:29

What are you capable of? #Chronicle http://t.co/haRA96jp
<yep, hoping to get my special powers working today for lean
start-up camp!

10:46

I'm at Mimi's Deli (2 Brixton Road, Lambeth)
http://t.co/yujz20cm

11:44

Chilling out in the British Computer Society, drinking tea,
eating a M granola, timing my run back to the flat 2 meet the
Naked Wines guy!

11:47

@blaisegv Q: how can you go about using new and existing
communities to help build engagement for a new
online/mobile game?

11:53

RT @e_mint: Here's the agenda for #vircomm12 next week.
It's an amazing group of attendees and panelists,.
http://t.co/1BBoX8Um
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13:28

Why people are wrong about Mark Zuckerberg
http://t.co/i36K7GMV

16:13

@blaisegv thanks!

17:08

I'm at BrewDog Camden (113 Bayham St, Greenland St,
Camden Town) http://t.co/D51TU5wV

17:09

Check out this List I found on @foursquare: Pubs Bars
http://t.co/ixCQTcrb

17:11

RT @Marthalanefox: social media's new star? pinterest now
drives more traffic than g+, youtube + linkedin combined
http://t.co/4tCYgoav

17:13

@tim_weber i liked the spam politely asking me to nip round
to the bank of england to pick up my new atm card;-)

17:20

@techmagsocial Hey but all probs are scientific. Just joking.
Not. OK maybe. Maybe not. You get the picture..

17:34

"@maloyflynn: Are you a good fit for this job? Technical
Recruitment Consultant in Leicester, United Kingdom
http://t.co/hP5C8oVP #job" <hey

17:47

@Ross thanks they were funny.

17:58

I'm at Forward Internet Group (19 mandela street, Camden
Town) http://t.co/yqN7fg2x
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4'th February, 2012
10:53

Millenium Products taxi spotted! #namethatplace
http://t.co/lXBlyb0Y

12:48

I'm at Crown and Goose (100 Arlington Rd., London)
http://t.co/4Pu5eKYK

13:40

RT @topdog08: @stuartgh Sure Zuck isn't in it for money, he
justs wants the whole world economy to flow through
facebook, that's all: ht ...

13:43

I've spotted two pairs of magpies in 2 different locations
already, and its not even too;-)

14:30

Net Promoter Score? Tells you how rubbish you are
compared to Amazon! #e-commerce

17:45

RT @GuerraNatasha: Disrupting the meeting space - Please
help fill out this survey on http://t.co/uKsCrXjK #lsmlondon

18:45

"@SkyNewsBreak: Russia China veto UN Security Council
resolution endorsing Arab League plan" <russia and china.
russia and china;-)

18:46

RT @BBCEleanorG: The end of the #UAF march... Music
starting on New Walk... #Leicester http://t.co/nRgmy8LQ

18:50

http://t.co/0yNm9Whq <the Cotton Mill featured in pic from
today's activities! #leicester
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5'th February, 2012
09:00

Wow the smell of rotten eggs which started at the Brewdog
Pub in Camden y'day at 5pm continues today in Camden at
9am. #london

09:01

RT @grantshapps: We're looking for the Town Team concept
to help save run down shopping parades too
http://t.co/ICSManv3 - Apply here ht ...

09:26

Pity @namethatplace didn't make it through the snow to
#lsmlondon, but a big thanks for taking part in our MVP y'day
on renting spare rms:-)

09:26

RT @tlittleton: Just seen two burly men in tshirts walking
down the middle of the street with mugs of tea, let the snow
eccentricity beg ...

09:33

I just unlocked the “Flame Broiled” badge on @foursquare!
Cheeseburgers all around! http://t.co/SYpcHjDT

09:33

I'm at McDonald's (Camden High Street, Camden)
http://t.co/0qZLe0bA

10:13

@ThePCCLondon Going to see 'Margin Call' at 2pm this
Monday, thanks for the heads-up. Credit crunch conspiracy
theories anyone?!

10:52

@citizendan in the land of lean start-up snowmen your failure
to build is but the success u need to pivot into an online snow
iPhone app!
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11:15

Surely its 'russia and china' not 'russia-china'? Splitting hairs
that are running is tough stuff. #skynews

11:32

RT @LadyBizBiz: I can see where this is coming from>Hating
on the Ladies: The Real Backlash Against #Pinterest #GOOD http://t.co/TP ...

11:39

I am in a Sunday morn universe of drinking, talking, listening
and learning! #lsmlondon

12:18

Back of a Google business card comes with a unique QR
Code. #google http://t.co/A4w6EP3D

15:41

Working on a twitter aggregator to get sentiment data to guide
superbowl sunday betting. No kidding..

15:44

http://t.co/s4KzQksb And the guys behind it are now testing it
with twitter data to see where most support is for the
Superbowl...

16:13

So what's the Leicester (UK) connection to Superbowl
Sunday? Do I back NY Giants or NE Patriots?

18:28

http://t.co/df9nml3T have fun with Superbowl betting?!
#superbowl

20:12

@idarkru thanks for the follow sir.
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6'th February, 2012
13:07

Explaining the power of the Facebook social graph using
containers and social networks after a lean start-up
weekender http://t.co/y4fRKLPs

13:53

I'm at Super Swarm Sunday w/ @annietanguk
http://t.co/yNDmdyDN

15:22

Already? I spotted a Millenium Products black cab straight
outta Leicester Sq tube! #namethatplace

15:29

Monmouth coffee shop on Monmouth St has reopened after
refurb.

19:23

Loved the titles from nice credit crunch film Margin Call, that
Jeremy Irons had a Miracle US Visa Team. Way to go!
7'th February, 2012

09:32

RT @TechCityUK: For those who missed it last night, you can
find info and get involved with Google's #campuslondon
project here: http:// ...

14:37

BBC News - Phone hacking: Met police failed to warn victims
http://t.co/66QJBAPi <video caption incorrect btw guys:-)

16:55

Ideal for anyone new to spread betting. Watch attendees in
real market examples... http://t.co/XIk1t1qx #IGIndex <and u
don't pay tax:-)
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8'th February, 2012
09:12

Yellowish snowdrops pushing up through the snow. #london
http://t.co/TtlQMVtU

12:19

Learning from failure, listening to customers
http://t.co/ggogNG20 What I learned from validating our ideas
with real customers.

15:22

Footie shirt belonging to mental health campaigner Pete
Shaugnessey which I have. Yep, there's a typo:-)
http://t.co/OouZnzMy

15:30

On Facebook average daily users aren't a key ads metric how well ads do in getting users to perform some action is.
http://t.co/mb6QMzSj

19:08

Watch: Jeremy Renner Becomes The Perfect Assassin In
First Trailer For 'The Bourne Legacy' http://t.co/JeBqIS8f <it
made me giggle:-)
9'th February, 2012

08:45

Virtual Community Summit Live from 9am today
http://t.co/yb5qMQse #Vircomm12 #cmgr <excellent if you're a
start-up using cmty #lsmlondon

10:12

Loved Moshi Monsters. I see now why Andy was so interested
in the biz model, for his http://www.sumdog.com online maths
games:-) #vircomm12
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10:54

Tough hearing about problem community member. Listening
carefully to what he/she are really saying can help to
understand them. #vircomm12

14:45

@iFroggy Hey Patrick have fun! I am jumping off to check out
a new music streaming app, starting with Lee Scratch Perry's
People Funny Boy.

15:19

http://t.co/ycbAB9KO getting a mention by Patrick for curating
customer service queries. #vircomm12

15:45

Check out the new Tesla Model X http://t.co/lM0gsfKI #modelx
<live webcast launch at 8pm PST with special live stream;-)

16:49

Spend a day Playing Tennis w/ Kevin Spacey Visit the set of
his Upcoming Film! http://t.co/qeYuOVD8 <it's all for charity:-)

16:55

“@Documentally: Sometimes.. at night.. I like to stroll round
the village.. http://t.co/D4Gcwhnm” <nice camouflage:-)

18:41

I'm at Shirley Stuart's Pad (Kennington, Greater London)
http://t.co/vS460ySv

21:51

@John_Rice__ nice portal you have. i have a thing for the
industrial archaeological too. hence cotton mill in leicester!
10'th February, 2012

13:10

http://t.co/wqI9l5zx via @lse_co_uk
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17:03

Prezi for Cass on Monday done. Shirley's company bought
today. Off to Leicester, via fish n chips. Have a good
weekend..lcfc play tmrw:-)

17:04

RT @tigerreuseit: looking for old furniture to up-cycle for a
charity project. If u live in London and you want to donate
something get ...

17:22

I'm at Ian Fleming's Home (London, England)
http://t.co/XB8EWaG7

17:56

I'm at Victoria Coach Station (164 Buckingham Palace Rd.,
London) w/ 3 others http://t.co/gXy9VzEC

19:10

Ooh I feel a proper coach passenger, had a beer, fish n chips,
with a cough and wearing an old coat;-)
11'th February, 2012

12:31

I want a t shirt which reads "magic in, magic out".
12'th February, 2012

17:36

I'm at St Margaret's Bus Station (Gravel Street, Leicester)
http://t.co/v8hITVVm
13'th February, 2012

18:25

I'm at CASS Business School (106 Bunhill Row, London) w/ 4
others http://t.co/AIsdD4fJ
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14'th February, 2012
20:01

RT @OanaDamian: On Facebook the average degree of
separation is 3.74. @stuartgh at #smwldn

20:05

@tweetlme For a copy of the 13 pointers I had on the one but
last slide last nite, see the Dachis blog they're from!
http://t.co/UIOP5Pta
15'th February, 2012

08:23

St Valentine's Day eve self-portrait, posing with my flowery
shirt:-) http://t.co/VqKdSwHa

10:22

At least in Greece there won't be queues for that one essential
which my Brazilian partner remembers from her 1980s
austerity - Olive Oil.

10:29

All 18 Songs from The Social Network Soundtrack
http://t.co/E8tDeJ39 via @wordpressdotcom

14:50

I am in the City. Close to the IG Group offices. Where am I?!
#namethatplace http://t.co/Nptv3VRG

16:08

RT @jimstorer: Read if you think being a CM is a lifestyle
decision. RT @naullyn 'Everybody Wants To Be a #cmgr The Beginner': http:// ...

16:53

I'm at Zeitgeist @ The Jolly Gardeners (49-51 Black Prince
Rd., Lambeth) http://t.co/6yvAeRCN
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17:00

@amoyal @Melmediasauce And you know you need to move
your arse if no one in your company has any real passion;-)

17:42

@rhappe @maggiefox And like a puppy it looks real cute until
you get too close and it bites you!

17:57

I believe I am enjoying an 'early doors' beer to use the quaint
english slang;-)

18:36

I love the way Kennington Park staff ring a hand-bell to let
people know the park is closing. #london #kennington

19:46

So Gilmore Girls is great fun when u especially when u have
the dvds to yourself..

20:28

"@herrightboot: Predictions for #acmilan vs #Arsenal ?" <one
team wins?
16'th February, 2012

08:14

Down Cowgate way, round the back of Cannon Street, with a
long view out to a tower. http://t.co/kv4yIvRu

08:35

Presentations: Corporate Digital Communities. Do They
Work? | social networking and online communi..
http://t.co/XYTVYjDP <lean tools too!

10:33

@HoopsAnalyst "Error establishing a database connection"
displaying on your website, perhaps high traffic overload due
to 'Linsanity'?
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10:35

The Delivery Guy Who Saw Jeremy Lin Coming
http://t.co/aIB8jxPI via @WSJ <good example of the value of
top community contributors too? #cmgr

12:33

Have you tried social referrals to promote your online
community or business? http://t.co/fq0Z0sgI <aka: congrats to
Extole for raising $10m

15:47

@TomWestimexpert hi thanks for the follow. i have been
given a ton of great urls to monetize, any suggestions how to
go about that?

15:48

I'm at The Ship (116 Wardour Street, London)
http://t.co/qWItWm2V

17:42

IBM guy asking how, with lots of employees asking lots of
un-cordinated q's, lacking ansas. Maybe Radian6 dashboad to
the rescue? #smwl #smw
17'th February, 2012

08:16

@bengoldacre thanks for the heads up.

08:21

My GSOH has decided I am going to keep on bidding for
Breaking Bad S3 for a max £5 all year if need be until I win
the bid on eBay UK!

09:58

@NameThatPlace @BarclaysCycle I am guessing from the
half-boat that it's on Albert Embankment, close to Black Prince
Road? #NameThatPlace
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10:26

I believe my teenage housemate is requesting some privacy
by the size of the thing sticking out of his door! #tgif
http://t.co/mch6BRZ5

10:32

@amoyal @CarlaEid And that simply encourages 'gaming'
your Klout score big time.

10:52

@NameThatPlace It's a *Shining* example:-)

11:54

Simple launch plan for a new music app community,
comparing the costs of Facebook ads with social referrals
http://t.co/ki9Xu2yK

12:43

RT @NameThatPlace: #ff @stuartgh @andykinsey
@xandermunro @mikebutcher @LinsayDuncan @tamsinfd
@PaulBaldovin @Osricp @Athanateus

13:16

Fancy mtg a German guy married to a lady from Beaumont
Leys for just 3 months, who stayed in the UK for 30 years! Her
name? Esta. #leicester

13:28

@NameThatPlace You may have to help me track the guy at
the Zeitgeist Pub, if the local paper gets wind of the story.
Beers inc! #leicester

17:25

I'm at Victoria Coach Station (164 Buckingham Palace Rd.,
London) http://t.co/bJSFPVfA

17:34

So Foursquare's Explore function, u cant find the great fish n
chippie in Victoria which is my chosen test. Of course
otherwise its bri/l.
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17:38

@BBCStephanie Greece is the word;-)

19:13

A gent sang the first line of 'Old MacDonald had a farm' into
the tannoy mic at Vic Coach Stn, and got away with it! And did
it again. #tgif

20:55

Just entered Buckinghamshire. I expect to meet the Earl of
Buckingham shortly!
18'th February, 2012

10:49

Dear British Airways Executive Club thanks for the £50 Wine
Club voucher offer but as a Naked Wines angel I buy and
invest with them.

16:26

Bicycle stolen, then spotted with dude in market place.
Reported to Leicestershire Police. Meanwhile I buy 'Limitless'
on DVD;-) #leicester
19'th February, 2012

11:44

The Pinterest approach to community management
http://t.co/O4UUbgGG #cmgr

12:26

I'm at Highcross Shopping Centre (Shires Ln., High St.,
Leicester) http://t.co/wdczpe8G

17:03

I'm at Occupy Leicester (High St, Leicester LE1, Leicester)
http://t.co/yZxiO4GZ
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17:50

I'm at St Margaret's Bus Station (Gravel Street, Leicester)
http://t.co/NgLkh4XN

19:50

I'm at Kosher Kingdom http://t.co/fdUnZp15
20'th February, 2012

11:23

"the community manager may not be best at driving the
business of community" http://t.co/ZDQ8oSkO via
@B2Community #cmgr

11:52

Did you know u may not use any info about a FB user's
interaction with your Page in any other context (such as
analytics)? #facebook #monday

11:53

RT @1000heads: Can anyone else feel a change coming? It's
getting lighter in the mornings, spring is in the air, and it's
about time we ...

13:52

@BradFry Were you referring to my tweet around the stated
policy prohibiting re-use of FB user data? If so the link is
http://t.co/nAEJ5vUt

13:55

Exceptions to data rule are only if the user has given explicit
permission via a Facebook app or directly providing info to
your Page, btw.

13:58

@quiip Thanks for the RT Alison, Pinterest's brief guide to
etiquette reminds me a little of the folksy style of Flickr's..
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15:34

Simple equation to calc soc med ROI? Life time value of
customer - cost of acquistion, divided by COA = %ROI
http://t.co/eokbMPRa for LTV

18:56

I'm at Metropolis Motorcycles (Vauxhall) (60-62 Albert
Embankment) http://t.co/9HGAegmc

19:25

Planning to go to Lake Garda in first week of July, maybe the
2nd, awaiting clarity on that. If you're there too lets meet and
have a drink!

19:27

@zeitgeistlondon Lol. So my 'wanky' bike just got pinched by
a chav, who i then saw wheeling it past. No, I didnt want the
wanky bike bak;-)

19:36

@zeitgeistlondon it fits my (ex)bike to a 'T'...lol!

20:19

I love the fact that in 'Ocean's Thirteen' there's a v.minor
scene with Matt Damon shot off London Wall. Spooky, for
personal reasons;-)
21'st February, 2012

08:08

Morning!

08:47

The key to success with Facebook commerce? Shared
smiles! http://t.co/h6K3nJUM <does Notting Hill based startup
Shopcade have the answer?

09:12

@charris You can see scenes like that everyday all around
you if you know how to look:-)
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09:20

@charris LOL! The tricky part is having a camera with you at
all times. It's easier with buildings than people:-)
http://t.co/k9lW92QE

09:40

@charris + when u lk at that image in StreetView u see the
effect of cuts btwn images, wonder about the street sign!
http://t.co/Z4k976Gl

10:35

Facebook Insights: How To Engage More Fans:
http://t.co/XcayXxPp via @wordpressdotcom

10:42

@NameThatPlace (re: http://t.co/T7sMcJXr) Why I do believe
that's St James' Park. I once spotted the http://t.co/j6aK0fqd
duo in there:-)

11:11

Underground explorer online community celebrated in video |
CNET UK http://t.co/GfcyxbI2 via @cnetuk #cmgr

14:28

Anyone know if Youtube views are stilll not registering through
Facebook? IOW embedded video does not show up in your
YT stats:-( #facebook

16:16

Vote Now! The Social Media Week Awards 2012
#smwawards http://t.co/RDKsUXt2 <if you vote for me I'll be
shocked surprised!

17:28

Somehow by a twist of fate I have ended up at SES!

17:41

I'm at Queen Elizabeth II Conference Centre (Broad
Sanctuary, London) w/ 5 others http://t.co/bHrBiCQI
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18:42

I'm at Zeitgeist @ The Jolly Gardeners (49-51 Black Prince
Rd., Lambeth) http://t.co/CRjAz2ez

19:51

Er, is this your car? #london http://t.co/ijS2zII3
22'nd February, 2012

08:16

New US focused scientific research challenges easy
assumptions about Twitter news sharing communities
http://t.co/nTCj8XF3

10:33

"@amoyal: Who owns influential thought? Is it the originator
or the broadcaster with good reach? #trulondon" <depends
who does what with it?

10:59

A camera crew on the street in north London, but on which
Avenue is the cinematic action taking place? #namethatplace
http://t.co/iRtuunZX

11:52

I'm at Farringdon Railway Station (ZFD) (Cowcross St.,
London) w/ 2 others http://t.co/yegBEUGo

12:00

RT @Rhi_Hughes: hiring managers can miss talent - 'you've
got to know what good looks like' #trulondon

12:44

Innovation for agencies: convincing the client
http://t.co/fmq0Ph9t via @Econsultancy

13:58

The Unexpected Way To Use Your Social Network
Strategically http://t.co/I4aY3ETi (aka why recruitment
agencies's weak ties = win for u too!
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15:54

I'm at Borough Market (Southwark St., London)
http://t.co/aAk2YxJW

16:30

I'm at Iris (185 Park St., Southwark) http://t.co/2bvxydoV

18:01

Tron-effect with flash use on police cyclists at Boris Bike
'flash' safety protest at Pall Mall... #london #cycling
http://t.co/DWzXcHOP

20:38

Hmm, microwaving expensive frozen Stilton turns it into a
yummy spreadable paste;-)

21:03

@TeamLeicester thanks for the follow.
23'rd February, 2012

08:44

RT @rightnowio_feed: Tron-effect with flash use on police
cyclists at Boris Bike 'fl... http://t.co/54mkrpOL #London
#Cycling #BorisBike ...

08:52

There's a herd of ppl dressed up as zebras walking past in
Covent Garden this morning. Anyone else see them? #london
http://t.co/cEg9cOpk

17:31

I'm at Kennington Park (Kennington Park Rd, Lambeth)
http://t.co/iXmxm4BM

18:20

Facebook UK has declined an invitation to speak at the British
Computer Society. Sorry Mr Zuckerberg! #facebook
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24'th February, 2012
16:35

RT @samdecker: UPDATE 1-Bazaarvoice IPO raises $114
mln, priced above range-underwriter http://t.co/RiE2nmoZ via
@reuters

17:38

I'm at Victoria Coach Station (164 Buckingham Palace Rd.,
London) w/ 7 others http://t.co/Z0BnOK9B

17:46

Should i finish smoking my posh cigar or save it for tmrw? Yes
or no?!

17:57

@GoodmanJones OK, I've borrowed a valentine designer
lighter from the lady smoker next to me, here we go!

18:01

@Documentally peterborough stn is good for that;-)

18:21

Any ideas to monetize my friend's site http://t.co/2qTUNM0H
having just received its billionth correct maths-based games
answer?
25'th February, 2012

11:04

A new vintage clothing market in Leicester, held the last
Saturday of the month (and on today;-) at #leicester mkt!
http://t.co/IE3NAe1o
26'th February, 2012

17:46

I'm at St Margaret's Bus Station (Gravel Street, Leicester)
http://t.co/KRcbJDgJ
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17:48

How come coach travel in exotic places is cool, but uncool in
England (unless u r a member of the national footie squad)
then? #coach

20:40

Going over the river..
27'th February, 2012

09:47

I'm at Shirley Stuart's Pad (Kennington, Greater London)
http://t.co/se2uhfR9

11:12

Be lucky - it's an easy skill to learn - Telegraph
http://t.co/YGOeSTvB via <plus be organised - aids the ROI of
'luck'..

12:14

Is your community designed to get answers to questions?
http://t.co/mI9a0FsY #cmgr

18:30

Talking to Extole about their excellent social referral product,
wish I'd had it at http://t.co/2sxzuiU5! http://t.co/CSfaUmMj

20:39

@Jack_Ashman yes certainly useful, thank again Jack.
28'th February, 2012

07:59

http://t.co/J5M8msqO -- Arrested At Occupy Wall Street:
*Faces* Of Protest <I added the * btw;-)

09:39

I'm at Earl's Court Exhibition Centre (Warwick Rd, Earls
Court) w/ 9 others http://t.co/gJ17YhJR
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09:43

At TFM this morn, to do a little mkt research.

12:58

@SDLjames thanks for asking, if I get chance I may swing by
later sir.

13:09

@Dan_Martin Ha! I just spotted my ex-boss Lee Bryant from
Dachis Group London at TFM We were both without a
BlackBerry though;-)

13:49

Want to allow your customers to deliver new customers? I've
researched C2C referral leader Extole. Can I share my
findings with u? #tfm2012

14:56

@stangarfield @spolsky thanks for the Trackback Tuesday:-)

15:07

“We have a very high churn rate, but as soon as we turn on
email marketing to our user base, people will come back.”
http://t.co/qaNGdMJS

18:38

So is social media a cross btwn the homemade and the
factory produced, conceptually speaking?! #social
29'th February, 2012

09:03

More Google Street View fun - this one's even subtler than the
last - with extra points scored for a mum/daughter combo
http://t.co/kcqE80J8

09:56

RT @1000heads: Morning Twitterverse, Fancy working for us
as an Analyst, Creative and much more? Check out the link
http://t.co/TYVhTryz
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10:49

Good looking line up of speakers at SMWF http://t.co/iIVStf0L - now my ugly mug's been dropped I'll have
to grab a new platform!

12:32

Chris Bliss: Comedy is translation http://t.co/ZoTJCGXa #TED
<seriously funny;-)

15:19

Facebook Geotargeting Draws 500,000 Fans for Small Biz »
Social Media Examiner http://t.co/ppJf4z0x <from Sept 2011

18:42

Anyone watching the England game tonite, care to make a
scoreline predictionio?

19:30

Facebook’s New Timeline For Brands Brings Key Changes To
Page Management - 10,000 Words http://t.co/8fC5C4yd via
@10000words

19:36

@tw3tlive I made the pre-SMWF party but as to the show well
that depends!

19:57

A (very) quick tour of Facebook’s new Page design with text
pics http://t.co/8PQBus1j #cmgr #facebook

21:21

I'm at Shirley Stuart's Pad (Kennington, Greater London)
http://t.co/3aH7CuZC

21:30

All under control England? Two nil down.
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March

1'st March, 2012
08:23

I'm at Kennington Park (Kennington Park Rd, Lambeth)
http://t.co/LvQLWjm9

10:01

Essentials of social media strategy, including a webinar with
Christopher Barger, author of The Social Media Strategist
http://t.co/ONxBZKpL

12:07

More Street View fun in Desenzano, as the locals on Viale
Antonio Gramsci give the Google van a big friendly wave!
http://t.co/4EVxiNcX

14:13

More on the reasoning behind FB's new brand pages
http://t.co/W5N9bl9R

14:18

@tim_weber there you go! #outage

14:44

Facebook best practices and research by @askdebra on
@scoopit http://t.co/PbgfHyMs

15:34

@tw3tlive It depends on whether having been un-invited from
the list of presenters whether I have any other excuse to nip
along there:-)

15:52

Wow, correction, I increased our email subscribers by 360%
(not 250% as previously reported:-) in my last e-marketing
role.
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15:56

@SocialAbhi Helping SETI using your PC? I suggested using
that v.model at eBay UK to help developers on a
org-wide-project:-)

17:38

Yo, taking myself for a walk in the park.

17:59

I'm at Zeitgeist @ The Jolly Gardeners (49-51 Black Prince
Rd., Lambeth) http://t.co/mdW66hXW

18:03

@citizendan yes, to let ppl in or out? Lol!

18:11

"@blaisegv: The Power Sharing Problem - The Online
Community Guide http://t.co/I3LBBXf7 #cmgr" <less is more..

18:27

@Joshubuh Is this a twisted joke about Bechers (or
Beechers) Brook, the Grand National jump? Ha, ha..

19:04

"@WHLive: Obama: Anyone who tells you we can drill our
way out of this problem.." <Shell r wrking hard in Alaska to
find oil for eg sir..

19:46

I'm at Shirley Stuart's Pad (Kennington, Greater London)
http://t.co/VZrt9yxk
2'nd March, 2012

10:11

@quiip thanks Alison for sharing my FB Page design piece *waves* back!

10:14

@Dan_Martin @businesszone Great point about dependency.
Be good to have some expert tips on where to get investment.
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10:15

RT @ChrisMasonBBC: Boris @BBCLondon949 denies riding
Rebekah Brooks' horse: "I count myself proudly as a
non-member of any kind of Chipp ...

12:32

RT @LeicesterVoice: Delighted Engelbert Humperdinck is
representing UK at 2012 Eurovision Song Contest. He +
Kasabian put #Leicester at ...

13:39

BBC News - London riots: Men guilty of robbing Malaysian
student http://t.co/EluZFV63 <guilty as charged

13:54

I'm at Shirley Stuart's Pad (Kennington, Greater London)
http://t.co/dysjv5d9

16:12

RT @BusinessZone: @stuartgh Social enterprise is our
theme for the whole of March and that will include some tips
for social enterprise ...

17:28

I'm at Victoria Coach Station (164 Buckingham Palace Rd.,
London) http://t.co/c4xANhGT

17:45

RT @Jayworld: Appsify.me is almost ready to roll out the red
carpet! http://t.co/DXer3rMn

17:56

RT @AmyPorterfield: 10 Changes to Facebook’s Pages And
10 Steps to Do Something About Them.
http://t.co/nWAUgCZz

18:23

Common theme of dancing in protest vids from Homs and
Barcelona today.#tgif
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19:51

@search_hacker: RT @SEOmoz What Susan G Komen
Doesn't Understand About Communities + You Should
http://t.co/ALjKeWnS <pwr of existing cmty!
3'rd March, 2012

12:32

So time to finish the Spring clean. As the Queen arrives on
Thursday. #leicester

14:55

Getting my fancy dress sorted. Bannana Splits style?
http://t.co/KsnrhZ9e

17:45

RT @OfficialFOXES: FT: Leicester 2 Coventry 0 - Goals from
Nugent and Beckford settle the M69 derby. Reaction coming
soon to http://t.co ...

19:02

We are very happy to hear Prince Harry will be visiting Brazil,
and the HM the Queen is coming to Leicester. Thanks! #brazil
#leicester
4'th March, 2012

00:26

Doesn't @hailocab already do this in London?
http://t.co/s4rPhjrX

00:31

"@TechCrunch: One Year Later: How Google Panda
Changed Our Business http://t.co/U9knp5Th by @mattmoog"
<yep, like the product intel move;-)
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00:33

"@CNET: In the 10 seconds it takes to read this tweet, Mats
Valk could solve a Rubik's Cube http://t.co/aOYP1Hko" <love
takes longer:-)

10:59

@stef chk out the faberge type eggs doted around london in a
cool comp?

12:30

Bazaarvoice: A Bizarrely Unprofitable Play On Social
Commerce - Seeking Alpha http://t.co/YyYroObF <nice profit
margins at 60%

17:14

Meetings for 3 days running, then the Queen and Kate in
Leicester, then beer festival, then Rob's photos at New Walk
Museum, then..

20:04

I'm at Freud Museum (20 Maresfield Gdns., Hampstead)
http://t.co/KVGxdgHs
5'th March, 2012

09:08

Where's a good value place to get a men's haircut in Canary
Wharf today I wonder? #haircut

09:11

"@Marthalanefox: I like this list of qualities of great employees
- esp eccentricity... http://t.co/edG4DkEk" <...'they're always
fiddling'!

11:11

Reading Dr Micahel Wu's recent e-book 'The Science of
Social' which puts the case for the overwhelming value of
community for brands. #cmgr
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11:28

Guy Kawasaki Explains How Entrepreneurs Are Getting
Social Media All Wrong http://t.co/uHee5OZt via
@bi_contributors

13:26

In future ppl will work for 18 mnths, then take time off, to get
up to speed again. Today's linear career structure turned
upside dwn!

16:31

I'm at Barclays Bank PLC (1 Churchill Pl., Canary Wharf)
http://t.co/iuwKtLgZ

18:27

Fun social dating mobile game idea I dreamt up - Shirley is 14
minutes late, but as I predicted that I win points!
http://t.co/WYxWF2ex
6'th March, 2012

10:58

Social Media Monitoring Case Study - Eurostar at Christmas |
Key Multimedia http://t.co/UOLbgdGz <nice eg on how to see
what customers value

11:39

Looking forward to tweeting and taking pics on the go for
Queen and Kate's visit to Leicester on Thursday.#leicester
#socialmedia

12:10

Think like an entrepreneur: Five strategies for brand
innovation http://t.co/v41o0px8 via @Econsultancy <c my
comment on lean start-up appr?
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15:07

RT @alexasapdotcom: your #brand is out!
http://t.co/skl5XkD5 ▸ Top stories today via
@fieldhousemedia @stuartgh @pittsburghhra @bizcompa ...

15:36

I'm at Diggers trail http://t.co/cLdjUuSc

16:03

I'm at Sony Europe (The Heights, Brooklands, Weybridge)
http://t.co/3JNsB9lI

16:13

OK so my mum loves her iPad. But consider the Sony Tablet
allows u to play Sony's own games. First for a tablet.
#justsaying #games
7'th March, 2012

08:51

Brazil 'overtakes UK's economy' http://t.co/AjEXhTHY <Good
timing for Prince Harry's visit. But will he do his duty marry a
Brazilian?!

09:56

Which reminds me I need to buy an engagement ring for my
very own Brazilian bride-to-be. Any suggestions!?

09:58

RT @SiftMediaTech: Who's excited for today's iPad
announcement? AWEB's gadget blog runs through what we
can likely expect this evening - ...

10:10

RT @mario: How Shazam went from startup to full-fledged
company (despite being years ahead of its time) /via
@bobbiejohnson http://t.co/ ...
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11:08

https://t.co/loRetjfl I have been uber-ousted as mayor of
http://t.co/2sxzuiU5 UK!

11:13

I found a ring with a design not unlike the Algerian love knot
necklace features in James Bond's Casino Royale and QoS!
http://t.co/FgvqwS6l

11:15

I'm at De Beers w/ 2 others http://t.co/YdpbWm9j

11:19

Did I mention on the subj of 007, that my uncle was once
kicked out of Damascus? Not sure why as he's a super
charming chap. #syria

13:12

Millenium Products logo black cab spotted in Holborn!
#namethatplace http://t.co/MzsSV0hV

14:14

@KevinCody No I am just here for 'de beer'..sorry, thats as
good as my jokes get on an empty stomach:-)

14:17

"@mashable: Zynga games aren't just for Facebook anymore
- http://t.co/g60DHfnh" <so top gamers mved off FB, but FB
rev tied to Zynga, IPO?!

15:05

JUBILEE TOUR: Royal route revealed for Queen's visit to
Leicester http://t.co/OqPGxaF1 <omg, I am on the same train.
watch me uber-tweet:-)

17:16

@anastasgagrg5 I don't want an Apple iPad, I really want a
Sony Tablet I can play Sony Certified games on, thanks all the
same:-) #sony
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18:01

"@tim: Journalists getting restless as wifi at Apple launch
event in London goes down before we've even started..."
<really..

18:14

I have the distinct feeling the two ladies opposite with their
Apple iMacs are also following Apple today! BTW I am in the
Zeitgeist pub;-)

18:24

"@tim: Cook on iPad's apps: "This is a key reason why
momentum on iPad.." <yeah but Sony's Tablet runs proper
games. Forget the angry birds!

18:29

"@adamcoomes: It's official. 2048 x 1536 resolution iPad is
being launched..." <spend your money on an HD iPad rather
than a HD TV?

19:03

@MarkOneinFour I wonder if ppl would be so cavalier about
NHS if they considered the public health impact of poor folks
skipping their meds?

21:35

The River - The River, Season 1 - http://t.co/0c1OSZe3
#iTunes <£9.99 in standard def; any good anyone?
8'th March, 2012

09:55

U can see a few extra police officers at St Pancras this
morning waiting for the Queen and Kate to arrive! #leicester
http://t.co/PMPNmCV0

09:58

The train.. http://t.co/kbqIlrea
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10:08

"@BBCNevvs: The Queen is to begin a tour of the UK with a
visit to Leicester as part of her... http://t.co/6e77wC0I" <on the
train. see pic

11:15

A fair few people at Market Harborough station clearly waiting
for a chance to see the Queen and Kate. #leicester

11:23

RT @quentinrayner: They've been waiting at #dmu for
#royalvisit since 7am #leicester @bbcemt http://t.co/hIVhJVRd

12:31

I'm at Leicester Railway Station (LEI) (London Rd., Leicester)
http://t.co/G4WsA1Rj

17:28

G'day, take a peek at maths gaming phenomena
http://t.co/2qTUNM0H if you like to see what 1 billion answers
looks like! #SXSWedu

17:53

RT @MusicShedDerby: Last minute gig slot available at The
Shed in Leicester TONIGHT! Drums and Amps provided just
need guitars and break ...

18:17

Like that CAMRA has titled its community pubs month 'A
thousand years of social networking'. Here's to Leicester's
2012 beer festival!

22:48

I passed two girls b4 they gave flowers to the royal party.
When I saw them one of them was flapping her arms and
trying to fly! #leicester
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9'th March, 2012
08:01

Leicester wakes up to a successful royal visit achieved.
Congrats to the DMU student with the inspired shoe design.
Your imagination won!

08:39

The power of advocates? If 3 independent gurus recommend
your service then a potential customer is going to take notice.

09:17

Interesting report on cancelled surgery at Notts hospital.
Would better shift handover software help by improving org?
#nhs #bbcemt

10:10

@Arry__Redknapp morning sir!

20:27

Watching 'The Greatest Movie Ever Sold' after dodging a fist
fight in Leicester Library 2 get the dvd. Come back Kate, we
miss u! #leicester

21:02

@PruAshby So is the Mini Cooper still the cool car at SXSW?!
10'th March, 2012

12:27

At Leicester Beer Festival drinking a dark beer!

13:16

I'm at Charotar Patidar Samaj (Leicester, England)
http://t.co/kRW7Dve9
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11'th March, 2012
17:21

"@jowyang: Samsung campaign "Olympic Genome Project"
calculates degrees you r from an Olympian using FB social
graph. http://t.co/y00tyW0e"

19:01

@CNET By a quirk of fate I have been to #RSNA twice but
never once to #SXSW!

19:54

I'm at Golders Green Bus Station http://t.co/UfQxbVgS

20:59

Emergency diversion at Vauxhall. #london

23:41

Roll out the red carpet! http://t.co/JIcpQCyu
12'th March, 2012

09:39

I was on the royal train on Thursday with my camera. But can
anyone help me spot the Queen or Kate in the crowd?!
http://t.co/tP44LhsB

14:13

I'm at Iris (Southwark, Greater London) w/ 2 others
http://t.co/ea3jrjgS

15:44

I'm at Shell Centre (Waterloo, Greater London)
http://t.co/IaOJRcjc

16:28

Consumers to Brands on Facebook: We Like You, We Like
You Not http://t.co/0x5rmF9Z via @marsattacks <'just
messing' sums up love/hate for me
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17:53

I'm at Zeitgeist @ The Jolly Gardeners (Lambeth, Greater
London) http://t.co/ZTrDXDn4

21:39

It's a guy hanging half way up the side of a building with his
desk, trying to get work done! >O2 Work Anywhere
http://t.co/MrPZg7il
13'th March, 2012

18:18

Same removal guy is taking us back East. Happy I can tell
him http://t.co/2sxzuiU5 sorted rapid price updates, as he
demanded back in 2010!

18:21

Now that's what I call outstanding customer service! (Of
course it took a change in DE consumer regs to drive the
change;-)

18:39

Who else fancies Germany to win the 2014 World Cup? The
pressure is on Brazil and Spain remember;-)

19:02

I managed to break a glass at the Zeitgeist pub!

19:02

"@foxblogger: Leicester v Birmingham: Two goals for
Leicester this evening would take their all time home league
goals total to 4000. #lcfc"

23:35

RT @Number10gov: .@barackobama and David Cameron
watch the basketball in Dayton, Ohio http://t.co/QCZJdnxP
#marchmadness #CameroninUS @w ...
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14'th March, 2012
08:38

Book Review: The Science of Social By Michael Wu from
Lithium http://t.co/yfapQKVC

09:43

82% of digital marketers think the EU cookie law is bad for the
web http://t.co/fuSVcZhs via @Econsultancy <why no
campaign vs new EU reg?

09:50

Only asking as I have successfully campaigned vs a silly EU
directive before, although in the more serious arena of
medical imaging!

09:50

@DelmyDupler2582 thanks for the link, I'll take a look at the
rings:-)

12:39

@CAMRA_Official Love your new leaflet about pubs being the
original social network! Is there an online version?

16:09

Does winning at roulette takes something special?
Considering the power of intuition vs traditional gambling
systems http://t.co/vnUeoFgd

16:36

I'm at Barking Town Hall (Barking, Greater London)
http://t.co/WZbWdi77

20:51

So its Pi Day today. I have celebrated by getting a new
data-driven role sorted, which is fab. How are you enjoying
this geeky day?
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15'th March, 2012
08:49

Coughing man on tube at Kennington stops coughing when I
move away. Very funny!

09:39

Millenium Products taxi spotted on Chancery Lane!
#namethatplace http://t.co/fzxuuFmu

11:47

I'm at Millennium Bridge (London, Greater London)
http://t.co/PSbkNW8Z

12:12

Gotta say for the right film that Elephant & Castle Shopping
Centre makes a neat location. Miami Vice 2.0? #london

12:14

I'm at Superbowl (London, Greater London)
http://t.co/WG3pSJW3

12:16

RT @RoseMcGrory: @stuartgh the place always reminds me
of Blade Runner, especially in the rain. And not in a good
way!!

15:49

RT @KevinCody: I'm hiring! .NET / SQL Server Developer at
SmallWorlders - London, United Kingdom #jobs
http://t.co/74iDAQ2P

15:52

RT @brewdog: Love Punk, You Count: You can now get
BrewDog in @waitroseuk. POW!

18:46

@blaisegv thanks for the RT sir!
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16'th March, 2012
10:25

I'm at Hawksmoor Seven Dials (London, Gtr. London)
http://t.co/upINL8Ct

13:43

I'm at Barking Dog (Wetherspoon) (Barking, Greater London)
http://t.co/50sWHP61

14:04

I am the proud owner of a Brompton foldup bike, thanks to
Bikefix on Lamb's Conduit St:-) #london http://t.co/2rxKqyxm

14:06

Just taken it for a test drive around Barking and along the
banks of the River Roding..and figured out the folding mech
after a bit of fun!

21:45

When a community manager doesn’t know the answer
#cmgrchat http://t.co/Zpb9U77l via @martinreed <working
with the community, rather than for
17'th March, 2012

08:18

@HawksmoorLondon Cycle test drive? Good thanks..those
little Brompton wheels can sure pick up speed quickly!

09:20

@LouiseBrown @northsixteen ..there's a cat called Winston
that's gone missing from our SE5 block. If u see him pls tweet!

09:26

@JanuarySuire752 http, http!

17:46

I'm at Barking Dog (Wetherspoon) (Barking, Greater London)
http://t.co/qPJgtG2h
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19:48

@sunnysingh_sw6 psst: pls don't wear shades. They get
funny about shades in Richmondo, unless you're Angelina!

21:18

I'm at Shirley & Stuart's Pad (Kennington, Greater London)
http://t.co/Q8peL9u9
18'th March, 2012

09:50

@NameThatPlace u too, have a great mother's day sir! We
are celebrating by cleaning Shirl's flat in Barking and writing a
blog on entreps;-)

09:51

RT @BBCLeicester: Leicester Tigers v Northampton in LV
Cup Final today at 2pm. We bring you all the action &
excitement on DAB. Comm ...

16:37

What's the chances of someone creating a Star Trek-like
tricorder and winning the $10m prize? https://t.co/LHGTgSM9

19:33

@SpikeLee @Ms9Teen85 yep, that fact about Tiffanys even
referenced in an episode of Gilmour Girls!
19'th March, 2012

08:56

Where in London is this pub named after Chaplin? clue: BTW
the bird on his head is a chance addition! #namethatplace
http://t.co/5HUynOpt

09:47

I'm at Kennington Park (Lambeth, Greater London)
http://t.co/B1MCZ6cB
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12:13

I'm at The Marylebone Hotel (London, UK)
http://t.co/eBj6Chu3

12:43

I can't officially confirm members of the world famous Harlem
Globetrotters are at the Marylebone Hotel though I did just
pass them;-)

12:59

..but I did ask the manager, and he couldn't confirm or deny
the pair from the Harlem Globetrotters were in the building
either;-)

13:25

New hope for tinnitus sufferers - Health News - Health &
Families - The Independent http://t.co/ywtrtlZQ <nice to hear:-)

17:56

@CENTURY21 Appears that Gants Hill office of C21 are not
quite able to solve the issues left behind by the last tenant.
Finger's crossed!

18:40

@CashFlowbulkey3 Thanks for the Orange competition RT.

18:47

Win £200K to launch your biz with Orange's Different
Business Comp. Details on my blog:-) http://t.co/8pmipo3K
#LWS

18:57

@rhappe If it helps tell them just 2 mins of sunshine increases
productivity by [insert %] on average;-)

19:20

I'm at Zeitgeist @ The Jolly Gardeners (Lambeth, Greater
London) http://t.co/2LL3LW5N
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20'th March, 2012
11:53

Considering the merits of various alt olympic sports such as
who can accumulate the most bags and tshirts co-branded
with an IT provider!

12:46

So a smiley leaflet from Boris, but nothing I from Ken in the
post box in deepest IG11 today;-) #london #mayor
http://t.co/5ZSZSfKC

15:00

I'm at Occupy London Finsbury Square camp (London)
http://t.co/220aCpKw

15:27

Hugh Pym of the BBC outside the Bank of England now.
Guessing its not related to the Harlem Globetrotters being in
town;-) #london

15:28

RT @ReaIMeganFox: Meeting someone accidentally, then
having them become a huge part of your life.

15:53

No doubt the Queen's call to neighbourliness was inspired in
part by her visit 2 the multi-cultural city of Leicester 4 her
Diamond Jubilee!

16:37

I'm at Shirley & Stuart's Pad (Kennington, Greater London)
http://t.co/M9BJVnZ9

19:54

Some construction dude came up behind me in an alley in
Farringdon with a big grin, and driving a dumper truck today.
Hilarious!
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21'st March, 2012
13:52

"@FastCompany: How 2 Create Socially Engaging Products
That Transcend Online Communities http://t.co/t9DvJkgy via
@30SecMBA @LydiaBreakfast"

22:43

I'm at Showcase Cinema Newham for John Carter in Disney
Digital 3D (East Ham, London) http://t.co/YmUYeM4m
22'nd March, 2012

13:57

I'm at Barking Park (Barking, Greater London)
http://t.co/HxWSIQ0A

14:38

Watching 'American Psycho' after discovering it on my hard
drive..

17:38

Checking out "Century 21's deposit policy" on Property
Network: http://t.co/c48G2dM9

19:46

I'm at Barking Dog (Wetherspoon) (Barking, Greater London)
http://t.co/bGnPYrJi

22:22

Goodbye to living in a cosmic shoebox! http://t.co/YHrvkwcr

22:49

Interesting theme of 'organisational habits' on Charlie Rose. I
believe focusing on a habit in myself has yielded positive
results.

23:53

Wonder if any historians written on events and coincidence?
Hey, time to go to sleep!
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23'rd March, 2012
10:56

'Zero to 20,000' - story from @SiftGroups Caravan Club
community launch http://t.co/Eag5BAOO <nice eg of cmty
customer validation #cmgr

11:24

Online Community Management http://t.co/AAP6JucY via
@Econsultancy <I'm running a day training course for £300;
plus I have cmty mgmt exp:-)

13:46

"@loic: yep. “I’m just doing my best… and you can blame it all
on me. It’s all my fault.” http://t.co/dpL19Xvq" <like the Zynga
point too;-)

14:52

Launch of VIPshop in New York with CFO speaking live, as
share price responds in real time:-) http://t.co/HbwUvjR5 via
@youtube

20:27

Catching up with the news over a bottle of Schneider Weisse
Tap 6, with news of the hidden 7 Noses of Soho ringing in my
ears;-)

20:33

@LouiseBrown Excellent!

20:35

"@ProtestWatch: NYPD intelligence officers monitored liberal
groups, files reveal: http://t.co/PCamuSV8 #Protest" <lking
frwd 2 the EF film!

20:41

OK so another rad film thingy I missed but only by 25 years http://t.co/wu9KaeeX
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20:41

RT @EcoLuxHotels: London is frequently surreal. Here's what
I saw while waiting to cross @kingsroad at Sloane Square this
morning. http: ...
24'th March, 2012

15:25

RT @Zee: London Startup Weekend has begun with 50 fresh
pitches http://t.co/plOOsUQP via @TheNextWebuk

20:56

#nowplaying Bird In Hand by The Upsetters on @deezeruk
http://t.co/xNCdUEhB http://t.co/xNCdUEhB .....
25'th March, 2012

11:00

Hmm, do the washing-up because you want to, not because
you have to? Sounds like a good motto for life generally:-)

11:06

@venessapaech I have done that job:-) And yes it was little
like being an 'Astronaut/Baker'.

11:10

@venessapaech And at least I had a stab at social SEO from
the community http://t.co/V8DnqfCw

11:20

@venessapaech Agreed. Sometimes the business requires
the CM to serve the 'bottom line' as well as the community.
Can be a tough balance:-)

11:29

@venessapaech And starting small might help the CM reach
bottom line? "Most branded online communities are doomed."
http://t.co/tsjm8ToG
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15:14

I'm at St Margaret's Bus Station (Leicester, Leicestershire) w/
2 others http://t.co/JkpA6ihn

15:27

@dahowlett thanks for the film tip sir. Looking frwd to new film
'Prometheus' no doubt!
26'th March, 2012

09:18

Ever tried to play the SF hippie rad interesection game?
Offline & online? http://t.co/nKhRC7px #gaming #culturehack

10:28

Is it too late to save Friends Reunited? http://t.co/xt7pUivU via
@Econsultancy

20:25

RT @StKonrath: Startup Plink is building a business out of
Facebook Credits http://t.co/Mr5gQnDX

21:10

@amyjayne I guess t'was a star. The planets hide.
27'th March, 2012

06:44

RT @reuters: Special Report: The Sony Schism
http://t.co/6xvVV8au <Sony new ceo profile

07:43

@Whatleydude nice agency typo humour sir with ' fee
weeks'.. and my train is running a tad late:-)

16:28

RT @rhappe: +1 There is no other way RT @Britopian:
Humanize Yourself First, Then Humanize Your Business
http://t.co/Bxtf56Hs #edelmandi ...
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18:39

Did not expect this but..I have a ticket and will be at #smwf
tmrw. Guess that pre-event party at The Hospital did the trick!

21:44

I did not expect to hear a guy playing a flute in Barking town
hall sq after watching 'The Fog of War'. Now for a pint!

22:04

"@BBCNewsnight: David Lammy, MP for Tottenham, says
"very poor policing" a key part of last summer's riots" <one
might try a secondment sir?
28'th March, 2012

09:01

@eminem doesn't personally use Facebook. #smwf

09:39

Henry Ford quote on business also crops up in Patrick
O'Keefe's book on managing online forums.. #smwf

10:57

Social networks have viral impact. A difference via
influence/reputation in communities? Whats the comparitive
roi? #smwf

12:33

Lego community and the mass market.#smwf
29'th March, 2012

14:22

Just passed a primary school with children bouncing around
on space hoppers in their playing field!

14:25

RT @TheCR: Look fwd to chatting w/ @davidchris and
#SWChat tweeps today at 1pmPST/ 4pmEST/ 9pmGMT
"Social Media Mgr vs Community Mgr" #T ...
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17:52

Ooh. Next up on Bloomberg. A rare 1909 baseball card about
to be auctioned. Are u listening JD?! #ebay #baseball

17:53

RT @OgMaciel: Celebrating the first BILLION dollars! I am
both humbled and really proud! #redhat http://t.co/8e80ldDD

19:39

So if its the best quarter in US since 1998, and the US is the
leading econ by far, this marks the end of the global
recession. Disagree?

20:57

@rhappe Whats the best comparison you've seen between
what's a social network vs what's a community out there?

21:01

My last six months captured in 3 films, exit, search and
discovery? Soldier, Sailor, Tinker, Tailor; Drive; and finally
John Carter of Mars.

21:05

@rhappe comparison in how they work, thus benefit the biz.
Eg soc networks have a viral power for indiv contribs, vs
influencer pwr in cmty.

21:15

@rhappe cool thanks Rachel, just turning over a few thoughts
after a day of cmty mgr training and then listening to likes of
Lego at #smwf.

21:21

@rhappe I will have a bash at a blog post tmrw:-)

21:32

@NameThatPlace If I believe I am right then I will seek
confirmation from a 2nd source other than just quarter results.
Here's hoping!
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30'th March, 2012
08:28

Not sure the BBC journo on TV just now, criticising the French
for calling Toulouse events their 9/11, quite understands the
full context.

16:39

@cnbcfastmoney I would spend the $640m on (1) a big box of
cigars, a (2) super-computer geek to do all the trading for me!
#MegaMillions

18:01

It's critical mass cycling time along King Street! #leicester

18:55

Creating value from overlap between networks and
communities approached from an individual participant's
impact http://t.co/tYigNDlN #cmgr

19:16

@evgenymorozov big data to win small wars?

19:26

RT @bengoldacre: Critical Mass have joined the "dear
christians please don't harrass women going into BPAS"
protest on Bedford Square. M ...

19:32

RT @hkanji: Really @ediggs? Google's Eze Vidra described
the opening as a "transformational moment for the UK start-up
community" http:/ ...

19:37

@jobsworth I recall theres a great anecdote about when the m
first heard the beatles new album. Maybe '67?

19:49

@jobsworth the beatles anecdote? i will track down for u over
the wkend: for sure.
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19:58

Excellent fun the National Lottery has banned me playing
online as they reckon I am not UK based. Leicester floating
above the M1 then?!
31'st March, 2012

04:33

@jobsworth I believe the anecdote I was trying to recall was in
Folk America 3... http://t.co/UAV3Ch3k

04:34

RT @Ebay24s: EBay Taps Mobile Payments Innovator David
Marcus for PayPal President - PCWorld http://t.co/8Z7FGiZ6

16:43

I'm at The Cotton Mill (Leicester) http://t.co/gySD8fqh

18:04

The new sexy built in micro wardrobe including treehouse
ladder! #diy http://t.co/dU1iQQWQ

21:02

Went to the Shakespeare's Head to celebrate Earth Hour..
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April

1'st April, 2012
11:33

If my Auntie Linda is picking up tweets today via iPad 2, can
she give U-Roger a nudge and txt me one of the Collingham
pics plz for Angus?!

16:04

@atkirby Try airbnb?

16:12

National Express driver doing a detour to avoid jam on the
M1. Perhaps we will come across a memorial to jet inventor
Frank Whittle again?

16:30

Frank Whittle: Jet engine inventor is genius who shrank the
globe http://t.co/JDSvucMy <I love the idea of a film about
Whittle. Why not?

18:21

Half a moon seen thru the coach window. Or is it just a speck
of dirt? #aprilfools http://t.co/P8QW1GDA
2'nd April, 2012

14:00

My creating value from overlap btwn social networks + online
communities blog passed to the board, says LinkedIn reply!
http://t.co/tYigNDlN

17:55

The new clock outside Barking Station has already stopped.
Hope it gets better soon! Anyhow chance for a mobile pic..
http://t.co/misOM5b3
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19:12

On World Autism Awareness Day I'd like to say a big hi to the
Treehouse education charity in London who do great work.
#autism

20:19

@BookMarkLee thanks for the RT, hope it's of use to you
sir:-)

20:21

Interesting read about handover design and issue of medics
whose first language is not English, picked up in the Mail over
the weekend. #nhs
3'rd April, 2012

09:39

@sparklepanties thanks Laura, good to hear you had a good
breakfast of cornflakes and community ponderings!

09:42

@quiip thanks for RT Alison - have a good day:-)

11:10

Sometimes u need a good excuse to finish the ironing. And
sometimes its good luck which helps get the last shirts
done:~)

11:19

I just unlocked the Level 2 "Bookworm" badge on
@foursquare! In it to win it! http://t.co/JIk4HdXN

11:19

I'm at Barking Library (Barking, Greater London)
http://t.co/Jqy9OBD0

17:42

I'm at BCS - The British Computer Society (London)
http://t.co/VhZ9SFZA
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18:55

Goodbye Harrow Green! http://t.co/r8N7XF9S
4'th April, 2012

08:05

@Whatleydude xool batman and joker;-)

08:24

Oral hygiene? I have been told to floss more by my dentist
(my usual dentist is off having a baby)...it must be Spring!
http://t.co/zPfi5M6u

10:40

Double room in friendly flat in East London - share with Shirls
and me! http://t.co/HI8v771a

23:00

Yeah: the Google search for 'top ten roadsters 2011' brings up
my Tesla blog. I am a p/t motoring journo, sort of:-)
5'th April, 2012

09:34

RT @bobbiejohnson: Great post from @arcticstartup on
reaction to the Danish 'entrepreneur tax' - which could levy up
to 67% of any exit: ...

16:44

Groupon Facing Investor Lawsuit http://t.co/48leSPnf via
@CNBC <hmm, an institutional investor speaks in Groupon's
defence:-)

16:53

OK, so meet the Exeter-based Fantasy Shopper team!
http://t.co/a6tj6xLz
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21:02

I am so easy. Buying a Sony Experia Mini Pro mobile 'cause it
was featured in '21 Jump Street', btw nice closing credits to
that film too;-)
6'th April, 2012

09:50

@harryweller nice Groupon ( bonus Fantasy Shopping)
interview on CNBC sir:-)

09:53

OK< so Sony's comedy adaptation of the 1980s TV series "21
Jump Street" = a clue as to why the Sony Experia's featured.
Mine's on order:-)

11:14

What model vintage Porsche is hiding behind the trees?
#porsche #quiz http://t.co/QZAlUNUp

13:05

Love the checkout lady at Sainsburys Becktom asking
multiple times how come we dont have kids! And then
refusing to accept my answer;-)

18:48

Recovered from Sainsburys, been for run along the River
Roding, came across motorbiker practicing wheelies in
Showcase cinema outer carpark.
7'th April, 2012

18:33

I'm at Beckton Sewage Treatment Works (Barking, Greater
London) http://t.co/QtRnsimm
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8'th April, 2012
08:35

Raspberries for breakfast!

16:13

@jowyang much better than SoLoWo

16:23

I have a hunch I spotted the guy, who disrupted the Uni Boat
Race, at Occupy London Finsbury Square recently. Just a
hunch! #boatrace

18:54

Done good easter deed and fixed channels on elderly
neighbours tv, I think!
9'th April, 2012

10:24

In Sainsburys again, wonder what the checkout lady will say
today (I do have my Nectar card..;-)

12:05

"A person's ability to learn, and translate that learning into
action rapidly, is the ultimate competitive advantage". Me,
thanks to J.Welch

15:21

I just bought: 'SSX On Tour (PSP)' by Electronic Arts via
@amazonuk <cheaper than the real thing:-)
http://t.co/69XIJ8qX
10'th April, 2012

07:29

@emgan hi emma sorry our property has now been taken.
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08:08

Not your average Tuesday morning, the day back after the
Easter hol wkend spent fixing up the flat:-) Think I may go
shoe shopping

09:28

RT @standers: On this historic day for #instagram I found the
first shot taken on my then demo account by none other than
http://t.co/1 ...

10:20

I just saw Superman scratching his derrier outside
Sainsburys.

10:29

I'm at St Stephen Walbrook (London, UK)
http://t.co/xTPNEWGp

10:32

Spotted a Penny Farthing (bicycle).. http://t.co/luy4xLbc

11:02

"@TemperoUK: 3 careers that will dominate social media,
according to @markwschaefer. http://t.co/htosa6rU" <worth a
read..

11:46

Thanks to HMRC for sorting out my tax today.

12:08

Now spotted a guy holding the Aboriginal flag over Waterloo
Bridge (being photo'd by his wife..) #london

13:36

My social media dashboard design notes with links to expert
posts http://t.co/NOuXZw7I

19:49

RT @UKBeerBloggers: Actually, you’re very fussy indeed
http://t.co/cRLwhJqQ
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11'th April, 2012
08:40

You may have seen a team huddle after the university boat
race, but what about down your local Sainsbury's?
http://t.co/nK6b6Mpt

13:52

Playing with my new Sony Xperia mini pro. Nice to have it
work with Sony's Media Go manager and my PSP all
together..

15:49

Like the built in screenshot app, mine features a local scene.
#namethatplace http://t.co/EIXD3mrf

16:09

New love for man who sold life on eBay | Irish Examiner:
http://t.co/k9PvgtUk <not sure about the private island idea
though it sounds fun!
12'th April, 2012

11:30

Getting. Organised.

14:02

Hanging out at #hcid2012 in the focus room.

14:15

"@Niecieden: Gamification = 10% game design 90%
psychology #hcid2012"<wonder if that applies to designing
community gamification? #cmgr

14:54

Just spotted the Office Depot mini electric van but without any
camera memory spare there is no pic;-(
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16:09

In Barking Library trying to borrow a DVD on the Da Vinci
code but no one in sight. Cock up or conspiracy!? #barking

17:22

New Sony CEO vows return to prominence
http://t.co/0nRfs70J via @pcadvisor

17:49

@BlackEinstein yep, its always sunny in the South of France!

17:58

I just ousted @amonkster as the mayor of Barking Dog
(Wetherspoon) on @foursquare! http://t.co/arPXseFD

17:58

I'm at Barking Dog (Wetherspoon) (Barking, Greater London)
http://t.co/qMNHs9WI
13'th April, 2012

08:01

Love the way British Gas auto-amend your d-debit to match
your energy consumption, so saving you the time and trouble
to think for yourself!

08:05

That-is even if you have taken the time and trouble to credit
your account in advance with the required balance. Got to
love that customer!

08:06

Oh yes I forgot its Friday 13th!

11:41

Win a radiator key! http://t.co/nTJrrih0

16:03

@SonyXperiaSupt thanks, I love the simple PC media tool
Media Go, plus the powerful music player on my Xperia Mini
Pro.
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19:37

I am in Leicester. Just saying.

20:24

Its crazy to say it but maybe Facebook should re-brand its
ecommerce efforts under a different brand label. Facebook?

20:42

"@socialmouths: YouTube aims for greater social media
integration http://t.co/t8K8av36" <hope their users know/were
consulted/drove it ;-)

20:44

"@robmanuel: @mothdust I literally have no idea what I'm
typing or why. I need a twitter intervention." <consider it done+

20:53

Worst job ever? Throwing tractor tyres full of cowshit from pile
to another pile. Lucky it lasted just 1 day. Now the farm is a
theme park!

21:00

RT @Pistachio: "less marketing douchebaggery. more tanks."
@oatmeal on inbound marketing done RIGHT.
#youwouldntdothisintherealworld htt ...
14'th April, 2012

09:02

@Jack_Ashman Like it!

09:17

"@Bear_Faced: BBC News - Spitfires in Burma 'could be
found' http://t.co/i1EbzWwu" <industrial archaeology in action

11:05

"Can You Help Obama and Romney With Their Slogans?"
http://t.co/XWot5KQY" <Obama: "move on up"
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15:43

Ah, eating rhubarb crumble and speaking to British Gas as to
why I can't keep my direct debit at the level it was despite
being super nice!

17:50

BBC News - Tell-tale signs of a genius child
http://t.co/p095M5Tz <includes likes to be in control. Genius?

20:16

RT @sunnysingh_sw6: In case you missed it, this #Heineken
ad is brilliant: http://t.co/W8SKjCvE #Bollywood

22:39

So first ever outside party at the Cotton Mill going on right
now. Thank god for the 3M earplugs I bought at the local
builder's merchants!
15'th April, 2012

21:36

Talking about setting up a company in France vs UK with our
new housemate.
16'th April, 2012

07:01

How Land’s End’s customers are changing the fashion
industry http://t.co/WGtBtxJa <3 short paragraphs say how

08:46

Halifax sends me a letter inviting me to make a bal transfer; I
call to make a transfer; it's not possible even though it's within
my limit.

09:05

And that balance transfer decline is because Amex is one
card provider that don't allow such transfers, Halifax tell me.
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09:18

@ChaosMagick thanks for the thought!

14:19

Google+ is the “Short Bus” of the Social Networking World by
@SujanPatel http://t.co/SYELiLeu via @sejournal <if u love
G+ dont read this!

15:35

I just unlocked the “4sqDay 2012” badge on @foursquare!
Cupcakes and crowns for all! http://t.co/bw075gis

15:35

I'm at Sainsbury's (Beckton, Greater London)
http://t.co/jpu7cvjR

16:20

I just bought: Igby Goes Down via @amazonuk <after all it
only cost £0.01 plus p http://t.co/IHCnBS72

18:44

http://t.co/ECugiVp4 <I like my eBay seller t shirt "absolute
idiot, do not sell to" :-$
17'th April, 2012

11:09

Nice new motorcycle bookmark design from Tanya:-)
http://t.co/9I2orVA2 http://t.co/QvspQ3x3 #motorbike #jewellry

12:58

Hmm, just sitting at the dock of the bay looking at the waste
that hasnt been removed by B council:-) #barking
http://t.co/KMqvlXrC

19:42

Drinking a pint of Titanic after registering on the free Cloud
WiFi thanks to JDW;-) (@ Barking Dog (Wetherspoon))
http://t.co/p5G1Q305
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20:22

10 ways a point-and-shoot camera beats your phone's
http://t.co/Z87PSILe

20:32

RT @ih8itonline: I don’t like you Mommy: Kids say the
funniest things. Watch as my 3 year old tells me what he
thinks of me. Vide... htt ...

21:05

RT @LouiseBrown: I don't think I've articulated this well but
here it is: How would you tell someone to get started with
social media? h ...
18'th April, 2012

11:05

I ask Acer Direct for a suggested TV tuner product for my
laptop as they sell such products. Their customer service ask
me to ask Acer. OK!

11:35

100 days to start of the 2012 Olympics and in legacy terms
will the excellent proj mgmt be sharing experience with local
auth mgrs for eg?

12:18

Time to sell my handful of shares in Brazilian oil giant Petro
Bras and spend a certain small % on German beer for the big
footie game tnt!

19:23

@NameThatPlace bit hard to tell from that postage stamp
sized image, maybe Southend Pier sir?!
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19'th April, 2012
07:18

I'm at Showcase Cinema Newham for Battleship (East Ham,
London) http://t.co/uQZK7wpD

08:38

Introducing AWS Marketplace! http://t.co/tUoZ1YyH And see
related post link to full free #BCS presentation on Amazon
web services..

11:41

Hmm, that was odd, a report on the Titanic on the BBC
included a shot of the sign language provider guy sipping a
can of red bull.

12:45

funny ha ha watching 1989 sci fi flic Millenium (with Cheryl
Ladd) online only to be interrupted by Wagonwheels spoof sci
fi social ads. Er.

14:38

I'm at Tate And Lyle Golden Syrup Factory (Royal Docks,
Greater London) http://t.co/Y0QcLsLB

14:51

I'm at Harrow Green Ltd (East Ham, Greater London)
http://t.co/TfTepz4V

14:55

Harrow Green's yard on Oriental Road in the spring time.
#industrialscenes http://t.co/XK4V6Xcd

19:05

If I say that Deezer's login with FB sucks that will be
understood to be just my little opinion, and no one from
Deezer IT will laugh? lol
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21:13

"@hrheingold: .@academicdave Habermas doesn't have a
clue abt the Internet, period. http://t.co/YtaFD3k7" <does
Habermas understand power?
20'th April, 2012

09:33

I'm at Victoria Coach Station (London, Greater London) w/ 2
others http://t.co/pC30YlPO

09:35

Yo a red Millenium Products taxi ahead at the traff lights, and
Office Depot van earlier on Gasciogne Road.
#trainspottersanonymous

09:37

Got to catch up with Leicester nerd Phil who snapped a pic of
the dummy run for the Olympics this morning. Maybe by
spotting a Tesla??

09:38

Starting with Horseguards procession just now in the
sunshine!

09:48

Next up - an orange Lamborigini being parked..

10:01

@Sdoca08 Stephanie nice to say hello on Twitta! I will be
working away on social media analytics at Sony EU nxt week.
Hope u r well too:-)

17:45

I'm at Swan Rushes (Leicester) http://t.co/ikR8MJsc

17:58

I reckon this is the only pub with two village borders running
through it (+ the only pub I have been thrown out of!)
http://t.co/aPV8flwv
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21'st April, 2012
10:07

hmm, nice cold veggie breakfast at the historic Leicester Corn
Ex this morning. lucky i sent it back and got a nice 'fresh' one
@jdwtweet;-)

11:00

Ah the pleasures of buying a posh toaster from JL. First time I
got the colour wrong. Second time the warming pan bracket is
missing;-)

18:38

I'm at The Pub [pic]: http://t.co/U556aurr

19:36

http://t.co/vzDvBbyA so in case you wonder what the inside of
my head looks like...

20:10

@Local_Pubs what are your best pubs in the UK? I have
been to the Zeitgeist pub on Lambeth Walk which maybe one
of the best pubs in London!
22'nd April, 2012

11:33

Spotted outside the Cotton Mill today, our very procession.
#spiritual http://t.co/7OMGCgzW

15:39

@Local_Pubs thanks I will take a look!

15:43

I'm at Leicester City Football Ground (Leicester,
Leicestershire) http://t.co/T6fr0rgQ

18:02

Millenium Products taxi spotted on the way into London. What
next, an Office Depot van? #trainspottersanonymous
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18:18

I'm at The Marlborough Head (London, Greater London)
http://t.co/iaTK5hgl

18:23

No van but a kilted Scots piper on Park Lane..

19:43

Oh yeah and we were sitting with a good looking French rock
band on the coach too!

19:45

@bryonythomas bazaarvoice should have such stats plus
Power Reviews. Sorry in the pub so no access to specific
URLs;-)
23'rd April, 2012

21:37

Was going to buy these hi-tech trainers but the sales guy was
a tad too salesy and they didnt look so gd. #shoesalefail
http://t.co/RKdkkXMr
24'th April, 2012

11:20

Interesting obit about Colson of Watergate fame, in
yesterday's Times, worth a read if you enjoy modern US
history. #history

11:21

RT @iw_expo: Make sure you're following the official
InternetWorld hashtag today #iwexpo - although we'll be
keeping an eye on #Internet ...

11:38

I'm at Bermondsey Square (Bermondsey, Greater London)
http://t.co/JSknUtcy
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14:47

"@WildDogDesignUK: #internetworld is a day of queuing for
snippets of wisdom." <i skipped the queues and went to the
BCS to sign up for...

16:34

@WildDogDesignUK http://t.co/MEVd7Trs Digital Shoreditch
Jam Hack at the end of May (via the 'hot desks' at the BCS..) it looks like fun

17:38

Starting last nite since M Oxford St it appears attractive ladies
have really taken a shine to me. Now if I can just figure out
why!

17:39

@ruskin147 I like Amazon S3, but also less user friendly than
Dropbox I suspect, it's just I like the kind of company I keep
there:-)
25'th April, 2012

14:04

I'm at Big Moe's Diner (East Ham, Greater London)
http://t.co/PRUk3aJK
26'th April, 2012

13:18

@NameThatPlace @officedepot looks like somewhere on
Whitehall? #namethatplace

17:58

I'm at Angel in the Fields (London, UK) http://t.co/JyFZ9DI8

18:00

@NameThatPlace @officedepot I give up, where is it?
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19:11

You know sometimes Googling someone's name can be really
super amusing:-D
27'th April, 2012

15:25

@e_mint @SquirrelLizzie thanks for the RT. And I actually did
deliver the 'simple cmty mgr training in one day' recently:-)
#cmgr

19:19

Two cycling police officers at Victoria Coach Station this
evening. Evening all:-)

19:44

http://t.co/0pIXD3AU <tips to improve Klout score include
tweet more, focus on one subj, interact with infl folks. My
score is less than 40!

19:53

I'm at The London Central Mosque (London, UK)
http://t.co/WbuxgMa8

21:49

"@ihustle_co: http://t.co/dG0FZBjN News: When Will This
Low-Innovation Internet Era End? http://t.co/ssriTx33"
<interesting point, but yet..

21:51

..but yet maybe the point is the impactful of the interent
revolution is more subtle and psychological than previous tech
lead revolutions?
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28'th April, 2012
13:32

I'm at The Corn Exchange (Leicester) http://t.co/FPFyq9V6

18:07

Great to see mixed recycling in Leicester extended to flats
from Friday. Just popped all our tin cans in the recycling bin.
#leicester

18:13

I didn't appreciate Leicester went through 2 seiges in the Civil
War. The account on the wall of the Corn Ex says the
"traitors" were the...

19:07

Family Crests and Coats of Arms by House of Names:
http://t.co/pt8P0fvh <possibly time to buy the Glendinning
mug..

19:55

@Jayworld I have crepe party envy, having just been thrown
out of a pub by a blind man;-)

20:11

@Jayworld could be a good night for us both!
29'th April, 2012

14:04

BBC News - Chen Guangcheng's escape sparks China
round-up http://t.co/Jy9dWnt1 <Chen pic's now my new Sony
Xperia mini pro wallpaper:-)

15:33

I'm at St Margaret's Bus Station (Leicester, Leicestershire)
http://t.co/s8DyNTAg
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16:54

@KAKA Kaka pls can u help me decide a question whether
you were born in Taguatina or Brasilia? I am a rare Brit who
has visited both places!
30'th April, 2012

06:25

I just unlocked the "Trainspotter" badge on @foursquare!
http://t.co/cr6zc4KK

06:25

I'm at West Ham Railway Station (WEH) (West Ham, Greater
London) http://t.co/YMaO57Sg

07:19

Waterloo monday - LIVE at http://t.co/bPCdIIYM

07:58

Waiting for the bus to Brooklands (as in former racing circuit)..
#monday

12:47

I'm at The Minnow http://t.co/Y4wc9IEI

14:09

Currently reading the useful if you've ever wondered for
Twitter: The difference between @replies and mentions, from
http://t.co/MR7Mh5bj

15:38

Accidentally pluggin’ Sony http://t.co/GZacpZxJ <hmm, six
years after this post I now work at Sony:-)

17:55

Just passing through Earslfield. Hey Jamie how is Rauris sir?

18:08

I like the idea of a bag of chips from Paisley. But a pint from
Barking isn't a bad alternative, which is what I am heading for
next:-)
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May

1'st May, 2012
07:09

Nice error message when I use my mobile to try to login to the
Olympic footie ticket site. Connection error? #fail
http://t.co/2V4uhSkr

07:13

RT @timlad: Selling Social Media to the C Suite
http://t.co/fCYfziyF via @zite

07:39

Ooh standing in a long queue in th rain waiting for the bus.
http://t.co/spSCy09B

07:41

@Documentally actually makes me want to vote Tory;-)

12:08

@namethatplace dont suppose you have a slightly bigger pic
as that one is the size of a postage stamp!

17:27

I'm at Weybridge Railway Station (WYB) (Weybridge, Surrey)
http://t.co/inJFhRjn
2'nd May, 2012

21:01

Article about Rodney King's scream of death this AM, then
Aryton Senna's scream of pleasure at winning the Brasil grand
prix this PM. Oww?

21:59

Working at eBay Inc made me appreciate the value of being
super organised.
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3'rd May, 2012
17:22

I'm at Sony Europe (Weybridge, Surrey)
http://t.co/AUzmGFnZ

18:33

I'm at Duke of Sussex (London) http://t.co/ida5S0Xb
4'th May, 2012

07:57

Goldman Sachs is looking for a social media specialist I hear.
Please be aware I free (after 6 months with Sony:-). After
which I can help!

08:02

It's possible to be too organised I have found, it's
fundamentally an ongoing *process* after all..<i>phew just
found my keys;-)</i>

08:08

RT @sciencemuseum: To coincide with our Alan Turing
exhibition we have created a Facebook timeline of his life
More info coming soon htt ...

08:09

RT @BookMarkLee: Nope. I don't give tax advice anymore.
Best tip is speak to a specialist consultant at Tax Advice
Network http://t.co/k ...

17:59

I'm at a famous London square. So (with a clue from my Sony
Xperia), where do u think I am hanging out? #namethatplace
http://t.co/aBHueK9c

18:00

@timlad have a good flight to Ireland sir!
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19:15

I'm at Victoria Coach Station (London, Greater London) w/ 7
others http://t.co/HneotiZk
5'th May, 2012

12:40

RT @nationalexpress: Alan hansen and john Aldridge
boarding the coach for #FAcupfinal http://t.co/GdnjGE0d

12:54

A bottle of Pecksniff's from TKMaxx is one of today's shopping
surprises!

16:05

I hope Kenny D is going to be happier after the FA Cup Final
than he looks in this pic with primary school kids!
http://t.co/DCH95HKp

18:32

RT @Whatleydude: Some words on the Samsung Galaxy S
III, from someone who's read the internet http://t.co/nWkDm9Tn
6'th May, 2012

16:41

A bit of paint does wonders to an old upright chest of drawers.
#diybankholiday #leicester http://t.co/Esw6SFAP
7'th May, 2012

03:09

I just unlocked the "School Night" badge on @foursquare for
checking in after 3am on a school night! http://t.co/xEIqTtQj

03:09

I'm at The Cotton Mill (Leicester) http://t.co/T5gGQeAd
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03:12

Yes' a neat badge unlocked on 4Sq thanks to the May Day
Holiday! http://t.co/6wBGuNGC
8'th May, 2012

07:24

Going to miss a talk on String Theory tomorrow so wondering,
am I missing anything useful? #royalsociety

07:35

I'm at Weybridge Railway Station (WYB) (Weybridge, Surrey)
http://t.co/sQEHajyp

07:45

http://t.co/DrWqyeC9 Huntsy sounds like a useful dashboard
for managing the job search:-)

11:58

"@NameThatPlace: @stuartgh http://t.co/BNKNILqw" <Office
Depot moment:-)

12:06

@NameThatPlace u too sir:-)

13:01

I'm at Sony Europe (Weybridge, Surrey) http://t.co/KTmkzqbp
9'th May, 2012

06:13

Sprout Social and Zendesk partner up for social media-fueled
customer support http://t.co/qbHAz390 via @TNWinsider

06:43

I'm at Platform 2 (London, Greater London)
http://t.co/Cg786p4M

07:32

Just saw the perkiest baby, with glum parents, in a long time.
Priceless!
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17:13

Off to the Royal Society tonite to miss a talk on ..

18:54

Funny watching Rob and Andy on TV at the Royal Society in
the Q+A for the talk on string theory!

20:53

RT @Leetomes: Film & Media Weekly is out!
http://t.co/xfnUyU3U ▸ Top stories today via @citizenseye
@stuartgh @our_man_flint @katedi ...

20:54

Nice evening talking with Andy on tactics for getting
investment for http://t.co/92EXwRQ0 over a bottle of beer and
some snacks.
10'th May, 2012

15:34

I just unlocked the "Warhol" badge on @foursquare! Gallerific!
http://t.co/gBqxZfmF

15:34

I'm at Sony World Photography Awards (SWPA)
http://t.co/XBZJdoy7

20:57

having sold pbr, i may buy sony. #shares

20:58

RT @B2BGateway: Tesla’s shares rise as Model S electric
sedan to arrive in June #shares #models #Tesla
http://t.co/6c7s0Qvo via @silicon ...
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11'th May, 2012
08:13

I'm at Whitechapel Underground Station (Whitechapel,
Greater London) w/ 2 others http://t.co/AY4ajsag

08:55

I'm at OMD International (London, Greater London) w/ 2
others http://t.co/S3157Hv5

18:04

I'm at Camino (Kings Cross, Greater London)
http://t.co/gOIo4kwD

18:55

Say hi!

19:05

RT @leslie: RT @guykawasaki: Janitor graduates from
Columbia University after 12 years of balancing full-time work
and classes http://t. ...

19:19

Shirley has new shiny shoes in silver and black sporty style..
http://t.co/bG8JQZoq

19:26

I'm at Victoria Coach Station (London, Greater London) w/ 4
others http://t.co/QVWil3kl

22:14

RT @reuters: Sony slides to three-decade low on strategy
doubts http://t.co/PhqUdd43 <good time to buy Sony shares:-)

22:16

RT @iFroggy: In a guest post for @jasonfalls, I discussed why
forums are important and how to engage as a brand:
http://t.co/T2Ora8Fq
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12'th May, 2012
08:19

I'm at The Cotton Mill (Leicester) http://t.co/R8qR3sC1
13'th May, 2012

17:36

"@StKonrath: Yahoo's CEO Scott Thompson is set to step
down http://t.co/Wco3EXV5" <wow, employment verification
bites
14'th May, 2012

17:23

Just missed the free Sony bus but at least it made a couple of
ppl smile. Monday hey!

22:31

The night before #AdobeSummit and wondering if there will
be any spare plug sockets with which to charge a laptop:-)
15'th May, 2012

05:42

@TrulyTherese thanks for the plug offer, have a great Adobe
day!

08:11

I'm attending NHS Hack Day, 26th-27th May 2012 in London
http://t.co/IHj3L1lw

08:30

I'm at Adobe Digital Marketing Summit (London) w/ 38 others
http://t.co/Y5MpF5OP
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09:09

"@SocialMediaLond: Eduardo Saverin renounces US
citizenship ahead of Facebook IPO http://t.co/lizhBOU3" <see
you in Singapore:-)

09:10

"@AllisterHeath: My column: It’s austerity all right – but not of
the kind we actually need | City A.M.: http://t.co/BB5mlzst"
<useful

09:57

The Chelsea Flower Show and shares in Facebook are both
sold out. I see no connection, but ..

10:58

At a talk on turning social media buzz into action-insights, with
a guy from Fiat. Hope he's as good as the guy from Ford:-)
#adobesummit

11:14

RT @KimKarman: of course the #adobesummit ringleader
@BradRencher uses Moneyball analogy. Math/stats geeks
meeting marketers rock.

12:05

Ooh in a Q for lunch, my fav activity. Lol!

12:22

Another phrase for 'correlation' to explain data to the Board?
'happy wife, happy life'. That helped, right? #adobesummit

13:22

Can see how ecircle's abandon shopping cart customer
emails could significantly benefit likes of http://t.co/2sxzuiU5.

14:19

I'm at Adobe Digital Marketing Summit (London) w/ 18 others
http://t.co/GPxVeFZH
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18:17

@ariannahuff at #AdobeSummit "skate to where the puck is
going to be, not where it has been." <aka 'field sense'...
http://t.co/nSho9Gxx

20:27

Quick pint at NHS hack eve, followed by near racist attack on
tube at Mile End. I helped by removing a wine bottle b4 it
became a weapon:-)

20:28

As in seriously a near attack, from drunk white youth with
punk style t-shirt vs minding his own business black guy. Up
close and personal.
16'th May, 2012

08:09

Want to be right place right time? Simply listen to what ppl are
saying. (I am saying nothing:-) #AdobeSummit

08:16

@timlad will do. Just crossing Chelsea bridge thanks to
Jubilee jubilation:-)

08:55

#adobesummit So the Wright Brothers tested their prototype
planes in a small windtunnel. Maybe that's why they beat
Santos Dumont to flight?

09:09

I'm at Adobe Digital Marketing Summit (London) w/ 40 others
http://t.co/o79rWrwm

09:45

"@marsattacks: Three Reasons Why a Psychologist Wouldn’t
Invest in a $100bn Facebook. http://t.co/lw4PNpuw"
#adobesummit <intention rules:-)
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10:03

Ever heard of a lap top batery causing fuses to trip in a home?
Thats what electricians say is why we have lost power!

19:59

RT @Mr_Umer: #sunset #view #contrast #sky #cityblock
#noeffects #leicester http://t.co/JPIqFLED

20:36

@birbigs thanks for the comic relief, so to speak at Adobe
Summit Mike, no chance of getting 2 free txts to your show on
25th or 26th May?!
17'th May, 2012

17:18

Dear Santander Business Banking apologies if I was a tad
pedantic on the phone but earlier today you said it was all on
track to complete:-)

17:43

The winning goal of the Man City match? When a QPR player
fell, it unlocked the maths, scientists say in a new study!
http://t.co/tRGH8hQM

18:07

I'm at Platform 2 (London, Greater London)
http://t.co/6tqhSLbT

19:02

Odd coincidence that both Orange and T Mobile shops in
Barking are repraying. Then again..
18'th May, 2012

07:42

MustwriteablogpostonhowFacebookcanmakemoneyforbusinessesafterA
#facebookIPO
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17:16

Finally I have a boss with real patents listed on LinkedIn.
Cool.

17:33

I'm at Sloane Square (London, Greater London)
http://t.co/Wez0sLxZ

21:39

"@Bookgirl96: The reason you don't feel as rich as Bono
today is because you're not." <indeed!
19'th May, 2012

09:43

Ooh, 'Tories Cosy Meetings With Google' headlines with Daily
Mail today. Hmm, that's what I call an offline SEM strategy:-)

16:05

I am the owner of a Tumble and Hide leather wallet, sourced
from Italy - it even has a tiny Italian flag inside - ready for Lake
Garda hols!

16:07

"@whufc_official: GOAL ALERT! Blackpool 1 West Ham
United 2 (Ricardo Vaz Te 87)" <I guessed the score after saw
bookies offering on 3-1..

23:41

RT @jowyang: Discussion: Battle between Apple store vs
Microsoft store coming to a mall near you
https://t.co/PajdKnG0
20'th May, 2012

11:42

"@Channel4News: Facebook's Zuckerberg marries in secret:
http://t.co/GgEdqBGY" <congrats Mark. Its 2014 World Cup
as wedding date 4 us :-)
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11:48

I'm at Leicester Clock Tower (Leicester, Leicestershire)
http://t.co/7pwahHOx

12:55

I just bought: 'Nike LunarGlide+ 3 Running Shoes - 10.5' by
Nike via @amazonuk <JD Sports had the shoe, not the size..
http://t.co/cLUfbOvJ

17:46

Porsche chasing a vintage Porsche (pls correct me if I am
wrong) out of the corner of of coach;-) http://t.co/WEUXXnFJ
21'st May, 2012

06:48

@_JustMelissa I am sure they didn't mean it.

06:50

RT @Chris_Skinner: Find out what would have happened if
you had invested $100 in the IPO of Amazon, Baidu, eBay,
Google, LinkedIn or Yah ...

07:37

There are worse places to wait for the bus than opposite
Digger's Hill (if u know English History you'll understand)..

07:38

I'm at Diggers trail http://t.co/Bahrm3zH

11:19

RT @Mark__Lawrence: “The trouble with the world is that the
stupid are so confident while the intelligent are full of doubt.” –
Bertrand ...

12:22

@SLSingh I admit buying the book just to put it on my
bookshelf thanks to the nice Tao symbol on the spine;-)
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19:19

RT @5ftShort: @rorysutherland could you pretty please rt
@19ComingSoon graduate advertising exhibition 15th June
7pm short film VIP prem ...

19:20

"@spolsky: Fact: I don't really care about Facebook's stock
price."

21:15

Check out my ad on http://t.co/Pl5XsSA4 via
@FlatmateRooms (and we are away on weekend!) #flatshare
22'nd May, 2012

06:51

I'm at Shell Centre (Waterloo, Greater London)
http://t.co/TwjEgYd6

07:22

RT @SonyPicturesUK: The official YouTube link for the brand
new #Skyfall trailer is here: http://t.co/Km9RbOaX Daniel
Craig is back. Let ...

12:43

@ruskin147 say hi from me:-)

17:15

Yes I need to lose weight:-) http://t.co/GNTj2rlQ

17:30

Its hard to say no thank you to a nice man collecting cash for
a disabled childrens charity at the station as I run for a beer..

18:59

Unexpected pleasure meeting Dinesh from
http://t.co/2sxuWITb. Hope his new clothing business is a
success!
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19:11

I'm at Barking Dog (Wetherspoon) (Barking, Greater London)
http://t.co/zCL4WKIm
23'rd May, 2012

05:56

@CynthiaDCecil thanks!

19:02

Great so their wisdom Marks & Spencer renamed nachos as
tortillas, no doubt to take the snack a little more upmarket:-)

19:03

I'm at Fenchurch Street Railway Station (FST) (City of
London, Greater London) w/ 3 others http://t.co/qsWyDsHi

19:12

I'm at Barking Dog (Wetherspoon) (Barking, Greater London)
w/ 2 others http://t.co/yWzGDXAY

19:40

Dinner will Greece collapses? Fiddling while Rome burns! Do
I win an iPad please?

19:54

Why buy Facebook shares when Sony is such good value?

19:55

RT @GuidoFawkes: Finally closed EUR/USD short today. Will
be speaking at @CityAM Active Trader conference tomorrow
on politics and trad ...
24'th May, 2012

16:48

Brooklands hotel overlooks the 'Mercedes Benz Experience',
which was being fed with sprinklers when I just drove past in
an open top Audi;-)
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16:55

@CVanderGaag thanks for including me in your select list of
follows:-)

17:14

Wimbledon and Richmond are kinda the same place, except
one has the river, and the other has tennis. (OK imagine
someone cool said that:-)

20:15

The film 'Contact' has a woman character who is more
interested in science and discovery, than 'traditional' pursuits.
#justsaying
25'th May, 2012

08:04

RT @ianmcleary: #ff some more cool people I met this week
on line @rdempsey @socialstratmatt @stuartgh @lizhkelly

17:23

Sorry I couldnt make the #minibar on Redchurch St. But the
boss is away for two weeks so I cant do everything:-)

19:19

"@jowyang: Four Reasons I'm glad I skipped math class: 1)
Boooring 2) I never count beyond 10, and finally 3) Everyone
has a calc." <yup

19:22

RT @whitehouseostp: Curious what Bill Nye
@TheScienceGuy @TheRealBuzz or @richardbranson think
about today's milestone in space? Check o ...

19:26

"@elonmusk: Our spaceship is now fully docked with the
International Space Station. HSMF!! #Dragon
http://t.co/gXmjVEwh" <beats Jubilee Line
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20:56

Assumptions are the enemy of organisation.

20:58

You know you have real influence when a guy sees u coming
and stops to tie his shoe lace. Happy BBQ weekend!

21:17

Watching the film 'Outsourced'.
26'th May, 2012

08:46

I'm at Fenchurch Street Railway Station (FST) (City of
London, Greater London) http://t.co/nhTRHKc3

08:57

RT @brenthoberman: Facebook's IPO fallout and the problem
with the data-as-profit model | James Ball http://t.co/ZJLlGYz7
via @guardian

09:03

Investors think Facebook is another money making machine
like Google, but it isn't. It's a different type of machine right
Mark:-)

11:39

Just attended a trading seminar on a hot sunny day with a guy
coughing away sitting next to me. But it was a grt talk from
@sandy_cityindex

18:55

Reviewed City Index http://t.co/hcRA93RN. Good seminar:-)
http://t.co/ACoeqIxz
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28'th May, 2012
07:06

I wonder if ex-Apple marketing guru Ken Segal is doing a
book promo which doesnt cost cash to hear him talk this
week. Waterstone's maybe?

10:04

@Sandy_Cityindex It was all good thanks. Have a good trip
'down under'..

11:27

Is Tony Blair Brazilan? He is displaying a wide range of hand
gestures at Leveson, which to a geek like me suggest such a
samba style!

12:36

The 2012 Wired 100: How did we do? (Wired UK)
http://t.co/Th78K9dy

15:40

From a quick skim with Radian6 I get the impression the new
cookie regs in UK is effecting mobile users on web rather than
desktop users.
29'th May, 2012

20:10

Twenty interviews. + BBC interview for Steve Jobs' death.
Test drove a Tesla. Met the Harlem Globetrotters. And saw
Kate & Queen. X
30'th May, 2012

06:42

A West Ham fan (+ tattoo) told me 'not to walk in front of him'
this AM. Your team's promoted, you walking in front of me, out
the way pls.
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09:23

Interesting to learn that Sony is now in the healthcare
business. It makes sense to me having worked at
MedicExchange:-) #healthcare

20:29

WWII in a bottle - a single webpage tells the concise history of
the Hapag-Lloyd company including a courageous banker:
http://t.co/RktdVYNh
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